The collection of excavation result published here was executed by
the writer during thirty years of his archaeological carrier with Iraqi
Department of Antiquity. The preliminary reports of the first, fourth
and fifth seasons of excavations at Tell – es – Sawwan show the
significance and the importance of the site. Tell es – Sawwan was an
advanced Neolithic village dating to the sixth millennium BC, situated
on the eastern bank of the Tigris some 120 km North of Baghdad.
The village was rather unique in its architectural remains of its five
building levels defensive ditch a wall, and alabaster stone vessels And
statuettes.
Tell Es – Sawwan an located in the middle of the country, together
with two other sites of comparable date a little to the north, provides
clear evidence for cultural correlation between the northern and
southern geographical parts of Mesopotamia, indicting the way which
the Neolithic farmers of the north filtered down to southern plain in
the delta toward the end of sixth millennium B.C, The discussion of
the Diyala sequins to southern sites may shed some light on the
Sumerian homeland of the Diyala region and southern Mesopotamian
plain of present Iraq.
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Preface
The following collection of excavation reports are the result of my
excavations in Iraq in the years 1956-1986; they were first published
in summer, by Iraq's ministry of culture and the state Board of
Antiquities and Heritage.
I began my first major projects shortly after I graduated with my B.A
in archaeology from university of Baghdad, in June of 1955. In the fall
of 1955 and the summer of 1956, respectively, I began excavations at
the site of Basmusian and a survey of the Rania plain, which was
already in progress in the province of Suleimanya

in Iraqi

Kurdistan(northeastern) Iraq, In spite of the extreme summer heat in
this mountain region, and some other obstacles such as an incident of
fire in the expedition camp and an outbreak of smallpox in the
Kurdish village of Basmusian (which neighbored the site and was the
main source of its workmen). these early projects were quite
successful.
In the spring of 1959-1960, I excavated the throne room of the palace
of king Assur- nasir – pal II at Nimrod, finding a corridor behind the
end of the throne room and two more ( partly – eroded) rooms. None
of these areas were ever reached or planned by layand or Mallawan
during their earlier excavations at this palace in the middle of the 19th
and 20th centuries.
The preliminary reports of the first, fourth, and fifth seasons of
excavations at Tell es – Sawwan show the significance and the
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importance of the site, Tell es – Sawwan was advanced Neolithic
village dating to the 6th millennium BC, situated on the eastern bank
of the Tigris river some 120 km north of Baghdad. The village was
rather unique, with architectural remains of its five building levels,
defensive ditch and wall, and alabaster stone vessels and statuettes.
Tell es – Sawwan location in the middle of the country, together with
two other sites of comparable date a little to the north, provides clear
evidence for cultural correlation between the northern and southern
geographical parts of Mesopotamia, indicating the way which the
Neolithic farmers of the north filtered down to the southern plains in
the delta toward the end of the 6th millennium BC.
The work was done in several seasons of excavation at Tell Qalinj
agha, located within the city of modern Erbil in the Iraqi Kurdistan,
in order to salvage the site and its remains form a private building
project which was already in progress. An Erbili family owned the site
and its surrounding, In the late 1960s the antiquity authorities bought
the land and immediately started excavation. Two short and one long
excavation seasons brought to light interesting remains, especially
those of the 4th millennium BC of Uruk period. Two living quarters
were uncovered in level lll, and in the middle of each was small
tripartite Temple with some walls painting remains.
Later in the 1970s and 1980s I was engaged in supervising a major
salvage program of excavations at the Diyala and Eski Mosul dam
construction areas. Hundreds of ancient sites would become
submerged under each of the reservoirs created behind these two
dams. After several years of salvage work by Iraqi,
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Arabs and foreign archaeologists, results showed that the majority of
sites at both salvage projects had materials dating from the prepottery Neolithic to the Islamic period.
I think it is useful to add to these Sumer dig reports a few more
articles dealing with the late prehistoric pottery of Mesopotamiamainly Uruk, Jamdat – Nasr and Nine rite V- as revealed by my own
excavations and those of others. I also find it of some significance to
end this group of articles with a discussion of the Diyala sequence of
this date to southern sites. This discussion was published in the
journal IRAQ (published in London) in 1967; its significance lies in
the light it will shed on the Sumerian homeland of the Diyala region
(east of Baghdad) and the southern Mesopotamian plain of present
Iraq.
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Introduction
1. GLIMPSES OF MESOPOTAMIAN HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Fifteen thousand years ago, in the foothills of the Zagros mountains of
northeastern Mesopotamia, our ancestors began experiments that
would chance mans destiny. The flint tools they left behind provide for
a trained archaeological detective, an outline of when and where they
did it. But even experts can expert can only speculate how.
Barley, sprouting from a bit of spilled grain, perhaps inspired a
normal gatherer to plant his own crop; thinning herds of wild goats
and sheep maybe tempted a hunter to trap a pair for breeding stocks.
Whatever sparked the process, mans first great revolution had begun
as slowly as the hunter learned to exploit his environment. By 6000
B.C, here at Tell Es – Sawwan near Baghdad, farmers and shepherds
were building rectangular houses and complete with courtyards,
kitchens with hearths and granaries, and corals for there livestock
and wearing beads and bracelets and rings of bone, Clay, and stone.
Now these small votive statues offered clues to early religious beliefs.
Most were found in the graves of children, suggesting each served as a
substitute mother for the helpless child on his eternal journey.
By the 5th millennium B.C lower Mesopotamia was already a
melting pot. People from the north, Hassuna, Tell Es- Sawwan,
Jarmo, filtered down both the Tigris and Euphrates bringing their
knowledge of farming, architecture, religion, and art. Other groups
pressed northwards from the east Arabia and the Arabian Gulf.
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Most geologists agree that the shallow Arabian Gulf was dry land in
lower Paleolithic times. The world was cooler, passing though an ice
age, and ocean shorelines were 300 feet lower. The Tigris and
Euphrates flowed through separate green valleys, emptying into the
Gulf of Oman. Then 15.000 years ago, the world warmed, ice caps
melted, and the oceans began to rise. The slowly raising Gulf squeezed
populations northwards for 10.000 years. As people were driven
slowly from their lost paradise, they brought with them, Mesopotamia
epics, myths, and memories of the flood that drowned their land, of
the Eden they lost.
During the fourth millennium B.C, the Mesopotamian mix began
to tame alluvial plain and marchlands between the two rivers, the land
we call Sumer, with roads and canals. Here Sumerians farm villages
evolved into small city – states, each clustered around a Temple and
ruled by an ensi or “priest- ruler‟. Mankind was poised for another
momentous leap forward.
Mans first attempt to record his thoughts came as mere jottings,
lines and dots on patties of Clay, to tally sheep, or fish, or sheaves of
barley. Archaeologists uncovered the oldest of these at Uruk and Ur.
Later, notes or workers rations and long lists of Temple offering
appear, using more sophisticated pictographs: a head to signify man a
bowl to stand for food, a human foot could mean foot or to walk. By
3000 B.C. the scribes of summer had perfected grammar and
vocabulary using phonetic cuneiform (wedge- shaped) characters. On
durable Clay tablets they recorded waybills, recipes, laments and love
songs. The hundreds of thousand of surviving cuneiform tablets
9

document intimate day – to – day life in civilization long turned to
dust. Now, with the invention of writing, history formally began.
In 2350 B.C. king Sargon welded with nearby city – states of Sumer to
those of his own Semitic Acadians, to rule from his capital. Acad near
Babylon. His armies pressed south toward the Gulf, east into Elam, in
present – day Iran, and into northwest Syria, for the first known
empire. His grandson, Naram sin demarcated the dynasty's authority
with lavish inscribed victory stele like those we found at Sippar, west
of Baghdad, and in the eastern mountain borderlands.
Eastern Zagros mountain tribes, the Gutians, ended Acadians rule for
almost a century, laying waste to much of the countryside. In 20120
B.C. Utu- Higal, ruler of Uruk, rose up against the Gutians and with
the help of other Sumerian cities drove them out, in the earliest
liberation war on record. From their seat at Ur, his successors revived
the Sumerian culture and power for more than one final flourishing
century.
The Amorites, the 'dwellers of the west', may have had origins in
Arabian Peninsula. After the fall of Sumer they migrated into
Mesopotamia establishing cities at Mari on the Syrian Euphrates,
Assur on the upper Tigris, Larsa in the south, finally uniting their
holdings to form the first dynasty of Babylon, Babylon's king
Hammurabi, during the first half of 18th century B.C. established
Mesopotamians

second

empire

and

promulgated

the

first

comprehensive law statuettes, the famous code of Hammurabi about
this time a minor tribal sheikh set out with his people from Ur. His
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departure probably caused little fanfare; Babylonian history accords
him no mention at all. But his name was Abram and he marched west
across the desert toward a new land, and history.
A rich prize, at the crossroads of Asia, Mesopotamia constantly
suffered invaders. Hittites swooped through northern Syria to snuff
out Babylon. After looting the Temple treasures they quickly
retreated back to their native Anatolia, kassites, originally from the
Zagros, filled the political vacuum left by Babylonians fall to rule for
400 years. At the kassite ruins of Dur. Kuriigalzu, 20 miles outside
Baghdad, the tallest ziggurat surviving from ancient times still stands,
180 feet high. Early travelers mistook it for biblical' Tower of Babel'.
Kassite rulers were contemporaries of Egypt's Amenhoteb IV well
known as Akhenaton, with whom they exchanged princesses in
marriage. Letters, cuneiform tablets, found in the pharaoh's library at
Tell el – Amarna, arranged the nuptials.
By this time the Assyrians in the north were consolidating military
and political power. These Assyrians, perhaps an ancient group from
the Arabian Peninsula, entered the north of Iraq at the beginning of
the 3rd Millennium, mingling with the local inhabitants. By the
beginning of the first millennium B.C. they had the strongest army in
the ancient world. Sargon ll (721-705 B.C.) spread an empire across
most of the ancient Middle East, as far as Egypt. Masterpieces of
Assyrian sculptures and room- sized bas – relief's from khorsabad,
Nineveh, Nimrod today, grace many of Europe's museums. Splendid
ivory panels, removed from an Assyrian well in Nimrod display the
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work of craftsman brought from Egypt, and Phoenicia. Nor did the
Assyrians neglect scholarship King Asurbanipal's royal library
excavated in the late 19th century yielded a trove of cuneiform
literature, some 25.000 tablets in all. At khorsabad I laid bare
a long- buried Temple for Assyrian scribes. Its stone furniture
survived intact, the dais of the teacher and rows of stools and desks
for the students.
Combined forces of the Chileans and Medians burned Nineveh in 612
B.C. along with Nimrod, Assur, and other Assyrian cities. The Chilean
king Nebobolasser founded a second dynasty in Babylon, inheriting all
the land from the gulf to Syria the Assyrians had ruled.
His son Nebucadrassar widened Chilean (new Babylonian) dominion
over all of Syria to Mediterranean then started ambitious building
program in his capital Babylon. He strengthen the city's double walls,
raised palaces, widened streets, and installed the world famous
Hanging gardens making Babylon into the world metropolis of its day,
Babylon of the old Testament. The empire declined after his death,
weakened by internal religious differences. In 539 B.C, Cyrus I of
Persia occupied the city. For the next Millennium, Mesopotamia
languished, under the rule of the Parthian, Greeks, Romans and
Sassanians.
The unfolding of our long history has only begun. Experts from
around the world continue to converge on Mesopotamia each season:
Iraq has trained more than 500 archaeologists of its own. Hundreds of
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Tells dot our landscape waiting for the patient spade and brush. Even
old digs continue to yield surprises.
The Iraq State Board of Antiquities and Heritage was working in the
NW palace of Assurnasirpal II in the city of Nimrod, to prepare for
preservation and restoration, digging bellow the floors of some rooms,
the Iraq team found several graves, one was for two women, a queen
perhaps and her daughter. One possibly a wife of Sargon II, they were
decked

in

gold

material,

gold

earrings,

bracelets,

anklets,

Headdress,crowns,bowls,cup and utensils, all in beautiful imperial
gold, almost 63 kilos of Gold.
As an archaeologist, I can think of few professions more rewarding
than the study of history, of man and his society. But Mesopotamia is
more than a history of Iraq. Anyone who can read and write or who
tills the soil, anyone who cherishes religion, practices law, or studies
the stars owes a silent thanks to those who pioneered a long the
Euphrates.
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1-Mounds in the Rania Plain and Excavations at Tell Basmusian
(1956)
Introductions:
The ancient sites in the Rania plain or Dasht–i– Bitwain, were first
investigated officially by Sd. Sabri Shukri in 1950, as part of the
normal survey work of the Directorate General of Antiquities. In
September, 1955, a more detailed study of the area due to be flooded
by the new Dokan Dam was made by a team consisting of Sd.
Muhammad Ali Mustafa, Sd. Mudhaffar Sheikh Qadir, and the
present writer. Some notes on this survey have been published already
(1); further details are included here.
The five mounds dug on our recommendation were kamarian, eddem, shemshara, Qarashina, and Basmusian. Sd. Abdul Qadir al –
Tekriti has produced a report on Tell ed- Dem,(2) and there have been
several on shemshara, (3)in addition to an account of the Uruk pottery
from all five sites.(4)

1. Dr. Naji al – Asil, Sumer, 12 (1956) pp.6-7.
2. Abdul Qadir Al – Tikriti, M.A., Sumer, 19 (1960), pp. 93-109
(in Arabic).
3. Harold Ingholt, Sumer, 13 (1957) pp. 214-215; J. Laessoee,
ibid. pp. 216-218.
-

, Sumer, 15 (1959), pp. 15-18.

-

, Sumer, 16 (1960), pp. 12-19.
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The present writer was responsible for the first of the three seasons of
excavation at Basmusian, and this is now described briefly below.
In the years that have elapsed since our work in the Rania plan, some
essential plans and records have been mislaid to continue the search
for them might delay publication indefinitely.
This article has been written, with regret and many reservations, in
the belief that scholarship is better served by limited information than
by none at all.
II. Mounds in the Rania Plain (pls. I and V-VI):
The original descriptions of these sites are provided. The dating was
based on collections of surface shreds, and it is clear, in the light of
further experience, that more precise criteria would have added to
more value of the survey. It may be noted that, among the terms used,
Acadians, Hurrian, and Median are likely to indicate a fairly wide
range of, respectively late third Millennium, early or middle second
Millennium, and post -Assyrian material.
1- Kirdi bur: Two mounds, 400 m apart, on either side of a seasonal
stream; the northern is roughly circular, some 500 m. in

-

, The Shemshara Tablets. A preliminary report
(Arkaeologisk- Kunst historiske Videnskabernes
Selskab, Bind 4, nr. 3) Copenhagen, 1959.

Peder Mortensen, Sumer, 18 (1962), pp. 76-80.
-

, Sumer, 20 (1964), pp. 28-36.

4. Abu Al- Soof, Sumer, 20 (1964), pp. 37-42.
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circumference and 3 m. high, and the southern, which lies on a
natural hillock, is some 100 m. across and 4 m. high. Pre-Uruk (?),
Uruk, Hurrian, late Assyrian.
2- Mullah Umar: Large circular mound on the western bank of the
Zab; some 200 m. in circumference, and 15 m. across at its top, where
stone and juss foundations are visible. Hurrian, Late Assyrian,
Median, Parthian.
3- Kamarian: conical mound, some 70 m. in diameter and 12 m. high.
Pre-Halaf (?), Ubaid, Uruk, Acadian, Hurrian, Middle Assyrian,
Median.
4- Buatan: Large elongated mound, beside the eastern bank of the
Zab some 150 m. long 70 m. wide, and 6-8 m. high. Pre-Halaf, Halaf,
painted Hurrian, Assyrian, Median.
5- Ed-Dem: Hemispherical mound, some 70 m. in diameter and 12 m.
high. Many large pebbles on the surface. Ubaid, Uruk, Acadian,
Assyrian, Hurrian, Median.
6- Kullah: Ovoid mound, on eastern terrace of Zab; some 100 m. long
at its base, 70 m. across on its top, and 20 m. high. Assyrian, Hurrian,
Medians, Parthian and early Islamic.
7- Tankija: mound on hill; some 150 m. long, 100 m. wide, 3 m. high.
Prehistoric, Assyrian, Median.
8- Kullah Kawi: Elongated (west – east) mound in the Si- Najian
valley; some 200 m. long, 70 m. wide, and 7 m. high. Ubaid, Uruk,
Assyrian, Hurrian, Medians.
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9- Qara Qaj: large, low mound south of Kullah Kawi; some 250 m.
long and 100 m. wide late Assyrian, Median, local wares.
10- Mullah Shell: Two mounds on a high cliff, overlooking the Zab on
its eastern bank; the northern mount is some 150 m. across and the
southern 200 m. prehistoric. Assyrian, Median.
11- Haiz: Large mound, some 150 m. at its base and 15 m. high.
Prehistoric, hurricane, Assyrian, Median.
12- Babu Gawran (I.e. father and son) two mounds 300 m. two
mounds 300 m. apart the larger is some 200 m. at its base and 8 m.
high, the smaller 100 m. long and 6 m. high. Both are prehistoric,
Assyrian. And median.
13- Mamand: large mound some 150 m. across at base and 5 m. high.
Prehistoric, Assyrian, Median.
14- Tepe Gawran: Two mounds, the lower are some 150 m. long and
50 m. wide, the other is 250 m. long and 3 m. high. The former shows
traces on its summit of a shows traces on its summit of an Assyrian
building with baked bricks. Both are late Assyrian, Medians,
Sassanian, and Islamic.
15- Shemshara: Conical mound, some 50 m. across at its base, 20 m.
across on top, and nearly 25 m. high. (50 m. above the Zab).
Prehistoric, Assyrian, Median, Islamic.
16- Kullak: Hemispherical mound, 100 m. across at its base and 8 m.
high. Prehistoric, Assyrian, Median, Islamic.
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17- Pariah post: two small mounds, altogether 200m. Long, 70 m.
wide, and 2-3 m. high. Prehistoric, later Assyrian, Sassanian, Median.
18- Basmusian: See below; the surface shreds were described as
prehistoric, Assyrian Hurrian, Median, Sassanian, and Islamic.
19- Qarashian: some 70 m. across at its base and 20 m. high.
Prehistoric (especially Uruk), Assyrian, Median.
20- 27- No details available.
28- Serkhomah: large mound in Baslan valley, some 200 m. across at
its base, 100 m. across on top, and 20 m. high. Prehistoric Assyrian.
29- Buskain: large mound, some 200 m. at its base and 15 m. high,
prehistoric, Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Assyrian, Median.
30- Kullan: Large mound, some 150 m. long, 100 m. wide, and 10 m.
High. Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, Late Assyrian, Median.
31- Kamam: large hemispherical mound on hill; some 250 m. long at
its base, and 15 m. high. Prehistoric, Assyrian, Median, Sassanian,
early Islamic.
32- Kundu: Hemispherical mound, some 300m. In circumference and
12 m. high. Hassuna, Samarra, Ubaid, Assyrian, Hurrian, Median.
33- Qurralla (north): ovoid mound some 200 m. long, 50 m. wide, and
10 m. high. Ubaid, Uruk, Assyrian, Median.
34- Qurralla (south): large ovoid mound, some 250m. Long, 100 m.
wide and 20 m. high. Ubaid, Uruk, late Assyrian, Median, early
Islamic.
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35- Mahmud Habbas: large mound some 200m. Long and 10m. High.
Late Assyrian, median, early Islamic.
36- Ghaznah: large mound, some 200, Long and 21 m. high. Assyrian,
Median, early Islamic.
37- Araban: some 250 m. long and 20m. High. Assyrians, Median,
Islamic.
38- Qara Tepe Kun (in Qaratepe village): some 300 m. long and 15 m.
high. Prehistoric, Middle and late Assyrian, Sassanian, early Islamic.
39- Kirdel: some 200 m. long and 10 m. high Ubaid, Uruk, Assyrian,
Median.
40- Qabr es–Sahabah: mound near Merzah Rustam.Prehistoric,
Assyrian, Median.
III. Basmusian
Tell Basmusian, the largest site in the Rania plane, lies about 12km.
south of Rania. It covers an area some 1500 m. in circumference, and
is 23m. high; there is a projection on its north –western side (Pl-II).
The river Zab is 800 m. due east.
A village, half a century old, and consisting of some forty houses,
occupied mound (Pl. IV, 1), it may be of interest to note that the
house, all of which had stone footings to their walls, were usually built
of tof, with mud brick and juss plaster in the finest dwellings. They
were roofed with earth, which rested on beams and small branch- es
of wood. Some were two- storied, with livestock sometimes on the
lower floor, though most animals were normally kept in the
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courtyards. The main crops, irrigated from perennial stream were
cotton and tobacco; some wheat,barely,rice and summer vegetables
were grown form local consumption. Fish from the Zab was another
staple food.
The first season of excavation lasted from 10th. July to 15th October,
1956. It was directed by the present writer, with Sd. Borhan
Cchelmiran as field assistant and registrar; Sd. Sha'lan Hussein acted
as camp- manager and Sd. Hassan Azam as accountant. Sd.
Muhammad Hamidha helped with the surveying and Sd Isa Toma
was foreman. I am greatly indebted to all my colleagues for their
assistance and ingenuity.
The excavations:
Two Trenches 20 m. wide were originally opened: (A) stretched 40 m.
eastwards from the summit of the mound on its northern side, and (B)
25 m. westwards. The area between the Trenches proved to contain a
Temple, and work was eventually concentrated here, with slight
extensions to north and south. There were five levels (I-V starting
from the top), only strips 5 m. wide were excavated below level II in
Trenches (A) and (B). The stratigraphy was almost everywhere
disturbed by pits.
Level I was represented by scattered fragments of pebble foundations
from which no meaningful plan could be recovered. Those in Trench
(A) were mainly found at its western and eastern ends; there was a
clear floor, and many ovens, on the east. The shreds belonged to the
eighth and ninth centuries A.D.; some sizable construction of baked
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brick, possibly arched tombs of ilkhanid date, were also found in
both,trenehes (PL VIII,2),and it is possible that the site was occupied
through the Abbasid period. If so ,the floors had been eroded away in
the area which we dug, but there are still traces of brick and juss
structures elsewhere on the mound resembling the buttressed
terracing visible on the flanks of Qal' at Erbil.
There had been a break in occupation between levels I and II, but the
remains of the latter were somewhat similar. We found more pebble
foundations, mostly at the eastern end of Trench (A) and the western
end of Trench (B); there were traces of brick pavements at the
western end of Trench (A). Again no meaningful ground -plan could
be recovered. The foundations of level II had sometimes cut into level
III, and Islamic shreds where mixed with a high proportion of much
earlier material.
Level III contained, apart form the Temple described below, no
building remains at all. The shreds suggested a date towards the
middle or end of the second millennium B.C., and this level (or
possibly level II) may be the source of some fragments of middle
Assyrian tablets(5)which were found in a pit cut into level IV just
south of the Temple.
Level IV incorporated two phases of an earlier version of the Temple.
Outside it, in Trench (B), there were fragments of thin mud- brick
walls, but the occupation fill had been severely pitted. The pottery

5. J. Laessoee, Sumer 15 (1959), pp. 15-18.
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belonged predominantly in the first half of the second millennium,
and included khabur ware.
Level V, which had been partially cut a way by the builders of level
IV, produced solid and respectable mud brick walls, coated with
layers of white and grey- green plaster and up to 40 cm. high, in both
Trenches (A) an (B). The building or buildings of which we found
these traces may have been constructed towards the beginning of the
second millennium.
Our evidence for the dating of levels I-V may, is traced through the
list of illustrations.
We may add that Sd. Abdul Qadir al – Tekriti identified eleven more
major levels, VI-XVI, in the second and third seasons, showing that
the site had been occupied throughout most of the third millennium,
and in the Uruk, and Halaf/ Samarra periods.
The Temples:
Both Temple I (level III) and Temple 2 ( level IV) were free standing
structures on the summit of the mound, and both consisted of a single
rectangular room with corners oriented towards the cardinal points
(Pls. IX-XI). Temple I was a rebuilding , with walls shifted slightly
eastward, of Temple 2. It has been necessary to reconstruct the
ground- plan of Temple 2 (PI. III) From photographs and
measurements, all of which are included among the illustrations and
in the text.
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Temple I ( level III) had been built of mud bricks, some 44 by 10 cm.
in size, on a foundation of stones and large pebbles (PI. X, 4). The
walls, which had been severely damaged by pits, were 3 m. wide and
plastered white inside and out. A surviving recess, 2.6 m. wide, near
the western corner of the south- western wall, suggested that the
entire façade had been decorated in this fashion; certainly the
doorway, which was 1.6. M. wide, had elaborate and well – plastered
sets of six pairs of reveals on either side (PI. XI. I) a possible later
addition was a mud brick platform or buttress, 8.5 m. wide and
projecting 6.8 m., which abutted against the north – western wall.
The Temple was entered through its north – eastern wall, near the
northern corner; there were traces of burning inside the door. Beside
it, to the right, was a baked – brick structure extending below the
floor; despite its superficial resemblance to a door – socket casing, this
was presumably a well for ritual use. It was cleared to a depth of 1.5
m.; it had an internal diameter of 90 cm., and was made out of bricks,
curved on the inside, which measured 30 by 25 by 6 cm. (PI. X, 3). The
room was surrounded, except perhaps on the damaged south –
western side, by a bench 40 cm. wide and 25 cm. high. A dais or
offering – table, 2-3 m. long and 1.1 m. wide, stood almost in the
centre of the room.
In the north – western wall was a niche, 2 m. wide and with its base 30
cm.above the floor; it was framed by reveals each face of which was 20
cm. wide. Whether this niche was the focal point of the room or
whether there was another, at the opposite end (as in level IV)
remains uncertain.
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The foundation of Temple (2) (level IV), which had been cut into level
V, consisted of a stepped mud – brick platform (PI. X, 4) this was
between six and twelve courses high (10-12 cm. for each course). The
walls, which had been badly cut by the builders of Temple 1. Were in
part 3 m. wide on the south- west, 3.25 m. on the north – east, and 3.5
m. on the south – east. On the south- western facade, near its western
end , was a niche containing three half columns framed by three
reveals on each side (P1. XI, 2). Other traces of niches were observed
at the southern corner (PI.VIII,I), and it is likely that this type of
decoration was carried right round the exterior as has been suggested
on the restored plan. All details of the doorway had been destroyed; it
must have stood in the same position as that of Temple I. and can have
been no less elaborate (PI. X, I).
The interior was quite well – preserved. The internal dimensions of
the room were 10 m. by 6.5 m., and there was a niche, slightly larger
that that of Temple I, in the middle of the south – eastern wall (PI, IX,
1-2). In front of the niche there was a dais, some 20 cm. high and
projecting 2 m. form the wall; this had apparently stretched the full
width of the room, though it was broken on the south. Round the
remaining walls was a bench 40 cm., 17 cm. led 22 cm. On the north –
western, north – eastern, and south – eastern walls respectively. A
plastered table, 33 cm. high and 1.75 m. square, occupied the middle
of the room. Each of the two long walls was handsomely decorated
with three sets of three recessed half – columns at regular intervals
(PI. X, 1-2); there could have been another, lost set, on the south –
western wall opposite the door.
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The short north- western wall had two groups of two columns each.
All these half – columns were normally some 40 cm. wide and 14 cm.
deep. There were again traces of burning near the door.
It would seem that, despite the height of the foundations of Temple 2
and their weathered appearance, the ground- level outside the Temple
came to be higher than that within, with a distinct slope towards the
door. The Temple probably remained in use for a long time, and at
least one additional phase was confirmed by a sounding beneath the
floor of Temple 2. This revealed 40 cm. down, a lower set of walls with
identical fittings and decoration.
The application of half columns to a simple bent – axis Temple
represents an unusual an unusual conjunction of southern and
northern features, and suggests some degree of real sophistication in
what was probably quite a small community in this remote district of
Iraq at the beginning of the old Babylonian period.
IV, notes on the Illustrations ( 6)
Pl. I:
Mounds in the Rania Plain.

6. The writer is much indebted to his colleague Dr. Tariq
Madhloom, Director of Assyrian research, who has drawn, in
1956, most of the finds, pottery and potsherds illustrated in
this article.
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Pl. II:
Contour Map of Tell Basmusian.
Pi. III:
Temple 2 (level IV); approximate ground plan; partially restored.
PI. IV:
1. Basmusian.
2. Qarrashina.
3. Haiz.
PI. V:
1. Qurralla (north)
2. Kallah.
3. Blail (Blair).
4. Kamam.
PI. VI:
1. Kullan
2. Ali Yawah.
PI. VII:
1. View from the east showing part of Trench B; beyond is the road to
Rania with Tell Kamam on the horizon.
2. View from the west showing part of Trench A.
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3. View form the west showing part of Trench B.
4. View from the north showing part of Trench A.
PI. VIII:
1. View from the west showing part of the Temple area with Trench
A, in the background. Darband –I- Ramkan ( Sungasur gorge)
appears on the horizon.
2. View from the west showing part of Trench B with the ilkhanid
trick tomb in the foreground.
PI. IX:
1. View from the south – east showing, Temples I and 2. The figure is
standing on the floor of Temple 2, behind his head is the altar niche of
Temple I.
2. Altar niche of Temple 2 with the offering table in front. Note the
half columns.
PI. X:
1.View from the south with figure standing in the Temple entrance.
Note the half columns in the south – eastern wall and the bench in
front.
2. Internal south – western wall in Temple 2.
3. Northern corner in Temple 2.
4. View from the north showing the Temple doorway. The stone
foundation belongs to Temple I and the stepped foundation belong to
Temple I and the stepped foundation to Temple 2.
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PI. XI:
1. Entrance to Temple 1.
2. Outer south – western wall of Temples I and 2 showing the remains
of decorations.
PI. XII: (1 and 2, IM. 60294)
Frontal and side views of a Clay model, perhaps an incense burner.
Showing a two- storyed tower on an ibex or similar animal. Found in
fragments, in Temple I, on floor (level III). Height: 50 cm. length of
base 22 cm.
PI. XIII:
1. Two Clay models from shemshara illustrated here for comparative
purposes (excavations of the second season 1958):
a. IM. 62079 (to the left): height: 75 cm., length of base 21 cm.,
b. IM. 62083 (to the right): height: 70 Cm. bases: 20x27 cm. both were
found in the courtyard of the Temple of level V.
a. IM. 60273 (to the left): remains of a Clay model, found in
fragments, in Temple 1, on floor (level III). Height: 34 Cm, length of
base: 30 cm.,
B. in centre: see PI. XII.
c. IM. 60274 (to the right) Remains of a Clay model, found, in
fragments, in Temple I, on floor (level III). Height: 30 cm, length of
base 28 cm.
PI. XIV:
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1.Upper tow (from the left):
IM. 60269: reddish – buff ware; height: 10 Cm. rim dia. 9.3 cm. level
III, to the south of Temple 1.
IM 60282 : height 12.5 cm., rim dia. 9 cm. level IV, in front of the
entrance of Temple 2.
IM. 60267: greenish – brown ware, slightly burned; height: 11.8 cm.
width at middle: 14 cm. level IV, outside western wall of Temple 2.
IM. 60264: Crudely made, reddish – buff globular hole – mouthed jar,
height: 9.5 cm. rim dia. 7.2 cm. level IV, in front of the entrance of
Temple 2.
Lower row (from the left):
IM. 60265: buff – ware, broken and mended, ring base; height: 9.5
Cm, level IV, in front of the entrance of Temple 2.
IM. 60263: reddish – buff; height: 9 cm. level IV, in front of the
entrance of Temple 2.
IM. 60279: Zoomorphic vessel, broken, perhaps a hedgehog, reddish
buff Clay with traces of burning; length 13.5 cm., width: 8.5 cm.
Trench A, level III, on floor.
IM. 60281: Strainer; reddish – buff with traces of burning height 7
cm., rim dia. 11 cm. Trench B, level III, in fill.
2.Upper figure (Basmusian cat.. no 8):
large jar with four vertical handles, height: 65 cm., rim dia. 23 cm.,
base dia 22 cm., width at middle: 44 cm. Trench A, level I.
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Lower row
Left: Bas. Cat. No. 10: buff- ware; height: 34 cm. rim dia. 112.5 cm.
base dia. 13.5 width at middle 27.5 cm. Trench A, level I.
Right: Bas. Cat. No. 9:
Greenish- buff ware; height: 44 Cm. rim dia. 11 cm, width at middle:
28 cm., 5 cm., Trench A. level I on floor.
PI. XV.
Top tow (from the left):
IM. 60268: broken and mended; reddish – buff with traces of
burning; height: 10.5 cm., width: 9 cm. Temple 2, level IV.
IM. 60276 (A and B): two fragments, reddish – buff, belonging to a
large ritual vessel decorated on the outside with animal figures: a
leopard, goats and snakes. Found on the floor of Temple 2, level IV,
near its eastern wall.
IM. 60256: reddish – buff ware, height: 12 cm., rim dia. 24 cm., width
at middle : 28 cm., Trench A; level I.
Second row (from the left):
IM. 60272: a lid with a central knob; reddish- buff; height: 5 cm., dia
19 cm. Trench A; level II in fill.
IM. 60288: A Clay fragment of an animal figurine representing part
of the head and upper body, perhaps a goat; height: 14 cm., II. (See
PI. XXXVII, no. 3).
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IM. 60277: Incised grey ware; remaining height: 12 cm. Trench A;
level II. Found in a disturbed spot.
IM. 60285: Clay model of a claw; remaining height: 10 cm. Trench B,
level I. in fill.
IM. 60271: small Clay lid with a central knob; dia. 8 cm., thickness: 2
cm. Trench A, level I in fill.
IM. 60258: small saucer, reddish – buff, dia. 14 cm. Trench A, level I.
IM. 60275: Clay lamp, reddish – buff; length: 12.5 cm., height: 4.5 cm.
Trench A, level I in fill.
Third row ( from the left):
IM. 60260: Small deep plate, reddish – buff; height:3.5 cm., rim dia.
11 cm. Trench A, level II.
IM. 60270: Deep Carinated bowl, reddish buff; height: 6.2 cm., rim
dia. 13 cm., base dia. 5 cm. Trench A, level II.
IM. 60259: Deep cup with rounded bottom; reddish – buff; height: 9
cm., rim dia. 7 cm. Trench A, level II.
IM. 60280: small jar with wide open mouth, brownish – buff; height:
7.6 cm., rim dia: 10 cm., base dia: 7.1 Trench A, level II.
IM. 60261: small spouted jar with wide open mouth, reddish – buff,
height: 7.5 cm., rim dia: 6 cm. Trench B, level II.
IM. 60286: A broken jar handle of mother goddess type; height: 10
cm., Trench A, level II.
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IM. 60287: Pottery leg, incised with fingernail impression; height: 6.5
cm., length of foot: 5.5 cm. Trench B, level II.
IM. 60283: jar stopper with central knob, height: 7.4 cm., top dia. 8.2
cm Trench A, level II.
IM. 60262: Tripod bowl, reddish – buff, height: 7 cm., rim dia. 12.6
cm. Trench B, level II.
Bottom row (from the left):
IM: 60278: Fragment from a large Clay vessel, length: 28.5 cm.,
height 9 cm., with the remains of animal in relief, perhaps leopard (see
PI. XXXII, no. 2). Level IV, outside Temple 2, on the south.
IM. 60266: small alabaster bowl, height: 3.1 cm., rim. Dia. 7.6 cm.
level IV, outside southern wall of Temple 2.
IM. 60275: Fragment from a Clay vessel; height: 5.5 cm., length: 8.5
cm. with a goat in relief (See PI. XXXVIII, no. 1). Level III outside the
southern corner of Temple 1.
IM. 60290: Clay figurine in relief, height: 11 cm., width: 5 cm. Trench
B, level III in fill.
IM. 60293: Clay animal head with horns and starred forehead,
perhaps an ox; height: 7 cm. width at forehead: 6 cm., level IV, to the
east of Temple 2.
IM. 60291: Clay ram s head with long incised horns; height: 4.5 cm.,
level IV, in front of the entrance of Temple 2.
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IM. 60289: Lower body of Clay female figurine; height: 7 cm., width :
6 cm. level III, Temple I on floor.
IM. 60292: Broken Clay painted duck or horn; remaining height: 9
cm, dia 5.5 cm. level IV, in front of the entrance of Temple 2.
Pls. XVIXVII:
Details of various objects illustrated on PI. XV.
PI. XVIII:
Top row (from the left):
IM. 60246: Translucent crystal perforated bead; dia. 2.4 cm. Trench
A. level II.
IM. 60253: Two incised bone beads; the lower one is stained red.
Trench B, level II.
IM. 60248: Square, perforated, lapis- lazuli bead; length. 2 cm.
Trench B, level II in fill.
IM. 60242: White – stone cylinder seal with impression; length: 4 cm.
dia. 1.8 cm. Trench A, level I in fill. Typical Jamdat Nasr geometrical
design.
Second row (from the left):
IM. 60247: Seven carnelian and one translucent crystal beads. Trench
A, level II in fill.
IM. 60251: Small incised bone bead dia. 1.5 cm. Trench A, level II in
fill.
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IM. 60245: small carnelian bead, dia. 1.5 cm., Trench A, level I in fill.
IM. 60284: Clay incised spindle – whorl; dia. 3.5 cm. Trench A, level I
in fill.
Third row:
IM. 60249: black – stone Celt or whet – stone perforated at one end;
length: 6.5 cm., width: 1 cm. Trench A, level III in fill.
IM. 60244: White- stone bead, dia. 2.5 cm. Trench A, level III in fill.
IM. 60250: Black – stone bead; dia.2 cm. Trench A, level III, in fill.
IM. 60243: small, highly fired, Clay cylinder seal with impression,
length: 2.8 cm. Trench A, level III in fill.
Bottom (right):
IM. 60254: small incised bone bead with impression, dia. 2 cm. level
III, Temple.
PI. XIX: (from the top):
IM. 60220: " Copper / bronze" knife, length: 220.7 cm. level IV, to the
east of the eastern wall of Temple 2. Bas. Cat. No.97:
"Cooper/bronze" point, length: 12.8 cm. level IV, in front of the
entrance of Temple 2.
IM. 60236: Bone awl, length: 6.6 cm. level IV, in front of the entrance
of Temple 2.
IM. 60219: "Cooper/bronze" spoon (or spatula), remaining length: 7.5
cm. level IV in front trance of Temple 2.
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IM. 60221: "Copper/ bronze" sickle, length; 18 cm. Trench A, level
III in fill.
IM. 60230: "Copper/ bronze" hook, remaining length: 8.5 cm. Trench
A, level III in fill.
IM. 60238: " Copper / bronze" statue of a calf, total height: 14 cm.
animal length: 8 cm. level III, to the east of Temple I in fill.
IM. 60240: and Im 60241: fragments of letters from a pit cut into
outside the south- eastern wall of Temple 2. Probably Middle Assyrian
( Gf. J. Laessoee, Sumer Vl. XV, 1959, pp. 15-18).
Bas. Cat. No. 83: iron ring, dia. 7.4 cm. level III, Temple I.
PI. XX
IM. 60238: ( figure to the left), detail of calf on plate XIX.
IM. 60237: ( figure to the right), Small " Copper/ bronze" figure,
height: 6.7 cm. width at shoulder: 2.2 cm. Trench, A, level II in fill.
PI. XXI: (from the top)
Bas. Cat. No. 68: spear head, iron, length: 20.5 cm. Trench A, level I,
in fill..
IM. 60228: Anklet, " Copper/ bronze", dia. 8 cm. level III, 2 m. to the
west of west wall of Temple I. Bas. Cat. No. 26: small bowl, " Copper/
bronze": rim dia. 5 cm. height: 2.5 cm. Trench B, level I. Bas. Cat. No.
7: small bowl, " Copper/ bronze" rim dia. 6 cm. height: 3.2 c,., base
dia. 3.5 cm., Trench A, level 1, in fill. Bas. Cat. No. 16: broken anklet,
" Copper/ bronze", dia. 8 cm., Trench A, level I in fill.
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Bas. Cat. No. 17: needle, " Copper/ bronze", length; 8 cm. Trench A,
level I in fill.
IM. 60229: " Copper/ bronze", object, length : 12.8 cm. level I in fill.
Bas. Cat. No. 107: needle. " Copper/ bronze", length 9.2 cm.
Level IV, Temple 2.
IM. 60239: silver cup, height: 9.5 cm., rim dia. 7.5 cm. level IV,
Temple 2 on floor.
PI. XXII
Top row ( from the left):Cooper/ bronze", lamp length : 11.2 cm.
height: 3 cm. Trench B, level II in fill.
IM: 60216: " Copper/ bronze", lamp with three arms, length: 11.4 cm.
width: 6 cm. Trench B, level II in fill.
IM. 60213: " Copper/ bronze", lamp with three arms, Length:11.4 cm
width:66cm, Trench B, level II, in fill.
Second row ( from the left)
IM.215: " Copper/ bronze",Lamp,trench B,level II, in fill.
IM. 60214: Small vessel, " Copper/ bronze", rim dia. 7.1 cm., height:
2.2 cm. Trench B, level II.
IM. 60211: Small " copper/ bronze", vessel, rim dia, 6.5 cm., and
height: 2.5 cm. Trench A, level II in fill.
IM.60212: Small "Copper/ bronze", vessel, rim dia. 6.8 cm. height: 3.8
cm. Trench A, level II in fill.
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Third row ( from the left):
IM. 60231: Two small " Copper/ bronze", lids, each is 4.4 cm. in dia.
Trench B, level III in fill.
IM. 60233 and IM. 60234: Two " Copper/ bronze", bracelets, each is
4.5 cm. in dia. Trench B, level II.
Fourth row ( from the left):
IM. 60218: " Copper/ bronze", sickle, length: 17 cm., width 2.4 cm.
Trench B, level II.
IM.60223 :A bronze mortar's handle, perhaps modern, length:20 cm.
Trench A, in pit cut into level II.
Bottom row (from the left):
IM.60217 : A "Copper/bronze" dagger, length :16.5 cm. Level III,
Trench A.
IM. 60235: A " copper/ bronze", chisel, length: 6.5 c,. Level III,
Trench A.
PI. XXIII:
Top row (from the left):
IM. 60227: A " Copper/ bronze", awl, length : 11.2 cm. Trench B,
level II in fill.
IM. 60232: A " Copper/ bronze", needle, length: 8 cm. Trench B, level
II in fill.
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Bas. Cat. No. 64 : A " Copper/ bronze", awl. Length:12.4. Trench B
level II in fill.
Bas. Cat. No. 45 : A " Copper/ bronze", awl. Length: 13. Trench A,
level II in fill.
IM. 60222: A " Copper/ bronze", object, length: 6.5 cm. Trench A,
level II.
IM. 60225: A " Copper/ bronze", tweezers, length: 6.5 cm. Trench A,
level II.
IM. 60224: Fragment of " Copper/ bronze"; height: 3 cm., width: 3.5
cm. Trench A, level II.

Bottom row( from the left):
Bas. Cat./ no. 44: A " Copper/ bronze", fragment. Trench A, level II,
in fill.
Bas. Cat. no. 96: two " Copper/ bronze", nails, length of each: 1.8 cm.,
top dia. Of each: 1.8 cm. level II, in front of the entrance of Temple I.
Bas. Ca. no. 27: small " Copper/ bronze", ring; dia, 3 cm., Trench A,
level II.
Bas. Cat. No. 43: a " Copper/ bronze", object; dia. 4 cm., Trench A,
level II in fill.
PI. XXIV:
1. Bas. Cat. No. I; reddish – buff ware, height: 14 cm., width: 15.5
rim dia. 12 cm. base dia. 10 cm. Trench A, level I on floor.
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2. Bas. Cat. No. 84: buff ware; height: 8.5 cm., width 11.5 cm., rim
dia. 7.6 cm. Trench B, level I in fill.
3. Bas. Cat. No. 58: Buff ware, height: 14.2 cm., width: 10.5 cm., rim
dia. 7.5 cm., base dia. 7 cm. Trench B, level II in fell
4. Bas. Cat. No. 114: reddish – brown ware; height: 11.5 cm. width: 8
cm. outside western wall of Temple 2, in pit cut into level IV.
5. Bas. Cat. No. 3: greenish – buff; height: 12 cm., width: 9 cm., rim
dia, 5 cm.. Base dia. 5 cm. Trench A, level I on floor.
PI. XXV:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 24: buff ware, grooved body; height: 15.5 cm., width:
13 cm., rim dia. 11 cm. Trench B, level I in fill.
2. Bas. Cat. No. 118: reddish – brown ware; height : 10 cm., width;
11 cm., rim dia. 0.3 cm. level IV, to the south of Temple 2 in fill.
3. Bas. Cat. No. 75: buff ware, incised groove on body; height: 21.5
cm., width: 17.5 cm., rim dia. 10.5 cm. Trench B, level II, in fill.
4. Bas. Cat. No. 146: brown ware; height: 7.6 cm., base dia. 7.3 cm.,
Trench B, level II in fill.
5. Bas. Cat. No. 12: reddish – buff ware; height: 12 cm., width: 28
cm., rim dia. 24 cm. Trench A, level I on floor ( IM. 60256).
PI. XXVI:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 9: (see PI. XIV, 2, below right).
2. Bas. Cat. No. 2: greenish – buff; height : 19 cm., width: 15 cm., rim
dia. 11 cm., base dia. 9 cm., Trench A, level I on floor.
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3. Bas. Cat. No. 11: reddish – buff; height: 31 cm., width : 22 cm.,
rim dia. 11.5 cm., base dia. 14 cm., Trench A, level I on floor.
4. Incised fragment; Trench A, level I.
5. Bas. Cat. No. 10: buff ware: hight:34 cm,width: 27.5,rim dia .12.5
cm.,base dia.13.5 cm.,Trench A, Level I on floor.
PI. XXVIII:
Pottery lamps.
1. And 4. Bas. Cat. No. 5: glazed green; height: 9 cm., length: 13 cm.,
Trench A, level II.
2. Bas. Cat. No. 89: glazed green; length: 4 cm., height: 2 cm. level
III, outside Temple I in fill.
3. Bas. Cat. No. 77: glazed silver – white; length: 11.5 cm. height: 5.5
cm. Trench B, level II.
5.Bas. Cat. No. 93: glazed green; length: 7.5 cm., height: 4.8 Trench A,
level I.
6.Bas. Cat. No. 14: buff color; length: 2.5 cm., height: 4.5 cm. Trench
A, level I in fill.
PI. XXIX:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 87: brownish – buff; height: 4 cm., rim dia. 9.5 cm.
Trench B, level I in fill.
2. Bas. Cat. No. 13: buff ware; height: 3 cm., rim dia. 9 cm., base dia.
6 cm. Trench A, level I in fill.
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3. Bas. Cat. No. 147; (IM. 60281): strainer, reddish- buff; rim dia. 11
cm., height: 7 cm. Trench B, level III in fill.
4. Bas. Cat. No. 116: strainer, reddish – buff; rim dia. 7 cm., height:
4.2 cm. level IV, outside western wall of Temple 2.
5-6 from level III.
7. from level III.
8. Bas. Cat. No. 6: small vessel with corrugated sides, glazed green;
height: 2 cm., rim dia. 6.5 cm., base dia. 6 cm. Trench A, level I.
9. from level I.
10. from level II.
11. Bas. Cat. No. 82: small vessel with corrugated sides, glazed green;
height: 2 cm., rim dia. 7.8 cm., base dia. 7.2 cm. Trench B, level I.
12. Bas. Cat. No. 48: small vessel with four lugs; height: 2.5., cm., rim
dia. 6 cm., base dia. 4.7 cm. Trench B, level II.
13. Bas. Cat. No. 134: glazed green; height : 2 cm., rim dia. 6.7 cm.
Trench A, level III.
PI. XXX:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 117: brownish – buff, upper part restored ( see PI.
XV. Top row, first from left).
2. Bas. Cat. No. 145: brownish – buff, broken and mended; height:
8.6 cm., rim dia. 8.6 cm. Trench A, level II, in fill.
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3. Bas. Cat. No. 90 ( IM. 60263): reddish – buff; height: 9 cm. rim
dia. 7 cm., level IV, in front of the entrance of Temple 2.
4. Bas. Cat. No. 22: ( IM. 60259): ( see PI. XV, third row, third from
the left).
5. Bas. Cat. No. 85 ( IM. 60262): (see PI. XV, third row, first from the
right).
6. Bas. Cat. No. 145: ( IM. 60258): ( see PI. XV, third row, second
from the left.
7. Bas. Cat. No.21 (IM 60258): ( see PI. XV, second row second from
the right).
8. Bas. Cat. No. 86: buff ware, height: 4 cm., rim dia. 9.5 cm. Trench
A, level II in fill.
9. Bas. Cat. No. 39 (IM. 60260) : ( see PI. XV, third row, first fore the
left.
10. Bas. Cat. No. 63: buff ware, height: 3.4 cm., rim dia. 11 cm., base
dia. 4.7 cm. Trench B, level II in fill.
PI. XXXI:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 98 ( IM. 60265): (see PI. XIV, bottom row, first from
the left).
2. Bas. Cat. No. 108 glazed green, height: 7.5 cm., rim dia. 4.6 cm.,
width at belly 6.5 levels IV, in disturbed part of Temple 2.
3. Bas. Cat. No. 106: buff ware, broken and mended;hight:8.8 cm,.
rim dia.6.2 cm.,base dia.3 cm. level IV, Temple 2.
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4. Bas. Cat. No. 4: buff ware; height: 9 cm., width 8 cm. Trench A,
level I on floor.
5. Bas. Cat. No. 115 (IM. 60267): ( see PI. XIV top row, second from
the right).
6. Bas. Cat. No. 91 ( IM. 60264): ( see PI. XIV, top row, first from the
right) possible Uruk in origin.
7. Bas. Cat. No. 88 (IM. 60295): reddish – brown ware, spouted;
height : 605 cm., rim dia. 3.7 cm. level III, in front of the entrance of
Temple I. possible Uruk in origin.
8. Bas. Cat. No. 132: reddish – brown; height: 7 cm., width; 7.4 cm.,
rim dia. 5.5 cm. Trench A, level III in fill. Possibly Uruk in origin.
9. Bas. Cat. No. 57 (IM. 60261): ( see PI. XV, third row in the
middle). Trench B, level II. Possibly Uruk in origin.
PI. XXXII:
Bas. Cat. No. 127 ( IM. 60277): ( see PI. XV, second row, third from
the left).
PI. XXXIII:
1-8- from level IV, Temple 2.
9- from Trench A, level II.
10-11- and 13. From Trench A, level III.
12- and 14. From Trench B, level IV.
PI. XXXIV:
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1. Bas. Cat. No. 112 ( IM. 60292) : see PI. XV, bottom row first from
the right.
2. And 5 painted Halaf potsherds; Trench A. level IV in fill.
3. Painted Ubaid potsherds; Trench A, level IV in fill.
4. Painted Ubaid potsherd; Trench A, level I in fill.
6. From Trench A, level III in fill.
PI. XXXV:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 25 (IM. 60271): Clay lid with a central knob, reddish
– buff; dia. 8 cm. Trench A, level I in fill.
2. Clay lid; Trench A, level III in pit.
3. Clay lid; Trench A, level I.
4. Bas. Cat. No. 31 (IM. 60283): Clay stopper. (See PI. XV, third
row. Second from the right).
5. Clay lid; Trench B, level I.
6. Small Clay lid; Trench B, level I.
7. 10-12. 15-16. Knob and handles of Clay lids; Trench A, level I in
fill.
8. 8-9, 13-14. Knobs of Clay lids; Trench B, level III in pit.
PI. XXXVI:
1. And 3. From level II.
2. , 8-9, 11-12. From level I.
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6-7, 10. From level III, in pit.
4. From the level III, Temple I.
5. from level IV, Temple 2.
PI. XXXVII:
1. Bas. Cat. No. 121 (IM. 60275): see PI. XV, bottom row, third from
the left.
2. Bas. Cat. No. 128 ( IM. 60278): see PI. XV, bottom row, first from
the left.
3. Bas. Cat. No. 47 (IM. 60288): see PI. XV, second row second from
the left.
4. Bas. Cat. No. 60: a broken brick fragment showing a foot or a
claw; 14 cm by 10.5 cm. Trench B, level II in fill.
5. Bas. Cat. No. 30 (IM. 60285): a broken brick fragment showing a
foot or a claw; 10 cm. by 10 cm. Trench B, level I in fill.
PI. XXXVIII:
1- IM. 60290: see PI. XV., bottom row in the middle; and PI. XVII,
top row in the middle.
2- IM. 60289: see PI. XV, bottom row, second from the right.
3- Bas. Cat. No. 59: thighs of a Clay female figurine, height: 6 cm.,
width: 3 cm. Trench B, level II in fill.
4- Bas. Cat. No. 142 ( IM. 60279): see PI. XIV, I, bottom row, second
from the right.
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5- Bas. Cat. No. 56 (IM. 60287): see PI. XV, third row, third from the
right.
6- Bas. Cat. No. 102: perhaps a male figurine, reddish Clay; height: 9
cm., width: 5 cm. Trench A, level I in fill.
7- Bas. Cat. No. 123 (IM. 60286): see PI. XV, third row, fourth from
right.
8- Bas. Cat. No. 123 (IM. 60293): see PI. XV, bottom row, fourth
from right.
9- Bas. Cat. No. 109 ( IM. 60291): see PI. XV, bottom row, third
from the right.
10- Bas. Cat. No. 126: perhaps a bulls head; height : 9 cm., width; 4.2
cm., level III, north of Temple I in fill.
11- Bas. Cat. No. 137: rams head; height: 4 cm. level III, north A
Temple I.
12- Bas. Cat. No. 72: rams head; height: 6 cm., width: 3.5 cm.
PI. XXXIX:
1-4. Rims herds and base fragments from Temple 1, level III.
5-13. Rims herds and base fragments from Temple 2, level IV.
PI. XL:
Selected rims herds and base fragments from level I (Trenches A and
B).
PI. XLI:
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Selected rims herds and base fragments from level II ( Trenches A
and B).
PI. XLIII:
1-11. selected rims herds and base fragments from level IV.
12-17. selected rims herds from level V.
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2. FURTHER INVESTIGATION AT ASSUR – NASIR – PLA‟ S
PALACE IN NIMROD
In 1956 the Department of Antiquities decided to restore and protect
the northern façade of Assure- nasir- pal's throne- room at Nimrod.
This work was published in Sumer XII (1956) on p. 124 ff. of the
Arabic section. In 1959 and 1960 further work, directed by the writer,
was undertaken inside the throne- room itself and in the area between
its west end and the present edge of the mound ( cf. the ground – plan
p I. I).
This work consisted of re- excavating lanyards Trenches a long the
walls of rooms B ( the throne room and C clearing the debris in the
centre of these rooms, and excavating the stairwell, a corridor beyond
it, and two partly eroded rooms none of which had previously been
planned.
Consequently the walls of rooms B, C, and the stairwell were restored
in cement and stone to a height of 3 m.; some fragments of relief's
which had been found were replaced in their original positions. See pi.
( Ph. 1).this well – known room, 45.5 m. long and 10.5 m. wide,
discovered by layand who sent to London the majority of the Mousilmarble relief's which covered its walls to a height of over 2.5 m.
The east end was re- excavated by professor mallawan in 1951 (cf.
Iraq XIV, pp. 10, 11).
Many fragments of relief's were discovered where layand left them,
including four slabs (12-15 in the middle of the south wall) from which
only the heads had been removed. These show Assure- nasir – pal, in
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an attitude of worship on either side of a sacred tureen, above which is
Assure, the national god of Aassyria, in a winged disc; the king is
accompanied by courtiers and winged genies. These relief's are badly
eroded; they are described by layand in Nineveh and its remains I, p.
382. We also found several fragments of sacred trees and some sawn –
off examples of the inscribed steps which originally separated the
narrative relief's now in the British museum. The only narrative relief
still at Nimrod is part of slab 28, which shows a city by a river with a
battle below: the scene an above is seriously damaged. The bases of
some reliefs taken by layard are still in situ with the remains of
soldier's feet and of a hostel crossing a river; these will be published in
the near future.
In the centre of the room, 5 m. west of the throne – base and some 40
cm. a above the baked – brick floor were found numerous pieces of
painted plaster which must originally have decorated the upper part
of the walls. Blue was the predominant color used and appears to have
been the background throughout the room.
The only recognizable subjects were numerous rosettes and the upper
part of a beardless figure carrying a sword and wearing a headband,
with his right arm lifted in frond and his left lowered behind him; this
was obviously an Assyrian official introducing prisoners or tribute –
bearers into the kings presence he and the rosettes were all painted in
white and red with black outlines on a sky- blue ground.
Lying together 4m. west of the throne – base and 1 m. above the floor
some discovered nearby by mallowan, which may have derived from
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the fittings of he throne or its canopy. There was one piece of gold –
leaf MEASURING 12 BY 7 BY 0.5 MM. (MM 1098); six small bronze
nails (MMP 345); and several fragments of ivory, some plain, others
incised with patterns that included rosettes and a complete prancing
goat (MM 1099, MM 1100 and MMP 344). With them was the top
right- hand corner of a stone tablet with part of an inscription of
Assur- nasir- pal; this measured 15 by 12 by 5 cm. (MMP 346) and is
again paralleled by one of Mallowans discoveries.
Room C.
Nothing was found in this small antechamber except the stumbles of
slabs 5, 9, and 10, and of slab 1 n door b. these showed sacred tress
and genies preserved up to the knees ( cf. layard, Nineveh and its
remains, I, p. 384 and photograph 2). In the floor at the foot of the
west and south walls was a narrow strip of bitumen on which slabs
removed in the last century had originally rested.
The Stairwell
This appears on the plan as a corridor 3.5 m. wide running round a
solid mass of mud – brick with a plastered face starting from the door
in the north- west corner of room C and returning to that in the south
– west corner. Rooms of this type are a normal feature of assyrian
throne room suites, and are usually interpreted as stair- cases.
A little gold – leaf and a few fragments of incised ivory representing
animals and a winged genie (MMp 395-6) were found just inside the
south door of the room. Beside the west wall were some small broken
pieces of bronze (MMp 393) and in the north – west corner the well –
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preserved head and foreparts of a small bronze lion ( MMp 392). In
the south – west corner were a few incomplete glazed bricks. All these
objects were found on the floor.Beyond the stairwell is a corridor,
running from north to south, 19. 70 m. long and 2.70 m. wide. Its
northern end opened into a courtyard paved with bricks 45 cm.
square. This courtyard may connect with that overlooked by the
throne room façade; a protective revetment of baked bricks was found
at the base of its walls ( cf. photograph 3). The southern end the
corridor was originally open to the south; it was later narrowed and
then blocked by the construction of three thin mud- brick walls beside
which, in the corner where two of them meet, was a single bakedbrick, all that survived of the pavement; its size, 28 cm. square, may
mean that it belongs to the reign of shalmaneser III. Its was observed
that this corridor and the two rooms west of it were on a slightly
higher level than the throne room itself.
Beyond the west wall of the corridor were the – roded remands of two
rooms, both 6.80 m. wide and with a surviving length of 4.50 m. both
had a bitumen dado 75 cm. high. Above this, on the eastern wall of the
southern room, were the remains of wall paintings in making which
exactly the same colors as those found in the throne room had been
employed. A horizontal band of rosettes was the only identifiable
motif. Photograph 4 shows the northern room with part of the
southern beyond it.
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3. THE EXCAVATIONS AT TELL ES- SAWWAN FIRST
PRELIMINARY REPORT ( 1964)
1. Introduction:
The site known locally as tell es – Sawwan ( " Mound of the Flints") is
situated on the eastern bank of the Tigris some eleven kilometers
downstream of Samarra (lat. 34 ﺭ80"N long ,43, 55 E), where is stands
on a cliff commanding an extensive view of the river (fig. 1). It has a
maximum height of 3.5 m. above the level of the plan behind, and is
roughly oval in shape, measuring approximately 230 m. north – south
by 110 m. east – west (fig. 2); it is composed of three mounds,
hereafter designated A, B, and C, of which the heights (B) is partly
separated from A and C, to its north and south respectively by two
seasonal water courses. The site was first noted by Ernst Herzfeld in
1911, during the course of the German excavations at Samarra. (7)
Its importance was subsequently recognized from collections of the
material found on its surface: crude and incised Hassuna together
with painted Samara potsherds are plentiful, also flint and obsidian
artifacts. This evidence led us to conclude that the occupation of tell
es- Sawwan was limited to a period stretching from some time during
the sixth into the early fifth millennium B.C., after which it was
effectively abandoned.
In deciding to excavate tell es- Sawwan, the Directorate General of
Antiquities hoped to provide answers to several important, yet hither
to unfathomed, problems of Mesopotamian prehistory. In particular it
7. H. Herzfeld, Die. Ausgrabungen von Samarra, Banc V(1030), P.
5.
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seemed virtually assured that here at last we might be able to reveal a
Samarian village community in all its material details, including its
architecture. Moreover,

in view of tell as- Sawwan central

geographical position, there was a reasonable prospect of our
uncovering further evidence of cultural contacts between northern
and southern Iraq during the sixth millennium B.C The results of the
first season, which lasted little more than three months, not only
answered most of the questions we had posted but also brought to
light material far exceeding our expectations.
2. Progress of the Excavations.
Operations were started at tell es- Sawwan on 17th, February, 1964, by
a team from the Department is technical staff under the direction of
Bonham Abu – Soof. The assistant archaeologists were tare en –
Naimi. Rabie el – Qeisi, Ghnim Wahida, and Yasin Rashid. The
photographs, both of the excavation and the objects, were taken by
Antran Evan, chief photographer of the Department.
The site was visited continually- through- out the season by the
Director – General Dr. Faisal El- Wailly and the Inspector General
professor Fuad Safar. We also had the pleasure of welcoming, among
many visitors and scholars; the heads and members of the Foreign
Institutes of Archaeology and expeditions working in Iraq at the time.
Excavation was first begun on mound A, where some Islamic graves
were encountered; our investigations here were consequently
suspended for the time being, and work turned to the relatively
undisturbed areas of mounds B and C. A trench opened on the
western side of mound C led to well – preserved walls constructed of
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large rectangular mud- bricks (fig. 3). Extending our excavations at
this point, we succeeded in exposing a building of no less than fourteen
rooms ( fig. 4), whose walls were found to be resting directly on virgin
soil. To the east a second building was discovered (fig. 5, background);
despite its general similarity to the first, which was still standing at the
time of its construction, it was somewhat less regular in plan and it
was subsequently unearthed, as an earlier house built with greater
regularity on the virgin soil (fig. 6-8). These buildings represent the
earliest levels at tell es- Sawwan (levels I and II, counted up- wards
from the bottom).
Work was being carried out simultaneously on the southern side of
mound B, (figs. 9, 10), and a trench was also driven to the mound‟s
northernmost limit (fig. 11). These operations, which enlarged the
excavated area until it covered almost a third of the site, revealed that
here there existed, between the summit of the mound (fig. 12, level V)
and virgin soil, no less than five main building – levels. In order to
compare the levels encountered of mound C with those in the core of
mound B, two deep soundings were made at different points on the
latter. The first, dug from near the summit of the mound, was 2 m.
square at its top and reached virgin soil, in an area 1 m. square, at a
depth of 3 m.; here again five building levels were found, probably
with two phases in level II, and the pottery and small finds were
similar to those from the revels, in the main area of excavation, to
which the levels of the sounding appeared to correspond. The second
sounding was located at the northern end of mound B; it had the same
dimensions as the first, and reached virgin soil with similar results
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(fig. 13). Further investigations, on the eastern periphery of the same
mound led to the discovery of a defensive ditch, several parts of which
were subsequently examined.
The excavation was originally due to finish, with the financial year at
the end of March 1964. During lie last few days of this month,
however, we discovered a number of graves dug from level I into the
virgin soil below, and these were so remarkable that the Directorate
General of Antiquities felt it necessary to prolong the season and
investigate more of them. Extra money was obtained, and work
continued with out interruption until May 20th exposing over a
hundred and thirty burials of extraordinary interest.
An understanding of the relationship, chronological and cultural,
which exist between the levels excavated at tell es- Sawwan and those
of other sites of comparable age, will depend on a Detailed analysis of
the pottery and other artifacts which has not yet been completed; we
have generally limited ourselves, in the following preliminary account,
to straight descriptions of material from Sawwan itself. Some
indication of the site‟s absolute date, however, May be gained from
three carbon- 14 readings for which we are indebted to the laboratory
of the Pennsylvania University museum. The laboratory‟s provisional
estimates, based on the lobby method rather than the 5730 half life (
which would add about a century to each date), are 5506+73 B.C. for
a sample from a level I floor (P. 855), 5349+86 B.C. for a sample from
sounding II, which is probably equivalent to level II elsewhere (P.
856), and 4858+82 B.C. for a sample from the level II floor of room 39
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(P. 857). The last figure is remarkably low, and some contamination
May be suspected.
3. The Defenses and the Architecture.
The earliest feature identified on the site consists of an artificial ditch,
averaging 2.5 m. wide and 3 m. deep, cut into the natural
conglomerate underlying the mound. The cut is V- shaped, and
narrow to a maximum width of 50 cm. at its lowest point, it was
investigated in five trenches (fig. 2, nos. 1-5, numbered in
chronological order). The ditch was first discovered while we were
examining the south- eastern fringes of mound B; further work to the
north – east revealed a continuation of the same ditch, and we were
then able to locate and expose its south- eastern corner (fig. 14). Once
this had been established, we followed the course of the ditch northwards, and presently reached its north- eastern corner (fig. 15).
Digging a point further to the west, we confirmed the course of the
ditch‟s northern side.(8). It was clear from these investigations that the
ditch formed, approximately,
Three sides of a square round the eastern side of mound B; the
northern and southern arms of the ditch coincide with the lines of the
two watercourses which now carry the run – off from the mound to
the river, but they were not themselves continued westwards. It May
be conjectured that the ditch was originally supplied with water from
the river, but before the construction of the Samarra barrage the
level of the Tigris was already well below the mound, even at the
8. Here we found the ditch partly filled with burnt debris which
included several varieties of grain. Cf. Hans Helbaek, Sumer XX,
(1964), PP. 45-48.
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height of the annual flood the ditch was dominated on its inside by a
thick buttressed wall (studied more thoroughly in the second season),
and many sling- balls were discovered in its fill. Clearly the Sawwan
ditch, whether or not it was actually a moat, May be regarded as an
example, unique in Mesopotamia, of an early defensive system, calling
to mind the more elaborate pre- pottery Neolithic defenses of Jericho.
The ditch was created during an early phase of level I. later, when the
settlement was extended southwards, beyond the confines of mound B
where the first village was presumably located walls were constructed
over the western tip of the ditch‟s southern arm (figs 16-18,20); here
the ditch was extremely shallow, and the new buildings can hardly
have prejudiced the defenses of the settlement. Elsewhere the ditch
remained open during the occupations associated with levels II and II,
and at least part of it was still exposed in level V; potsherds of the
latter level, mostly painted Samarra ware but also one Halaf shred,
were occasionally found together with other objects at its very bottom.
There were as mentioned above, five main building levels found at tell
es – Sawwan, and these were numbered I-V from the bottom
upwards; the surviving height of these architectural remains does not
exceed 3.5 m. in all (figs. 21-23). Buildings from the earliest phases of
level I, preceding or contemporary with the ditch, May be presumed
to exist in the heart of mound B; those which we were able to excavate
fully were constructed on virgin soil outside the ditch to the south.
Here level I am principally represented by two large architectural
units with a notably regular ground – plan (fig. 24). Building 1, to the
west, has more than fourteen rooms and probably more than one
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courtyard (fig. 25); building 2, further to the east, covers a greater
area. But was designed with less regularity both inside and out (figs.
26-29). The buttresses which are a notable feature of the external faces
of both buildings normally occurs at the junction of two walls, and
had apparently the purely functional purpose of strengthening the
outer walls. Both buildings, ne. 1 at its north end and no. 2 at its west,
contain unusual features which are probably to be understood as
staircases leading to the roofs though they might be no more than
platforms (figs. 24,33. 34). Between the two buildings is a narrow lane.
This begins parallel to the south- east wall of building I, then turns
north – west separating the two buildings, and finally divides into two
branches going east and west; to its north lies another building, also of
level I (fig. 24, 25, 30).
Rooms 15, 8, 12, and 13, in the eastern part of building 1, deserve
special attention. They are linked by three axial doors (fig. 35), and
the end room 13 has a niche in the centre of its northern wall; below
this niche was discovered a most striking alabaster statuette of a „
mother – goddess‟ (fig. 36).two comparable clay, figurines were found,
headless, on the floor of room 8 (fig. 37, the two seated figures on the
same building we found yet another „ mother – goddess‟ statuette of
alabaster (fig. 38, right). These finds, combined with the regularity of
the building‟s lay- out, May indicate that it was some kind of religious
structure. Further evidence in support of this hypothesis May possibly
be provided by the presence of the extensive cemetery, to be described
below, which was unearthed beneath its floors, and by the length of
time for which the building itself continued in use.
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Building 1, though damaged by fire during its first period of
occupation, was still standing without significant alterations in level II
(fig. 31); only an a abutment was added to part of the outer face of its
eastern wall, perhaps out as a buttress. At the same time building 2
was replaced by another building less regular than its predecessor in
plan (fig. 32). A Street, running on the same lines as that described
above, still existed in level II.
Level II was less extensively excavated than levels I and II, and
consequently no buildings were completely uncovered (fig. 39). It was
plain, however from the limited architectural evidence, that between
levels I-II and level II there was unbroken continuity both in the
building materials used and in the general lay- out. The houses of level
II were probably smaller yet their rooms were as large and their plans
as regularly their corners were again oriented towards the cardinal
points of the compass, and there were external buttresses at walljunctions. There was a wide unoccupied space between the eastern
and western ends of the exposed area of level II; here we found three
circular grain bins or silos made of gypsum (juss), one with a diameter
of 1 m. and the others with diameters of over 2 m. (figs. 39-44). It
should be noted that in some places level II was divisible into two
successive phases of buildings; walls of the earlier phase are to be seen
beneath rooms 107, 120, 129, and 132.
The excavated area of level IV was again smaller than that of levels III, but there was enough to show the same evidence of architectural
continuity as had been observed in level II (figs. 45, 46). Three square
mud- brick enclosures, located at the eastern end of the area exposed,
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were probably used as storage bins (figs. 47, 48). Heavy door- sockets
made of gypsum were a particular feature of this level (fig. 49). In
some parts of level IV, most notably rooms 92 and 93, there was
evidence for two phases of occupation separated by a brief interval
(figs. 52, 53); here two floors were found with 40 cm. of fill between
them.
Practically the whole of level V has disappeared because of erosion.
Never the less a few remains, chiefly rooms or parts of rooms and
walls were identifiable (figs. 45,55). The height of these walls does not
exceed 30 cm.; yet again they exhibit the same architectural
techniques as in previous levels.
A part from the more general evidences of continuity mentioned
above, buildings of all five levels had several characteristic details in
common. They were all constructed of rather large oblong mud
bricks, made in moulds and measuring 50-70 by 21-30 by 6-8 cm. (fig.
56); the thickness of a wall is the normal width of a brick (21-30 cm.).
Walls were mud plastered on both their internal and external faces,
and the latter some times showed three or more well – executed layers
of re- plastering (figs. 57, 58).
Gypsum (juss), which was used as a flooring material throughout
levels IIV, first appeared in this capacity in level II (fig. 31, room 72).
Here it was the last of their coats of plaster: first mud was laid down,
then a layer of bitumen was applied, and then the gypsum plaster was
added as a finish.
In some instances gypsum flooring reaches only to the foot of the walls
of a room, but in others it is carried up the walls to form a slightly
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concave footing which was probably intended to seal the base of the
walls and protect them from the action of water.
4. The pottery.
Levels I and II, especially the former, furnished very little pottery.
The shared s form level I mainly resemble the late archaic type of
Hassuna Ib-II, though some May have earlier affinities.
Level II shows continuity in the pottery (figs. 59-60, nos. 1-8, 10, 16,
17), and incised and painted Hassuna wares appear. The coarse
pottery of both levels has, as a rule, a black Uanoxidized core which
May be attributed to poor firing, and the clay tends to contain large
particles of extraneous matter. The surface color of such pottery is
usually buff or light- brown; it it coated with a self – slip, and
sometimes burnished. A few fragments of a very crude variety, found
of the level I floor of room 13, belong to hemispherical bowls (fig. 65,
no2.
Fragments of red – slipped and grey wares are also evident (fig. 65,
nos. 3-4, from level II, room 28, and floor).
In level II the incised Hassuna ware becomes very popular and the
crude archaic type disappears. Painted Samarra makes its appearance
in considerable quantities, and a few examples which were painted
after firing are found (fig. 65, no. 1, from level II, room 44).
In level IV the incised Hussuna pottery appears for the last time. And
the painted, and painted and incised, Samarra ware now
predominates. Very little is left of Sawwan V, but it suffices to show
continuity in the pottery; Samarra wares are the only ceramic product
of this level only one, polychrome, Halaf fragment was present (fig. 61,
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no. 28); it was found at the bottom of the defensive ditch, and should
probably be associated with the topmost level, Detailed drawings of
the shapes and motifs of the Samaraa pottery found in levels III-V are
now being prepared, and will be included in the second preliminary
report; provenances of the pieces illustrated here (fig. 60, nos. 14, 15,
18-21, and fig. 61, nos. 21-27, 29-32) are listed at the end of this article.
Thus the pottery sequence confirms the architectural evidence that
the site of tell es – Sawwan was occupied, from beginning to end,
without any significant interruptions; there was no rigorous change in
population or drastic foreign invasion. In level II, where Samarra
ware is seen emerging alongside the continuation of standard
Hassuna, it is clear that there is no sharp beak but rather an overlap
between the two techniques. The finding in this level of some Samarra
fragments painted after firing, and perhaps lightly exposed to heat
just to fix the paint but not to the degree of oxidization, May be taken
as degree of oxidization, May be taken as an indication that the
potters of this period were given to experimenting with colors and new
techniques of painting.
5. Other artifacts.
The most remarkable objects from tell es – Sawwan were found in
level I, mainly in graves under building 1; their material is usually a
creamy alabaster.
Among them are vessels of many shapes and sizes (figs. 73, 74),
including tiny dishes, plates, round or oval bowls, cups, flasks, and
large pots; ' cult objects', some probably of phallic significance (fig,
66, middle row); and a fine series of mother goddess statuettes (fig,
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67), some with bitumen caps and eyes inlaid with shell. There were
also many beads of various materials: dentalia and other shells,
bitumen, alabaster, bone, and semi-precious stones such as carnelian
(fig. 69, and 71,IM68749,bottom row, third the statuettes (fig. 67,
bottom row, third from left) is unfinished, and it is more than likely
that all the alabaster objects were locally made, chiefly for funerary
purposes. They show an exquisite standard of craftsmanship, much
superior to that of pottery of the same date. The people of level I were
the masters of this industry, but a few similar pieces were found in
level II also, and there were even some in level II thought these May
have been stray pieces re-used.
The flint and obsidian industries at Tell – es Sawwan are represented
by a number of flakes and blades, some of which May be termed
micro lithic both materials occurred in all five levels. The flints
include steep scrapers, one sided scrapers, notched scrapers, corescrapers, parallel- sided scrapers, curved point and one triangular
arrow- head (fig. 79, IM. 68336). There were also flint sickle blades
(fig. 78, IM. 68793), and one fragment of a sickle and one obsidian
blade stuck together with bitumen (fig. 78, IM. 68792). Other obsidian
tools, apart from sickle- blades, include borers, core- scrapers, and
knife- blades; some of these showed signs of having been retouched
and retargeted.
Implements of ground black stone were found in all levels at Sawwan;
among them were hoes, Celts, polishers, rubbers, palettes, mortars,
pestles, millers, and querns (fig. 78, 80), and there were many slingballs, especially in the defensive ditch. Awls, pins, needles, and
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spatulas made of bone were frequent at all levels (fig. 70), and so were
clay spindle whorls of various sizes. We found several figurines of
belay and one in a level II grave, of juss (fig. 66, top second from left).
Two baskets caulked with bitumen from level II should also be
mentioned (figs. 62, 63). No metal was found in 1964, but during the
second season several beads and a small knife of – copper came to
light in a level I grave beside the door of room 142.
6. The craves.
The occupants of level I buried their dead beneath their floors. We
had our first intimation of what these graves were to contain when we
found, lying on virgin soil under room 117, and a few disturbed
human – bones, mostly belonging to an infant, together with some
small stone vessels and shell bead.
Further excavation in room 19 and 20 of level I brought to light more
burials and their furniture, and it was at this stage that we decided to
prolong the dig in order to investigate the entire area below the floors
of building. 1 and possibly building 2. As a result of this operation
more than one hundred and thirty burials were discovered, almost all
of them below building 1. The burials were richly furnished with stone
statuettes, stone vessels, and beads of various materials; a general
impression of the cemetery's main characteristics May be gained from
a perusal of the provisional list of graves and grave- goods given
below.
There can be no doubt as to the connection between the graves and
the buildings of level I. all the burials were sunk from level I floors
were then thickly re plastered. Not one burial was found extending
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beneath the walls. And almost all were inside level I buildings; in one
instance the whole centre of a room was occupied by the burial of one
important adult male (fig. 71).(9) although no graves contained
pottery, we did find. On the floors of level I, statuettes. Vessels, and
other objects, precisely similar to those used for furnishing the graves.
The graves themselves consisted of shallow pits, irregularly oval in
shape dug into the virgin soil to a depth of 25-50 cm. below floor level;
they were occasionally bordered or encased with crude hand mounded
lumps of clay. Most of the skeletons were those of very young children,
but there were also several adolescents and adults. The skeletal
material has not been analyzed; some skulls appear dolichocephalism.
A high proportion of the skeletons were fragmentary, and this May
indicate the customer of partial burial though it is by no means the
only possible explanation;(10) For the very age of these burials should
itself be taken into consideration, and it is relevant that over a third of
the grave- pits dug did not contain any bones at all. Almost all the
skeletons whose original position was observable were contracted;
they generally faced west, but there were some facing east; the heads
of the majority were directed southwards. Several of the bodies had
9. Grave- pit 34, in room 5. Close by to the south was the
fragmentary skeleton of an adult female with a necklace of dentalia
shells.
10. Cf. Sumer XX (1964), p. 2. It is interesting to compare the
findings at warka, where out of some 150 skeletons buried in well –
fitting double pots of the neobabylonian period, only some ten to
fifteen were in good condition. (Information supplied by Dr. Mark A.
Brands of the German Archaeological institute, Baghdad.
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been wrapped in very fine reed- mats, the impressions of which were
well preserved by a thin coating of bitumen which had been applied to
them.
In grave 113. Where the skeleton was not contracted but heaped in a
disorderly fashion with the skull separate, there were traces of red
ochre on the head and body; in all probability this cooler was applied
as a kind of ritual adornment to the skin after death, and came into
contact with the bones only when the flesh had decomposed.(11)
Some of the beads found my have been attached to garments, but
others had belonged to strings wound either round the neck or the
hips; the latter arrangement is reminiscent of the jeweled garland
worn round the waist of one of the terracotta figurines from the
site.(fig. 66, top row, third from left, and fig. 72, top left).
The tell es- Sawwan cemetery was not limited to building 1. At the
bottom of our first deep sounding near the centre of mound B(fig. 75),
we uncovered a few infant bones accompanied by a small stone vessel
and a statuette in the form of a seated „ mother – goddess‟, all sunk
into virgin soil; though there is of course no established connection
between the lower floor- levels in this sounding and those of mound C,
it seems virtually certain that here we have a grave approximately
contemporary with those of building 1. We also uncovered three
graves below rooms 141, and 142 of building 2; work in the second
season has confirmed that there were burials beneath the floor all
over this building, though they were not so crowded a in the adjacent
11. For other possibilities cf. j. mallard, Anatolian studies XIV
(1964), pp. 92, 93.
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building 1. Subsequent work has also exposed graves west of buildings
1 and at the northern fringes of the site again all these burials had
been cut into the virgin soil below level 1 floors.
No comparable graves were discovered in level II, but one which had
been sunk, probably from level II, into the level II wall of room 32,
was found to contain an alabaster figurine of a mother – goddess; this
had been broken and repaired in antiquity, and May perhaps have
reached its position in the grave long after it had first been carved.
Another level II burial contained a mother – goddess figurine of juss
(fig. 66, top row, second from left).
There were several infant burials in level IV; these were contained in
oval receptacles of juss (figs. 50, 51). The example illustrated had a lid
of the same shape and material as the receptacle itself, and enclosed
the skeleton of a young child contracted like an embryo in the womb,
a string of tiny white shell beads, and a small pottery hemispherical
bowl with a trough spout.

7. Summary
The excavation to tell es- Sawwan constitutes the most important
event in the field of Mesopotamian prehistory since the work at
Hassuna and Eridu in the 1940s. Here we have the rare opportunity of
unearthing, completely and methodically, just below present groundlevel, an extensive and prosperous Neolithic settlement. Among the
results of the first season, the following are especially significant.
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1.

The ditch of level I am the earliest work of its kind yet identified

in Iraq, and indicates that we are dealing with a settled community
capable of organized self- defense.
2.

The five building – levels discovered with their regularity of plan

and the elaborate techniques they display, are evidence for a degree of
architectural sophistication hitherto unknown in Iraq at this early
date.
3.

The pottery corresponds fairly closely to the standard Hassuna-

Samarra repertoire known from Hassuna itself; the association of the
two wares in levels II and IV demonstrates clearly that one gradually
replaced the other with no sharp break intervening.
4.

The continuity of architectural and ceramic traditions through

all levels at Tell es – Sawwn suggest most powerfully that there was no
abrupt change of population in the area during this period.
5.

The carved alabaster objects found in the earliest levels far

exceed, in quality and quantity alike, anything that had been
anticipated. Their extraordinary importance is immediately apparent,
and is indeed enhanced by the fact that they raise as many questions
as they answer. They were almost certainly made in the locality, and
their discovery has cast unprecedented light on a vital aspect of the
early civilization of Iraq.
8. Provisional list of level I graves.
Almost all the graves dug in 1964 are summarily described below.
Each entry begins with a rough estimate of the age at death; based
often on very limited evidence; complete skeletons are specified;
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where no estimate of age is given, no bones at all were found. Objects,
unless otherwise stated, are of alabaster.
The numbers in brackets at the end of each entry refer to the Sawwan
1964 catalogue, in which two or more objects from the same grave
were sometimes joined under a single number.
Sounding 1.
1.

Infant. Statuette; flask. (1,2).

Room 2.
2.

Adolescent. Statuette; flask of pink stone; plate. (30).

3.

Infant. Dish of black stone, plate. (135).

4.

Plate, broken and mended in antiquity; flint blade; dentalia

shells 4 cm. long. (120).
5.

Adult. Bowl; flask; plate; pendant. (121).

6.

Infant. Flask. (123).

7.

Cup of red stone, with red ochre staining at bottom. (126).

8.

Dish; beads; large bivalve shell beads. (127).

9.

Infant. Flask; bitumen attachment some what resembling snake-

head . (113).
10. Adolescent. Three bowls, one of pink stone; Celt of ground stone.
(109).
11. Infant. Plate; some small animal bones. (107).
12. Infant. Contracted. Dish; flask. (115).
13. Adult. Two bowls; carnelian and turquoise beads. (105).
14. Adolescent. Cup; plate; large bead of green stone. (88).
15. Infant. Flask. (203).
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16. Infant. Flask with projection, some what resembling a seated
pair of legs, on one of its sides (cf. fig. 68). (204).
17. Infant, complete, contracted. Two flasks; shell needle; carnelian
beads. (205, 206).
18. Two plates. (207, 208).
19. Adolescent, contracted. Plate, on which the hands were resting;
flask and two phalli between the hands and the skull; alternating
bitumen and dentalia beads round the hips. (223-226).
20. Infant. Two dishes; two flint scrapers. (186, 187, 190).
21. Infant. Flask; dish: three beads of green stone. (233, 234).
22. Infant, contracted. Statuette; plate; dish; hollow cylinder with
ribbing on half of its external length; dentalia and bitumen beads on
hips. (210-213).
23.

Adult. Three bowls; beads; pig pendant of green stone (fig. 66,

bottom row, centre); one carnelian bead; many beads of turquoise and
large bivalve shells. (214-217).
24.

Infant. Dish; plate; two flasks; one large bead of green stone.

(227-230).
Room 3.
25. At least one adult. Six statuettes some pierced as pendants; eight
plates, flasks, and bowls; figurine of a rabbit (?); ring of shell; Celt of
ground stone; bone needs: turquoise and dentalia beads. (146-164).
26. Infant. Three bowls; one bitumen spindle- whorl. (14).
Room 4.
27. Statuette. (25).
28. Dish, with the skull of a bird in side. (40).
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29. Infant. Plate. (78).
30. Adult. Dish; one large bead of green stone. (137).
31. Adult. Flask; sauce- boat, some – what resembling a tortoise.
(139).
32. Infant. Two bowls. (124).
33. Infant wrapped in mat. Two dishes one of black stone; dentalia
beads. (140-410).

Room 5.
34. Adult, complete tall male, contracted (fig. 71). Statuette; cup; two
bowls, including the largest yet discovered (fig. 74, top row, right);
object with half- hollowed cylindrical body (fig. 74, second row,
centre) found under head.
Room 6.
35.

Bowl; small animal bones. (141).

36. Infant. Statuette. 923).
37. Infant. Two flasks. (122).
38. Infant. Dish. (125).
39. Adolescent, contracted. Two bowls; many bivalve shell beads.
(112).
40. Infant. Dish; punt- shaped bowl; beads of green stone. (106).
41. Adult. Bowl; dish of black stone; two flint blades; univalve shell
beads. (119).
42. Bowl. (128).
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43. Infant, contracted. Statuette; three flasks; dish; flint blade; one
carnelian bead. (129).
Room 7
44. Two flasks, one of grey stone; dish. (47).
45. Flask. (49).
46. Cup; large carnelian beads. (38).
47. Infant, contracted, wrapped in mat. Two bowls. (32, 33).
48. Adult. Plate; figurine of rabbit(?). (27).
49. Infant. Two bowls. (130).
50. Adolescent. Three bowls. (131).
51. Adolescent. No objects.
52. Three bowls. (111).
53. Infant, contracted. Three dishes. (110).
Room 8.
54. Infant, complete, contracted. Dish of pink stone.( 209).
55. Flask. (185).
56. Plate; hollow cylinder with rubbing on half of its external length.
(231, 232).
57. Flask; dish. (188, 189).
58. Adolescent, contracted. Black stone bowl. (241).
59. Plate; dish broken and mended in antiquity. (246, 247).
60. Infant. Bowl with two vertically pierced lugs. (245).
61. Infant. Flask; carnelian and large turquoise beads. (249, 250).
62. Statuette, warring bitumen leap and pierced for use as a
pendant; plate; flask. (238-240).
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63. Infant, complete, contracted. Flask, found by mouth; sauceboat;
necklace of small beads (251-252).
64. Infant. Three flasks; conical object of grey stone; necklace of
carnelian beads; dentalia beads round hips. (268-273).
Room 9.
65. Infant. Flask; three plates. (59).
66. Adolescent. Dish; flask; bowl; bitumen and dentalia beads. (77,
417).
67. Adolescent. Two bowls; univalve shell bead with traces of red
ochre. (72).
68. Dish. (69),
69. Dish. (70).
70. Bowl. (68).
71. Infant. Three flasks. (75).
72. Male statuette (fig. 67, bottom left). (17).
Room 10.
73. Infant, contracted. Three bowls. (41-43).
Room 11.
74. Statuette; bowl. (22).
75. Dish; broken piece of bracelet (fig. 66, bottom). (131).
Room 12.
76. Infant. Dish with two vertically pierced lugs. (263).
77. Adolescent. Two dishes; two bowls. (264-267).
78. Infant, contracted. Plate; flask; phallus. (200-202).
79. Tetra pod bowl. (297).
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80. Infant. Cup; tetragon plate. (191, 192).
81. Infant. Bowl. (248).
82. Statuette; cup. (218,219).
83. Room 14.
84. Statuette; bitumen beads. (24).
85. Plate. (46).
86. Plate. (48).
87. Adolescent, complete, contracted, wrapped in mat. Two dishes,
one in front of the mouth and the other under the hands. (48).
88. Adolescent. Blackstone dish. (85).
89. Infant, contracted. Bowl. (86).
90. Adolescent. Flask, broken and mended in antiquity. (87).
91. Cup. (262).

Room 15.
92. Infant, contracted. Three statuettes, including one pierced for use
as a pendant and with eyes of in laid shell; three flasks; carnelian and
turquoise beads. (193-199).
93. Infant, contracted. Statuette; cup; flask; turquoise beads. (220222)
94. Infant. Statuette, pierced for use as a pendant, wearing a
bitumen cap, and with eyes of inlaid shell; flask; necklace of
alternating alabaster and bitumen beads. (235-237).
95. Dish. (184).
Room 18.
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96. Adolescent. Five dishes; two bowls; sling ball; some dentalia (179,
276-281, 402).
97. Adolescent. Two statuettes; plate, two flasks, one with a
projection somewhat resembling a seated pair of legs on one of its
sides; dentalia. (19, 180, 274, 275, 415).
98. Infant. Statuette; plate; flask; obsidian blade. (3, 301, 302).
99. Bowl; flask. (171, 172).
100. Bowl; flask. (289).
101. Pot. (298).
102. Pot; flask. (303, 304).
103. Infant. Pot; Celt of ground stone; dentalia, carnelian, and
bitumen beads. (72).
104. Bowl. (66).
105. Infant. Bowl. (67).
106. Infant. Three bowls; three dentalia shell beads. (62).
107. One univalve shell, one carnelian. And one green stone bead.
(73).
108. Infant. Flask; two dishes; necklace of carnelian, dentalia, and one
univalve shell bead. (50, 377).
109. Dish. (257).
Area 19.
110. Phallus.( 64).
111. Adult; bones in heap. Two bowls; some burnt material. (60).
112. Flask. (138).
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113. Adult female; bones in heap, with traces of red ocher. Pearshaped jar with cable pattern round base (fig. 68, top row, centre);
many beads of alabaster and pink stone (fig. 69, bottom).(44).
114. Adult.

Two

dishes;

univalve,

carnelian,

and

turquoise

beads.(114).
Room 20.
115. Tow dishes; two bowls; flask; many dentalia beads. (178, 284288).
116. Infant. Four bowls, with four stone balls in the largest of them./
(166-170).
117. Infant. Plate; bowl; turquoise beads. (174, 175, 414).
118. Infant. Punt- shaped bowl; turquoise beads. (173).
119. Infant. Bowl. (300).
120. Two bowls; dentalia beads. (249,295).
121. Flask of red stone.( 296).
122. Cup; three stone balls. ( 176, 290, 291, 299).
123. Plate. (292).
Room 21.
124. Adult. Cup; plate. (37, 39).
125. Infant, wrapped in mat. Two bowls; dentalia beads. (34-36).
126. Infant. Two bowls; alabaster, carnelian, and bitumen beads.
(108).
Room 141.
127. Infant. Plate; cup; bowl; bone needles; obsidian blade. (242-244).
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128. Infant. Complete, contracted. Two flask, one of them with a
projection like a pair of seated legs on one of its sides; dish; ball of
black stone; ground Celt; some dentalia beads. ( 258-261).
Room 142.
129. Infant. Plate. ( 256).
N.B. the excavation of the graves in rooms 141 and 142 was not
completed in 1964, and other came to light in the next season. Among
these was one containing a few copper beads and a small copper
knife.
9. Notes on the illustrations.
Figure 37.
1.

Left: seated clay figurine of a mother – goddess; head and left

breast lost in antiquity. Ht. 3.4 cm., waist 2.5 cm., level I, room 8, and
floor.
2.

Centre: seated clay figurine of a mother – goddess; head lost in

antiquity. Ht. 3.9 cm., waist 2.6 cm., level I, room 8, and floor.
3.

Right: terracotta figurine, hollow inside and with a tiny hole on

top of the head. Ht. 11.5 cm., hips 5.5 cm., waist 3.5 cm., level II, south
of building 1, fill.
Figure 38.
1.

Left: alabaster statuette of a mother – goddess. Ht. 5.4 cm., level

I, room 13, floor.
2.

Right: alabaster statuette of a mother – goddess. Ht. 11 cm.,

waist 2.2 cm., level I, room 7, and floor.
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Figure 59.
1.

Jar. Rim diameter 22.5 cm., body 37, base 13.5, ht. 26. Level II,

sounding I, floor.
2.

Pot. Rim diameter 26 cm., bode 29, bass 11.7. Level I, room 15,

and floor.
3.

Pot. Rim diameters 28.3 and 20.1 cm., body 21.7, base 23.8 and

13.7, ht. 17.5 level I, room 2, just above floor.
4.

Incomplete pot. Body diameter 26.5 cm., base 9. Level I, room 59,

and floor.
5.

Pot. Rim diameter 23.7 cm., body 24, base 14.5. Level I, room 12,

and floor.
6.

Jar. Body diameter 19 cm., base 15, ht. 17. Level I, area 19,and

floor.
7.

Incomplete pot. Rim diameter 417 cm., body 20, base 13, ht. 8.

Level I, west of rooms 126 and 143, floor.
8.

Open bowl. Ht. 9 cm. level I, room 14, floor.

9.

Open bowl. Rim diameter 25 cm., base 19.3, ht. 5.level II, room

106, fill.
10. Fragment of body of large jar. Level I, room 143, and floor.
Figure 60.
11. Large, over- fried pot. Rim diametter34 cm., body 37. Level II,
room 41, fill.
12. Deep pot. Rim diameters 29 cm., body 31.5 ht. 25. Level IV, room
52, fills.
13. Cf. fig. 59, no. 9, above.
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14. bowl. Rim diameter 10 cm., body 10.6, base 5.5, ht. 8.2. Level IV,
room 100, fills.
15. Bowl. Rim diameter 11.4 cm., body 14.8, base 5, ht. 10.8. Level II,
16.

room 126,floor.

17. Fragmentary pot. Ht. 16.5 cm., level II, room 33, floor.
18. Pot. Ht. 26.5 cm., level II, room 33, floor.
19. Pot. Rim diameter 18.9 cm., body 20, ht. 10.7.level IV, room 98,
floor.
20. Bowl. Level II, room 140, floor.
21. Pot. Rim diameter 11 cm., body 13.5, ht. 905. Level II, room 128,
floor. Bowl. Rim diameter 17 cm., body 17.4 base 8, ht. 9.5. Level II,
room 128, floor.

Figure 61
22. Bowl. Rim diameter 16 cm., body 16.3, base 7.5, ht. 7. Level V,
room 63, floor.
23. Hollowed base of large bowl, found in the ditch 2.30 m. below the
surface.
24. Pot. Rim diameter 18.9 cm., body 24.7, base 7.5, ht. 17.5. Level II,
room 126, floor.
25. Jar. Rim diameter 7 cm., body 15, ht 15. Level II, room 44, floor.
26. Bowl. Rim diameter 25 cm., bode 23.5, ht. 7.5. Level II, room 140,
floor.
27. Bowl reconstructed from fragments found in different parts of
level II.
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28. Pot. Rim diameter 13.7 cm., body 14. Ht. 8.7/. Level II, area 130,
floor.
29. The only Halaf fragment found so far. Bottom of the ditch, in
first trench.
30. Zoomorphic fragment. Level V, room 66, floor.
31. Zoomorphic fragment. Ht. 7.2 cm., level II, room 110, floor.
32. Cup. Rim diameter 7.5 cm., base 5.9, ht. 6. Level V, room 41,
floor.
33. Small jar. Rim diameter 7.8 ht. 8. Level V, room 63, floor.
1.

Small jar. Rim diameter 7.8 cm., body 10.4, base 5, ht. 9.8 cm.

level V, room 63, and floor.
2.

Shallow plate, with heavy traces of red ochre paint still visible on

it, indicating that like nos. 3-5 it was used as a palette. Rim diameter
13.8 cm., ht. 2.4. Level II, room 131, floor.
3.

Bowl. With traces of red ochre visible inside and out. Rim

diament 13 cm., ht. 4.5. Level IV, room 93, earliest floor.
4.

Shallow plate, with traces of red ocher. Rim diameter 12.4 cm.,

ht. 2. Level IV, room 14, floor.
5.

Shallow plate, found with lumps of red ocher. Rim diameter 12

cm., ht. 1.8. Level II, room 106, floor.
Figure 62.
Bitumen impression of large globular basket. Level II, eastern corner
of room 32, floor.
Figure 63.
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Bitumen impression of small basket. Level II, in western door of room
35.
Figure 66.
Top row, from left:
1.

Upper part of terracotta figurine with extremely wide shoulders;

head, left breast, and lower body lost in antiquity. Width between
shoulders 6.5 cm.. Level II, outside the south-east corner of room 25,
fill. Cf. also fig. 72.
2.

Gypsum (juss) figurine of seated mother – goddess; head lost in

antiquity. Found in a grave probably sunk from level II.
3.

Lower part of terracotta figurine with garland of jewels around

the waist and legs; head and upper body lost in antiquity. Level II,
south of room 3. Cf. also fig. 72.
7-

Bitumen attachment, perhaps of religious import. Ht. 7 cm.,

found in an infant burial (no. 9) in room 2. Cf. also fig. 72.
Middle row, from left:
1.

Hollow object. Ht. 13 cm.. Found in room 8, level I grave.

2-5. Objects probably of phallic significance. Found with others of
larger size in level I graves in building 1.
Bottom row, from left:
1.

Solid stone object. Ht. 6.5 cm., level I, room 2, infant burial.

2.

Bull‟s head, with two black lines painted on the mouth and for

head. Level IV, outside the eastern wall of room 93, fills.
3.

Clay figurine of animal; head lost in antiquity. Level IV, room

42, floor.
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4.

Pig-amulet of green stone, used as a pendant. Length 5.7 cm.,

level I, room 2, grave 23.
5-7. alabaster rabbit amulets. Found with others in level I graves,
building 1.
Below, 1. Fragment of alabaster bracelet length 3.5 cm., width 1.2.
Level II, outside the southern wall of room 32, floor.
Below, 2. Fragment of alabaster bracelet. Level I, room 11, grave 75.
Figure 67.
Bottom row, third from left: alabaster statuette, unfinished and
indicating that the Sawwan statuettes and vessels are most probably of
local, manufacturer. Ht. 5 cm., level I, outside room 3.
Figure 70.
IM. 68782. Broken bone spatula. Length 7.2 cm., found 1.5 m. below
the surface, in the defensive ditch (trench no. 5).
IM. 68788. Broken bone spatula. Level II, room 36, floor.
IM. 68790. Bone spatula. Length 11 cm., width 1.5. Level II, area 109.
IM. 68786. Bone needle. Length originally 22 cm., level II, room 22,
floor.
IM. 68785. Bone borer. Length 8 cm., level II, room 34, floor.
IM. 68787. Bone object, probably fragment of handle. Length 7.4 cm.,
level I, room 10, floor.
IM. 68789. Bone borer. Length 6.5 cm., level I, room 12 floor.
IM. 68773. Grey stone tool. Length 5.7 cm., level I, room 12, floor.
IM. 68773. Grey stone tool. Length 3.7 cm., level I, room 3, grave.
IM. 68784. Burned bone object. Length 12.5 cm., level I, room 15,
floor.
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IM. 68796. Many small oval, and some disk-shaped, pellets of
alabaster which were found, together with the remains of clay
cylinders (?), on the level I floors of rooms 2 and 8. They were
associated with refuse cones of grey and white stone, one of which also
occurred in a level I grave ( no. 64) in room 8.
Figure 78.
IM. 68765. Celt, one of a group of seven. Length 7.5 cm., width 4.2.
Level II, room 106, floor.
Im. 6871. Celt. Length 8.5. cm., width 3.5. Level II, room 120, floor.
IM. 68764, side scraper. Length 10.2 cm., width 5.5 level I, room 9,
grave.
Im. 68772. Hoe. Length 10 cm., width 6. Level I, room 15, and floor.
IM. 68763. Celt. Length 8.7 cm., width 3.7. Level II, room 106, floor.
IM. 68775. Celt. Length 7 cm., width 2. Level I, room 18, fill.
IM. 68770. Celt. Length 4.6 cm., width 2. Level I, room 18, fill.
IM. 68769. Celt. Length 6.8 cm., width 1.6. Level I, area 19, and floor.
IM. 68777. Sharp edge of celt. Length 5 cm., width 4. Level IV, room
105, floor.
IM. 68792. Part of sickle, incorporating three flint blades and one
obsidian stuck together with bitumen; slight traces of gloss on the
blades indicated that the sickle was used in harvesting. Level II, room
115, floor.
IM. 68793. Flint sickles, with bitumen adhering, and again traces of
gloss. Level IV, room 44, floor.
Figure 79.
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Left: nail-shaped obsidian object, perhaps used as a hair separator of
spacer. Level V, room 50, fills.
IM. 68336. Triangular fling arrowhead. Length 2.8 cm., width 1.4.
Level I, room 84, and floor. Compare J. milliard, Anatolian studies
XIV (1964), fig. 52, especially nos. 5, 6, 7, 12, & 21.
IM. 68332. Clay conical human figurine. Ht. 2.5 cm.. Level I, area 19,
and floor.
Figure 80.
IM. 68454 (top row, left). Pestle. Length 20 cm., diameter 5.5. Level I,
room 2, and floor.
IM. 68464. Pestle. Length 28 cm., level I, room 8, floor.
IM. 68465. Large heavy pestle, with a perforation at the to probably
to accommodate a wooden haft. Length 52.5 cm., base diameter 13,
top diameter 10. Level I, room 5, and floor.
IM. 68452. Mortar, still containing traces of red ochre. Length 25 cm.,
width 18, ht. 13. Level I, room 10, and floor.
IM. 68451. Mortar, still containing traces of red ochre. Diameter 27
cm., ht. 14. Level I, area 19, and floor.
IM. 68804. Large quern of black steatite. Diameter 38 cm., ht. 11.
Level I, room 21, and floor.
IM. 68450. Palette for mixing color, or quern for grinding paint; still
retaining traces of red ochre. Length 20 cm., width 18, ht. 10. Level I,
room 2, and floor.
IM. 68449. Palette, still with traces of red ocher. Length 27 cm., width
15 cm., ht. 7.5. Level II, room 28, floor.
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IM. 68453. Pestle. Length 16.5 cm., diameter 6.5. Level I, room 2, and
floor.

IM. 68446. Pestle. Length 16 cm., width 5. Level I, room 2, and floor.

IM. 68338. Pestle. Length 29.5 cm., diameter 5.5 level I, room 10,
floor.

IM. 68459. Pestle. Length 21 cm., diameter 4.5. Level I, room 2, and
floor.

IM. 68455. Pestle. Length 20 cm., diameter 5.5. Level I, room 2, and
floor.
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Tell ES- SAWWAN
Excavation of the fourth season (spring, 1967)
Introduction
The results of the first season's excavations at Tell es- Aswan were
reported briefly by the present writer in summer XXI (1965), 17-32.
As no full account of the second season‟s work has yet been published
(12), it may be as well to preface this report on the fourth season by a
more general summary.
Sd. Khalid al – A‟dami, who was in charge during the spring months
of 1965, excavated in several areas, and confirmed that the site was
one of out- standing importance. Many more graves, closely related to
those originally discovered in 1964, were found to be situated under
the floor of building 2, level I, and the area between building I and the
cliffs overlooking the river (see op. cit., pl. IX, and p 1. IV, right
foreground, in this volume). Another level I building beyond the street
to the north of buildings 1 and 2, was also cleared, and found to
contain more graves of the same nature. On the other side of mound
B, Sd. Al- A‟dami located the north – west end of the defective ditch,
in a position corresponding to its south- western end opposite. He fully
planned and partly excavated a Samarra building, (provisionally
described as a temple in Sumer XX, 1964, p .1), which overlay the
ditch at this point (p1. II, building 12). He further ascertained the
existence of a wall on the inner side of the ditch, and located in the
*

This is now published in the present volume of “sumer”.
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south- eastern corner of the enclosure, a comparable building (p 1. II,
building 10) whose upper floors, and parts of whose outer walls, were
plastered with gypsum or juss.
This preliminary work had been aimed at determining the general
nature of the site, which lies in a key position between northern and
southern large; we had hoped. In particular, to find occupation- levels
of the Samarra culture, this had hitherto been represented by little
more than pottery and graves.
After the success of the first two seasons, the directorate- General of
antiquities decided in 1966 that the site was sufficiently significant to
deserve excavation on a much wider and more through scale, with a
systematic investigation of all the remains in each successive level.
During the third season, therefore, it was planned that the uppermost
levels on mound B should be entirely cleared. This work has been
described by Sd. Ghanim Wahida, field- director during that season,
in sumer XXIV 1967. Pp. 167-178; he completed the excavation of the
highest layer, (level V), and part of level IV. The excavation of level IV
was in fact completed during the first month of the fourth season, and
these later results have been included in his report. It must be noted,
however, that owing To a regrettable misunderstanding, the
numbering of the levels was reversed in Sd. Wahida‟s text, and
replaced by a system used provisionally in the field. Throughout the
following article the level – numbers employed in the first season and
now established in the literature have been preferred; level I is the
earliest and lowest level of occupation, and level V the latest.
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The fourth season of excavation at Tell es – Sawwan lasted from 1st.
march to 8th June. 1967. The present writer was engaged elsewhere
during march.
And only directed the work from April onwards; during the first
month Sd. Chanim Wahida acted as field- director. Archaeological
assistants, apart from Sd. Wahida were Sd. Awad el – Kassar and Sd.
Yasin Rashid. The photographs were taken by Sd. Antran Evan. Sd
Isa Toma was foreman. And Sd. Muhammad el- Hamidha assisted as
usual with the surveying and architectural planning.
Since then a fifth season (24th Number, 1967 – 25th. January, 1968)
under The same director has been completed; a report will follow in
due course. It should be mentioned that the air-photographs showing
general views of the site. And illustrated here on pls. III-V, were in
fact taken during the fifth season, on Christmas Day, 1967.
The architecture of level III:
Limited areas of level III had been exposed in 1964 and 1965. During
the fourth season we investigated part of the wall surrounding mound
B, and several buildings within it. It became clear that we had to deal,
usually, with at least two closely connected phases of occupation, the
later of which (level III B) is characterized especially by the
widespread use of juss. The stereographic connections between
possibly contemporary floors in different areas has still to be
confirmed in some cases, while in others the necessary evidence has
been destroyed by version, by graves, and by the use of the mound as
a source of fertile topsoil. Various problems have not been resolved,
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therefore, and we must always bear in mind the possibility that some
of the level III buildings which lay immediately below the surface may
have remained in use during level IV. The evidence will be given and
discussed in detail in a later report, together with results of further
excavation; some general views of the architectural remains appear on
pls. VI-VIII and Xvii, and p1. II shows the level III plan.
Work on the massive buttressed wall lining the ditch on the perimeter
of mound B demonstrated that it had originally been constructed in
the first phase (A) of level III. It was subsequently reinforced in
places, and sometimes coated with juss. On the north, however; it was
eventually cut by building 12, a construction which is itself to be
associated with level III B or the very beginning of level IV.
Within the village enclosed by this wall we identified during the fourth
season at least eight buildings. The lines of their outer walls were
traced, and all but one of them proved to have the same basic plan, Tshaped, like building 12 of 1965. Between the buildings were several
open spaces, two of which contained ovens, and there were also
narrow lanes running from east to west. Some fragments of a solid
construction adjoining building 1 may in fact represent the
continuation, on the western side of the enclosure, of the defensive
wall.
We completely excavated the interior of buildings 1-2, and found that
they had certainly been founded in level III A. they contain however,
only one clear floor- level, and none of the agricultural tools and other
objects characteristic of the level III B occupation – floors.
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They were eventually covered by level IV buildings. Buildings 4-8
were mostly cleared down to their upper floor level. They appear to
have been founded at the same time as buildings 1-3, but contain two
distinct phases of occupation. In the later phase (III B) the floors were
usually refaced with juss plaster, which extended up the walls as far as
they were preserved. Many rooms were also subdivided, and some of
them held thin juss partitions, apparently the walls of bins and other
containers. As has been indicated above, it is possible that some of
these remains should be associated with level IV.
Burials
A number of graves were found during the fourth season. Some of
these had been dug into level III from level IV or V, and some were of
old Babylonian or kassite date; others belonged to level III itself.
Nearly all are described cursorily below.
A.

Samarrin

graves

5. oval pit (c. 60 by 35 cm.) dug into the eastern wall of room 328.
Partly disturbed. Child; contracted; head to west. A small plain
Samarra vessel by the face; some small shell beads were scattered
near the neck, and legs.
6. Level III A. below floor of room 345. Adult; contracted; head to
west. Two Samarra vessels, one painted, were found with it. See p 1.
IX. 1.
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7. Level III. Below floor of room 345. Child contracted; head to south.
See p 1. IX, 1. One could conjecture that this child like those in graves
8 and 9 was related to the adult buried in grave 6.
8. Level III, below floor of room 345(western corner). Child;
contracted; head to south. See p1. IX. 1.
9. Level III. Below floor of room 345 (northern corner). Child;
contracted; head to south. See pl. IX. 1.
10. Level III. Below fl of room 346 (northern corner). Adult; bones in
heap with shall separate. See p 1. IX, 2.
12. Dug into the eastern corner of room 355. Adult: contracted head to
east. The body was wrapped in reed mat coated with bitumen.
13. Dug into the eastern wall of room 352. Adolescent; contracted;
head to south.
22. outside northern wall of room 358. Adult; contracted; head to
south. A bone awl was found.
23. Dug into the northern wall of room 358. Adult; kneeling; head to
south.
20. Dug into the southern wall of room 348. Adult; contracted; head to
south. A painted Samarra bowl and a painted cylindrical clay object
were found (see pl. XII, 1, bottom row).
Several contracted child burials, contained in oval or circular juss
receptacles, with lids of the same shape, were found (cf. summer XXI,
1965, p. 24). Examples were at the south end of room 365; in area 391;
and in the western corner of room 402(p 1. IX, 3). All seem to belong
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to level IV or V. the skeleton were usually accompanied by strings of
tiny shell beads, and small pottery bowls with trough spouts.
B. old Babylonian or kassite Graves:
11. Dug into the southern end of area 357. Adolescent; contracted;
head to east. A small flask was found (see the standard types on P 1.
XII, 2).
14. Dug into the eastern side of area 357. Adult; on its back; head to
west. The standard type of small flask was found near its head, and
two bone needles near the chest.
15. Dug into area 357, near the southern corner of building 5. Adult;
contracted; head to west. There was an elongated jar near the feet (see
the standard type, p 1. XI and p 1. XII, 2).
16. Dug into area 357, outside the west wall of room 359. Adult; on its
back, head to west. There was the standard type of elongated jar.
17. Dug into area 357, near the eastern wall of room 353. Adult; on its
back; head to west. By the head was the standard type of small flask;
a few small shell beads were scattered between the chest and the left
arm; there were the remains of an ivory (?) comb, and round the right
ankle a bronze anklet. The grave also contained some sheep/goat
bones.
18. Dug into the western wall of room 359. Adult; contracted; head to
west.
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19. Dug into room 354. This grave consisted of an along chamber, 1.85
by 1.15 m. internally, which was originally roofed with a vault of mudbricks on end and was lined and floored with mud- bricks 34 cm.
Square. The skeleton, which was adult, had been dismembered, and
the top may have been plundered in antiquity. The only object was a
small stone loom- weight or net- sinker.
21. Dug into the southern end of room 353. Adult; contracted; head to
east. There was the standard type of small flask by the head.
24. Dug into the eastern end of area 340, near the northern corner of
building 2. Adult; on its back; head to west. By the head was a small
frit bowl with a flat base and bucket handle and by the left arm some
small shell beads. A sheep/ goat bone was found by the mouth.
25. Dug into the platform by the west wall of building 6. Adult; on its
back, with the legs drawn up to wards the chest; head to west. There
was the standard type of elongated jar.
26. Dug into the wall between rooms 359 and 363. Adult; on its back;
head to west.
27. dug into the southern part of the platform by the western wall of
building 6. Adult; contracted; head to south.
28. Dug into the south of room 420. Adult; on its back with the legs
drawn up towards the chest; head to west. There was the standard
type of small flask beside the head.
It will have been observed that that most of these second millennium
burials are located beneath the highest point of the mound; it is
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common practice today to use the highest points of mounds as
cemeteries, and it would seem probable that in the second millennium
the mound was already entirely deserted. There have been no traces of
historical occupation – levels.
Deontological Material:
It may be useful to present here the results of a very rapid
examination of some the skulls and teeth; I am indebted for this to my
friends, Baghdad dentists, and Dr. and Mrs. Jala D. jeorjis.
i) Samarra samples:
The occlusal sufaces, especially of the molar and premolar teeth, are
heavily worn, apparently an effect of the diet. There were very few a
proximal cavities; most of the affected teeth had a notch on the
occlusal surface, without decay (clean cavity). Some times the notch
extended to the buccal and lingual, again without decay.
The alveolar bone was sometimes recessed; this could indicate
periodontal disease, an infection of the soft tissues or gum. Some of
these teeth showed calculus (tartar), which leads to iriation of the
gum.
Some teeth were missing; this phenomenon could also have been
related to periodontal disease, which may result in the loosening and
loss of teeth.
i) Three old Babylonian / kassite skulls:
The teeth are less worn than those of the Samarra period; one skull
has a complete set of healthy teeth.
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There were two cases of a proximal decay.
A left lower wisdom tooth (third molar) shows mesio- angular
impaction, and a left upper wisdom tooth was not fully erupted.
Ground stone implements:
(Cf. also pls. XVIII and XIX). Buildings 1-2:
It is perhaps significant that no such tools were found in either of
these buildings.
Building 3:
Room 344: two complete querns and one pounder; room 344a (a small
enclosure attached to 344): one complete quern, three pestles, and
three stone pounder.
Building 4: (level III B)
Room 370: two complete querns, and a flint sickle made of four blades
stuck together with bitumen; room 380: one complete quern and two
incomplete ones, one polisher, eight pestles or pounders, four
pounders, and one large hoe or hammer; room 381: two complete
querns and eleven incomplete ones, hoe, and three sling- bullets.
Building 5 (level III B):
Room 377: mine complete querns one saddle- shaped; room 360: one
quern: room 364: four complete querns and eight incomplete ones,
and five pestles or pounders; room 368: two complete querns, one of
which is saddle shaped, and one incomplete quern; room 373: one
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complete quern and three in complete ones, five pounders, and one
loom- weight.
Building 6 (level III B):
Room 337: nine complete querns fifteen incomplete ones, three pestles
or pounders, one mortar, and three pounders; room 378: one pestle or
pounder, and two pounders, room 379: six pestles, two pounders; and
one loom- weight; room 392: two complete querns and seven
incomplete ones, seven incomplete pestles, and one pounder; room
394: one complete quern and seven incomplete ones, one polisher, and
four pounders; room 396: one quern, two pestles, and two pounders.
Building 7 (level III B):
Room 385: seven complete querns, six incomplete ones, eleven pestles,
and one pounder; room 386: one complete saddle quern, two
incomplete querns, one hoe, one mortar, and five incomplete pestles;
room 389: one complete quern and two incomplete, one door – socket
(?) six pestles, room 390: one door – socket (?); room 405: one pestle;
room 412: four pestles.
Building 8:
Room 401 (III B): nine incomplete querns (three saddle – shaped),
four pestles, one Celt or polished axe, six palettes, five pounders, and
one un worked pebble; room 402 (III B): four complete and seven
incomplete querns, nine pestles, two palettes, and ten pounders; room
409 (III B): three complete and ten incomplete querns, one pestle, one
door- socket (?) one broken mortar, and eight pounders; room 410
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(III B): four complete and two broken querns,, four pestles, and
twenty pounders (sling bullets ?); room 358 (III A): two broken hoes.
Open areas (all level III B):
357: five broken querns, five broken pestles, and two pounders; 374:
one complete quern and one broken pestle; 391: one complete and one
broken querns, three pestles, and one pounders; 403: four complete
and sew incomplete querns, nine pestles, two palettes, and ten
pounders.
The flint and obsidian tools of level III are to be published by by Sd.
Abdul Qadir Al- Tikriti when the excavation of this level has been
completed.

Pottery:
The pottery presented here comes from level III (charts I- III) and
from level IV (chart IV). Provenances are indicated either by room –
numbers or by reference to the site grid (see the contour map, p1. I).
each of the main squares (20 by 20 m.) has been divided into four
quarters lettered a-d and this letter appears above the line, with the
letter appears above the line, with the basic grid- reference below.
Sometimes two groups of pottery have been ascribed to a single room;
in such cases the firs group consist of material found on the floor, and
the second of material from upper fill. Material from adjoining rooms
has, in the charts, been placed as closely together as practicable. Gridreferences have been used for material from the denuded western
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parts of mound B, where stratified floors and architectural remains
were Scanty or have not yet been reached. The use of a grid- reference
usually indicates that the pottery described came from fill; exceptions
are the level IV and III B floor – deposits from squares d/15j and b/16j
respectively. Most of the shards with grid- references in the lower part
of chart III are to be ascribed to level III B. the following list may
facilitate clarification.
Chart 1.
Building 1: rooms: 329 (floor and fill deposits); 330 (fill); 341 (fill);
367 (fill); 340 (fill and floor).
Building 2: rooms: 345 (fill and floor); 346 (fill and floor); 347 (A fill);
348 (A fill); 349 (A fill); 350 (fill and floor); 351 (A fill); 352 (A fill);
353 (A fill); 354 (fill and floor); 355 (A fill); 356 (fill and floor).
Building 3: rooms: 343 (fill); 344 (fill).
Building 4: rooms: 380 (over B juss floor); 381 (over B juss floor); 384
(Over B juss floor); 398 (over B juss floor).
Chart II
Lane 361 (B fill); lane 362 (B fill).
Building 5: rooms: 359 (fill) 360 (fill); 363 (fill); 364 (fill); 365 (fill);
373 (fill); 374 (fill).
Building 6: rooms: 375 (B fill); 377 (B fill); 378 (B fill); 379 (B fill; 394
(fill); 396 (B fill).
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Building 7: rooms: 385 (fill); 386 (fill); 387 (fill); 389 (B fill); 397 (fill);
404 (fill); 405 (fill, see chart III); 412 (fill); 413 (B fill); 414 (B fill).
Lane 403 (fill): open space 357 (B fill); open space 391 (B fill); 339 (B
fill); 358. A room belonging to Building 14 found in 1964, (A fill).
CHART III (above)
Building 8: rooms: 401 (fill); 402 (fill); 407 (B fill); 409 (fill); 410 (fill).
The terms R, S, and B in these charts refer to rims, body – shared,
and bases respectively. The charts classify the pottery into seven
categories of ware or fabric. Which will mostly be familiar to scholars
they are as follows:
Type 1: Samarra fine undecorated ware. See Abu al-Soof, Sumer XXI
(1965) p1. XXII, nos. 14-15, 18-21; p1. XXIII. Nos. 1-4.
Type 2: wares with a plain, rough surface, mainly from large vessels.
See op. cit., p1. XXII, nos. 11-13.
Type 3: soft coarse wares, with thick walls. Black cores and heavy
chaff temper. Belonging to medium and large vessels. See op. cit., Pl
XXI. 1-8, and p1. XXV. No. 2.
Type 4: plain burnished ware.
Type 5: standard painted Samarra pottery.
Type 6: incised Samarra/ Hassuna pottery.
Type 7: painted and incised Samarra pottery; the incisions are usually
deep, and alternate with or form part of the painted designs.
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This classification by wares must eventually be accompanied by
classification by shape; this is not yet available, but the following
general notes may be useful. The following general notes may be
useful. The following shapes were observed in conjunction with the
particular wares, and are listed in their order of popularity.
In type 1: sub hemispherical bowls (frequent); sack- shaped bowls (
frequent); small deep bowls; high- walled bowls; deep and shallow
roundish bowls; shallow oval bowls; miscellaneous bowl shapes; bowls
with S- shaped walls; low – collared jars: high- collared jars.
Bowls with S- shaped walls; low – collared jars; high- collared jars.
In type 2: large globular hole- mouth jars; large hemispherical bowls;
small shallow oval plates or dishes.
In type 3: husking trays; large open bowls: large flat- bottomed bowls;
high- walled bowls; small open bowls; small deep bowls; small open
bowls; small deep bowls; oval and round large marinated bowls;
straight- sided bowls; hole- mouth jars; low- collared jars; high
collared jars.
In type 4: shreds belonging to open bowls and marinated bowls.
In type 5: sub hemispherical bowls; walled sub hemispherical bowls;
deep bowls; bowls with curved walls; krater like jars; low- collared
jars; high- collared jars.
Worked Bone:
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Awls with articulated surface were found in the Samarra levels. There
were some slender needles in much later graves. Both are listed below.
(cf. also pls. XX, 1, and XXI).
1. Square c/ 17h, fill of level III B. awl, with the head missing; extant
length 5.8 cm., IM 71452.
2. Square a/18c, fill of level IV. Awl, with the head and upper part
missing. Extant length 4.3 cm. sa, 488.
3. Room 358, level III B. complete awl, length 6.1 cm. IM 71459.
4. Room 392, level III B. complete awl, length 8 cm. IM 71479.
5. Room 402, level III B. complete awl, length 7.8 cm. Sa- 559.
6. Room 402, level III B. awl, with the head missing; extant length 8.2
cm.Sa- 560.
7. Burial 14, room 357, old Babylonian or kassite. Needle, with part of
the head missing but the thread hole visible. Extant length 12.7 cm.
Sa- 538.
8. Burial 14, room 357, old Babylonian or kassite. Complete needle,
13.1 cm. long. Sa-539.
9. Burial 24, room 340, old Babylonian or kassite. Complete needle,
with four horizontal incisions decorating the head. Length 14 cm. IM
71480.
10.

Burial 24, room 340, old Babylonian or kassite. Complete

needle, 11.2 cm. long. Sa- 583.
Animal remains:
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Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Jrman,workmen through a small proportion of
the great mass of material obtained by sieving and flotation during the
first, fourth. And fifth seasons. And I am much indebted to them for
the following provisional notes.
An account of some of the larger faunal material obtained during the
fourth season has already the fourth season has already been
published in Sumer XXIII (1967). Pp. 179-182; The fauna collected at
Tell es- Aswan over a number of seasons was studied with a view to
the acquisition and interpretation of economic data. The following
faunal list resulted (see page 11).
It is evident from this table that sheep or goat and gazelle were
important components in the economy of Tell es – Aswan, deer and
candies appearing consistently but in small quantities. At least fro the
time represented by level III. Fish constitute a significant portion of
the material, and and exploitation of the river obviously played an
important part in the economy of that period.
No detailed study of the material has yet been possible, but a fuller
report will follow.
Conclusion:
The purpose of the preliminary reports on Tell es – Sawwan is both to
keep scholars informed of the general progress of the excavations and
to make available as soon as possible a selection of the more detailed
results. It would obviously be premature to reach definite conclusions
about some of the problems which arise. Further work should, for
instance, clarify the relationship between levels III A, III B, and IV.
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And an additional sub- phase of level III may perhaps have to be
distinguished. It is also possible that the date of the defensive ditch
around mound B, identified as level I in our first report, may have to
be modified. The abandonment of one particular building need not
reflect the wider fortunes of the village; distinct level – numbers have
been provisionally assigned to remains in separate areas some times
before the stratigraphic connection between them has been
established, and a summary description, such as this may be thought
to imply a degree of oversimplification which would in fact be
misleading.
The function of the T- shaped buildings is another problem of the
greatest interest, and we have yet to see whether those, which were
apparently altered in level III B by the insertion of storage bins and
partitions, originally contained any comparable features. In any case
the regularity with which this peculiar ground – plan was used, seems
to indicate the high standard of co- operative organization reached by
this community, and suggests (since building 12 overlies the ditch)
that the construction of the village defenses was not an isolated
uncharacteristic instance of communal enterprise. Excavations
outside the mound B enclosure should show us whether the T- shaped
plan is normal fro the majority of dwelling- houses elsewhere, or
whether there are many buildings with a more irregular design, like
building 1 of level III. Should the latter Be the case, we may be
entitled to speculate that the T- shape was reserved for buildings
employed as temples or store- houses, or for some other purpose; but
for the moment it may seem preferable to regard each of them as the
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dwelling house of one family or social unit, with its won facilities for
storage and to ascribe the standardization of their ground – plans to
some religious or tradition prejudice. The solution of this problem is
only one of the rewarding prospect offered by further work on this
exceptional site.
Notes on the IIustrations:
P1.III
Acryl view of Tell- es – Aswan taken from the north. The river Tigris
is on the right; in the left foreground are seen modern fields, and in
the far left corner some First World War fortifications. In the right
foreground are modern graves scattered on the northern fringes of
mound (A). On mound (A), And beyond the excavated area of mounds
(B), and (C) are seen the pits caused by farmers taking topsoil for
their fields over the last fifty years. The three squares in the
foreground were soundings made during the third season; no
architectural remains were found.

P 1. IV
Aerial view, taken from the west, showing in the foreground the liff
and the excavation of seasons 1 and 2. In the far left are seen the
excavations of level III.
P 1. V
Aerial view, taken from the east showing clearly the excavations of
level III on mound (B) during seasons 4 and 5. Between mounds (A)
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and (B) is a zigzag First World War trench. In the far left are the
excavations of the first and second seasons. The Tigris is seen at the
left.
P 1. VI
1. General view taken from the west showing building remains of level
III as excavated by the end of season 4. In the foreground behind the
sitting figure lies building no. 1 (level III).
2. View taken from the south – west showing in the foreground parts
of buildings 1 and 3 (near squatting figure in the left); behind the
squatting figure on the right are buildings 5 and 6. Between the two
standing figures is building no 4.
3. View taken from the south showing buildings 1 and 3.
4. View taken from the west showing building no. 2; and beyond it
opens space no. 357.
P 1. VII
5. View taken from the south showing building no. 6 and part of 5 (in
the foreground).
6. View taken from the south showing buildings 5 and 4, and parts of 6
and 3. Room 359 in building 5 occupies most of the foreground.
7. PI. VIII
8. View taken from the south- west showing parts of buildings 7 and 8.
The figure on the left sits by the northern corner of building 8 where
some libn reinforcements are visible.
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9. View taken from the west showing much of building 7 and the
southern part of 8. The figure is squatting in the open space between
building 8 and the southern side of enclosure wall; several bread
ovens appear against this side of wall.
10.

View taken from the west showing much of building 7. The

figure in the right sits opposite the southern corner of building 7;
highest L- shaped wall in the foreground belongs to a juss store room
of level III B.
11.

p 1. XVII

12.

One of the juss bins with its contents; level III B, building 4.

13.

P 1. X (also cf. p 1. XII, no. 1):

14.

Samarra pottery from level II.

15.

Bowls; reddish clay, buff- slip. Rim diameter 14.5 cm. height

5.5 cm. base dia. 5.5 cm. room 401. IM. 71435.
16.

Bowl; buff. Rim dia. 9.2 cm. ht. 3.2 cm. room 349. IM 71442.

17.

Bowl; buff rim dia. 8 cm. ht. 3.2 cm. room 328. IM 71440.

18.

Bowl; reddish- buff. Rim dia. 23 cm., ht. 14 cm. base dia. 10

cm., Sq. C/17h (upper fill of level III).
19.

Bowls; reddish – buff. Rim dia. 10.5 cm. ht. 5.8 cm. in grave

no. 7, open space 357.
20.

Bowl; reddish- buff. Rim dia. 5.1.
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5. TELL ES- SAWWAN
Fifth Season‟s Excavation (Winter 1967-1968)
Interim report
The fifth season‟s operations at Tell es- Sawwan began on November
25th, 1967 and continued until January 25th, 1968. The writer was
field director, assistant archeologists were shah as – Sawwan, B.A.
Ghanim Wahidah, B.A., and walid yasin, B.A. photographs of the
excavations were taken as usual by ant ran Evan, chief photographer
of the department. Isa Toma was foreman and the late Mohammed elHamada, assisted, as he always did, with surveying and architectural
planning. His untimely death, during the sixth season, was a loss to
our department, and a source of sorrow to those with whom he has
collaborated for many years.
The aim of the fifth season was to complete the excavation of level III
with its two architectural phases (A and B), especially the area within
the enclosure, and the defensive ditch on mound B. the work of the
fourth season (13) had uncovered, in addition to the remaining parts
of level IV, six T- shaped buildings (Buildings 2, 4-8) belonging to level
III proper (14).
II. Excavations in the eastern part of mound B produced some
interesting remains.
Building 13 was located near the northern corner of mound B, and
showed the same architectural characteristics as the majority of level
III buildings (i.e. T- shaped plan) (15). Building 13 passed, like the
other, through both phases of level III. Its bottom phase (phase A)
consists of large rectangular rooms, altered as usual during the upper
phase (Phase B) into small compartments used as granaries(16).
Buildings 8 and 9 were completely excavated; 8 had the usual Tshaped plan, but 9 was irregular, consisting of three small room ( Nos.

13. Cf. sumer vol. XXIV, 1968, PP. 3-15.
14. Actually what was uncovered of these six buildings consisted mainly of
the lines of their outer walls together with their upper architectural phase.
15. Cf. pls. I; VIII figs. 1-2; and XIV.
16. the excavation of building 13 was completed during the sixth season by
Sd. Walid yasin. Cf. sumer, vol. XXVI, 1970.
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425-427) built during phase B and used from the beginning as a storehouse(17).
Building 11, adjacent to 13 on the west, which was partly excavated
during the first and second seasons, showed as a result of the fifth
season‟ s excavation, three phases of occupation. The foundation
phase contemporary with the beginning of level III ( IIIA); the second
phase was contemporary with the gypsum (juss) floor, partition and
staircases which are characteristic of level IIIB; the third phase
survived throughout the entire period of level IV and perhaps into
most of level V(18).
A number of open spaces, not less that three, were exposed in the
eastern part of mound B. such open areas were used collectively by
the occupants of level III(19). Eight to ten bread ovens were located
at the southern side of open space 428 (cf. p1. IX, fig. 2).
Three large circular clay pottery – kilns were located at both eastern
and western ends of open space 470(20). Kiln no. 1 was built inside a
small mud- brick structure (no. 461) situated at the western end of
open space 470; kiln no. 2 was found below no. 1 and hence was
earlier in date; kilo no. 3 was located 7 m. to the east of kilo 1 and 2 at
the very eastern end of open space 470. The diameter of each kiln was
nearly 2 m; lumps of clay were used for the construction of all three
kilos.
Their walls and floors were thickly plastered with clay; the exact
height of their walls did not exceed 25 cm. traces plastered with clay;
the extant height of their walls did not exceed 25 cm. traces of
constant firing were every where in all three kilns; an opening
situated close to the floor in each case must have been used for both
fuel and vessels.
Against one wall of most level IIIB buildings were gypsum (juss)
staircases (21) leading up to the tops of these structures where the
17. Cf. pl. IX, fig. 2.
18. Cf. pls. I; XV; XVI fig. 2; and XVII fig. 1.
19 The numbers of these open spaces on the level III plan are: 428-129 and
470. Among the many uses of these open spaces was the keeping of the
domesticated animals of the community within the settlement boundary,
especially at night.
20. Cf. pls. I; VI-VII; and XII- XIII.
21. Cf. pls. IX-X; and XVIII.
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granaries were. A number of pebble laid lanes were uncovered (22);
one of them (cf. pl. XI, figs. 1-2) showed three phases of pebble
pavements.
III. Work at the western part of mound B revealed very little
architectural remains belonging to level III proper. Parts of three
walls together with patches of plastered floors were found at the
western end of level III.
Other archaeological materials occurring nearby were shreds of
various types of samara pottery, a pebble stone door socket, and a few
Celts. It has been noted earlier (first season, 1964) that the western
part of mound B was badly damaged by recent graves. Another factor
which added to this destruction was a later Halaf construction whose
foundations were revealed in this season, at western part of level III.
These consisted of a large circular pebble- laid foundation 12 m. in
diameter, with parts of similar foundations. From a rectangular
chamber attached to its eastern side; with these were found a good
number of Halaf potsherds, both painted and plain. This means,
perhaps, that Halaf people coming down from the north towards the
latter part of the life of the site (probably at the time of level IV-V)
found, most probably, the western part of mound B less populated or
partly deserted, and used the space to construct their tools whose
foundation we level I (bottom level) must reflect some particular came
across in level III.
IV. The great number of female statuettes which occurred in the
cemetery lying below religious phenomenon. Child burials especially
were furnished with female statuettes in addition to the usual stone
vessels. This could lead one to suggest that the figurines were
substitute mothers to accompany the helpless child on its journey to
the netherworld. Otherwise we could see in them evidence that Tell esSawwan was a centre for the worship of a female deity, during the
beginning of the sixth millennium and perhaps a little earlier. In this
case it may have been one of her shrines that were found among the
architectural remains of level I during the first season. (23)
22. cf. pls. I; IX fig. 2; and X-XI.
23. Cf. sumer, vol. XXI, 1965, p. 20; pls. XII fig. 35, and XIII. For
possible interpretations of mother goddess figurines, cf. p.j. ucko (1968)
anthropomorphic figurines especially pp. 409-426.
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The archaeological sequence of Tell es- Sawwn, i.e. the five building
level and the cemetery below, falls into two distinct cultural phases.
Levels I and II (bottom two levels) and the cemetery below show
uniform cultural traits different from those in the three overlying
strata (level III- V). materials of both Jarmo and Hassuna types
occurred in the earlier context, e.g. stone vessels, stone bracelets, stone
rings and stone beads together with a crudely shaped clay figurines (
all elements of Jarmo pre- pottery phases); curde pottery, clay
figurines, stone and bone artifacts, and flint and obsidian implements
( features of both jarmo – pottery and Hassuna phases). There were
also in both levels I and II some painted and painted – and incised
hassuna standard shards. However, all these elements in the two
lowest levels and the cemetery below at Tell es- Sawwan displayed
true local peculiarities. More important still were the architectural
remains of the two lowest level which were, and still are, unique to
Tell es – Sawwan, being absent at both jarmo and hassun and at other
known sties of comparable date. The wealth of alabaster statuettes
and alabaster vessels found mainly in the cemetery, and to a lesser
extent in levels I and II above is also unique to this site. Because of all
this we feel justified in proposing the nomenclature “ Sawwan
Culture” to the phase represented by levels I- II at Tell es- Sawwan,
and the cemetery below.
Levels III-V (the three upper strata) at the site fully represent the
samarra culture perhaps better than anywhere else. All ypes of
samarra pottery were present; in addition there were architectural
remains ( T- shaped buildings) again unique, so far, to Tell es –
Sawwan.
V. notes on the illustrations (24) plate I. Ground plan of northern
corner of level III (mound B) showing details of building 11 and 13,
kilns 1 and 2, and parts of pebble- laid lanes.
Plate II. Section A-B, south – west- north- east.
Plate III. Section C-D, north- west- south- east.
Plate IV. Section E-F, east- west.
24. Two soviet colleagues, Dr. Nicolai merpert and Dr. Nicolai Bader, who
were our guesls for part of the season, were responsible for plan I-VII. Both
are now members of the yarim type expeilition we are grateful to them for
their help.
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Plate V. Kiln 1.
Plate VI- VII. Sections of (pottery) kiln 1.
Plate VIII.
1. Taken from the north, showing parts of buildings 11 and 13 and the
gypsum stairway- approach between.
2. Taken from the north, showing details of buildings 11 and 13.
3. Details of gypsum staircase and its approach.
Plate IX.
1. Gypsum staircase attached to building 5, taken from the west.
2. Gypsum staircase at building 9, taken from the north.
Plate X.
1. Gypsum stairs and a pebble- laid lane, taken from the west.
2. Pebble – laid lane, taken from the east.
Plate XI.
1. Three layers of a pebble – laid lane in level III, taken from the east.
2. Details of the same pebble – laid lane.
Plate XII.
1.2 remains of kiln no. 1.
3. remains of kiln no. 3.
Plate XIII.
1-2 details of kiln no. 1.
Plate XIV.
1. Building 13, taken from the north- east.
2. Granaries in building 13.
Plate XV.
1-2 clay ovens in building 11.
Plate XVI
1. A granary in building 5.
2. A granary in building 11.
Plate XVII
1. Circular gypsum granary in building 11 ( third stage of building 11).
2. Gypsum granary in building 5.
Plate XVIII.
1. Examples of ground – stone tools: querns, a pestle, pounders or
sling bullets, and a net – weight ( or a loom weight) found in various
ports of level III excavated this season.
2. An example of an ifant burial in gypsum tray.
Plate XIX.
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1. A samarra painted jar, rim dia. 11.5 cm., base dia. 7 cm., height 19
cm. IM 71668. Room 436, level IIIB.
2. Incomplete plain samarra vessels.
Plate XX.
1. Top left: a gypsum cone, perhaps a gaming piece, height 4 cm. base
dia. 6.5 cm. IM 71659. In fill of area 463, level III.
Top right: a gypsum polisher, dia. 5. Cm., height 1.5 cm., IM 71663. In
fill of lane 391, level III.
Second row ( left to right):
Stone polishers:
a. Dia. 5 cm., height 1.5 cm., IM 71658. In fill of room 474 level III.
b.Dia. 6.5 cm., height 1.5 cm., IM 71657. In fill of room 446 level III.
Third row ( left to right):
Stone net- weights ( or loom- weights):
a. Un provenance.
b.Dia. 9 cm. IM 71673
Fill of room 422, level IIIA.
c. dia. 4 cm. IM 71672. On floor of room 435, level IIIB.
- bottom row ( left to right):
Stone celts:
a. Length 7.5 cm., width 3.5 cm. IM 71655. Fill of level III.
b.Length 5 cm., width 3 cm. IM 71656. Fill of level III.
c. Length 6.5 cm., IM 71671. Fill of granary 451 in building 11.
d.Broken extant length 4 cm. fill of room 447 in building 11.
e. Length 8.5 cm., width 3.8 cm. IM 71654. Fill of level III.
2. Top row: four crudely- made small clay bowls, and one small crude
jar. Various parts of level III.
Second row ( left to right):
Bone implements.
a. Broken spatula, extant length 6 cm. IM 71652. Fill of room 425 in
builing 13, level III B.
b.Awl, length 8 cm. IM 71651. Room 464, level IIIA.
c. Awl, length 9 cm. sawwan 5/604. Fill of room 452, building 9, level
IIIB.
d.Awl, length 8.5 cm. IM 71650. Fill of area 470.
e. Awl, length 9 cm. sawwan 5/624. Fill of room 447.
f. Broken needle, extant length 7 cm. IM 71649. Fill of room 425,
building 9 level IIIB.
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Bottom row (left to right):
a. Clay spindle – whorl, dia. 4 cm., height 3 cm. IM 71660. Fill of area
462.
b.Broken bone needle, extant length 8 cm. in fill of level III.
c. Small perforated clay bead, length 2.5 cm., on floor of 347, building
2 level III.
d.Small perforated stone bead, dia 1.3 cm. IM 71665. Room 410.
e. Small black stone stamp seal with a perforated lug, width 1.3 cm.
IM 71643. Fill of room 456, level III A.
Plate XXI.
1. A small alabaster statuette, height 5.2 cm., width at shoulder 2.5 cm.
IM 71641. Lower fill of area 429, near to eastern wall of building 8.
2. A hollowed alabaster object, tapering towards a knob at the base.
Height 12 cm., rim dia. 3 cm. IM 71642. Found at the very western
end of level III ( mound B), in fill; such objects were usually found
among grave furnishings is the cemetery below level I; its presence
here is perhaps accidental, caused by later destruction of the site.
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SHORT SOUNDING AT TELL QALINJ AGHA (ERBIL)
JANUARY-FEBRYARY 1966
Tell Qalinj Agha is a large mound roughly circular in shape, covering
c. 33,000 square metres of land (cf. pl. I, site plan). It is situated within
the boundaries of the city of Erbil, to the south of the Qal`at, at a
distance of about one mile. The main road leading to Kirkuk has
already cut part of its western slope. An eight-day (January, 29th
February, 5th, 1966), conducted by the writer, brought to light a group
of Uruk potsherds from a well- stratified context. The purpose of this
short excavation was to examine the nature of the site, which was
threatened by an expanding adjacent residential area. Sounding I (6 x
2.50 m). was cut at the mound, and went down to a depth of 2.22 m.:
six occupational levels were encountered between the surface and the
bottom of the pit(25) (numbering from the top, level I is the latest, and
VI the oldest). As virgin soil was thought to be consider- by deeper,
and the available time short, the writer chose another spot near the
western end of the mound, where nearly three metres of earth had
already been removed in local building operations (cf. p l. iii, fig. 1).
Sounding II was started here, at a height equivalent to the
surrounding plain. Virgin soil was reached at a depth of 2.15 m. five
levels were found, level I resting on virgin soil (see pl. III, fig. 2).
Sounding II was comparatively small in size; it measured 1,80 x 1.24
m. no actual walls were found in either sounding. It should be noted
that all floors between levels II and VI in sounding I were burned. The
small size of the two soundings must be kept in mind in any attempt to
draw con- collusions from this site.
The pottery:
The main bulk of material obtained from both soundings is pottery,
which is predominantly Uruk in date: a few obsidian and flint tools
were also found(26). Plain buff ware was by far the most common
25. See pl. II (figs. 1-2, The edge the trench was unfortunately damaged by
children shortly after excavation.
26. Scattered on the surface are some Ubaid and halaf sherds; none of the
latter were found in the sounding, but a few Ubaid sherds occurred (two in
level VI, sounding I: and one in level III, sounding II). It seems likely that the
Ubaid and halaf occupations were limited in size, and probably restricted to
the core of the site, the Uruk settlement occupied a much larger area, and
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pottery in both soundings; a few examples of both red and grey wares
were also present. The following examples of the latter two types were
found: no. 9 (level V, sounding I)a, fine red example, slipped and
burnished; no. 10 (level V, sounding I), grey ware, highly burnished.
Level VI (sounding I) produced five grey ware examples: four (nos. 2,
4-6) belonging to globular pots with flaring rims, and one (no. 7)
probably from a hole- mouthed pot. Sounding ii yielded only one red
ware example with fine red burnished slip; and but one grey sherd
(no. 5, in level iii), also highly burnished. A prominent type in the
plain- buff ware of both soundings, are heavy- rimmed fragments,
almost club- headed in shape; these are of a cream- buff, highly fired
clay, and probably belonged to large heave vessels with globular
bodies(327). Another popular type in the plain ware is a globular
cooking pot; it is generally brown in colour, shading into dark-brown,
or sometimes near black, presumably from cons- tant use on a fire.
Such post were found in almost all levels of both soundings(28). Deep
or shallow open plain ware bowls occurred in both soundings; the
majority are wheel-turned and are made of buff or reddish clay. Some
are cru- delay hand- made and black in section owing to low firing
covered a sonsiderable span of time. Further excavations below level VI
(sounding I) would undoubetedly uncover earlier remains.
27. Sounding I: No. 1 (in level I); no. 1 (in level II); no. 1 (in level III.)
Sounding II: Nos. 1-2 (in level I); no. 1 (in level II), no. 2 (in level III); no. 1
(in level IV).
28. Sounding I: No. 2 (in level I); nos. 3-4 ( in level III): nos. 6-7 ( in level
IV); nos. 2.4-7 ( in level V); nos. 3.8 ( in level VI). Sounding II: no. 3 ( in
level I): nos. 2.4 (in level II); nos. 1-4 (in level IV); no. 1 ( in level VI). At
warka such utensils are present as early as levels XIII-XII, and continued till
VII; theyoccurred at eridu in the hut sounding, and in nippur XII. In the
North, globular cooking pots are reported more frequently; their presence has
been noted, for example, at Nineveh in levels III-IV, Gawra levels XIA-IX,
Ibrahim bayis, in shanidar cave and in the diyan and baston caves at barados.
Globular cooking pots were present at most sites in the Dokan and Shahrzur
districts: tabara el- Akrad VII-V, judaidah and chatal huyuk, in both phases
(F) and (G) of the Amuq sequence, and in periols VA-VB at Sakje Geuzi in
Cilicia.
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(CF. sounding I, nos. 2-4, in level II; nos. 10-11, in level vi).
Hemispherical- shaped bowls also occurred. One fragment of a double
mouthed jar (type 25 chart I cf. sumer VOL. XX) was found in level
VI (sounding I). one highly fired sherds bears triple knobs on the
base; it is greenish in colour (no. 17, in level VI, sounding I). one small
fragment from level IV (sounding I) displays four bands of brown
paint; it is reminiscent of warka Ubaid II, and the Uruk painted
pottery from telloh. A noticeable feature in both soundings are neck
fragments of a very fine buff clay, thin in section, belonging to
globular small jars with high straight necks; the neck or the neck or
the shoulder is incised with several grooved horizontal lines(29). In
level iii (sounding I) and below, a num- ber of fragments of a very thin
greenish- buff ware occurred; these be- longed to bowls with small
beaded rims; they are always wheel-turned. In both shape and
technique these fragments are strikingly reminiscent f the later plain
ninevite V pottery(30). The discovery of this type is of great relevance
and importance to the question of the origins of ninevite V pottery.
Among the miscellaneous specimens from both soundings are the
following: 1. Two painted al'ubaid sherds from level VI (sounding i)
and one from level III (sounding II), all in situ (31); 2. Some obsidian
knives, levels III-IV (sounding I) and levels II-III (sounding II); 3.
Long flint blade, level VI (sounding I ).
The absence of beveled rim votive bowls, spouted jars, and handled
cups was noted in both soundings; this may be entirely owing to the
small size of the sounding. Only further excavation can show whether
or not these types were present, but the absence of the beveled rim
votive bowls at type Gawra should be noted. Further excavations,
which the writer has strongly recommended, will also reveal
information concerning not only the early uruk but also the halaf and
ubaid periods(32)and may probably shed some light on earliest
occupations at qal'at erbil itself.
29. Cf. no. 8 in level II, sounding I; and nos. 6.4 in levels I and IV
respectively, sounding II.
30. Cf. no. 10 in level III; no. 11 in level IV; nos. 18-19 in level V; and nos. 1819 in level VI. In level VI seven examples were found.
31. Note the small size of sounding, and the fact that no house floors were
found.
32. A further short season of excavations was carried out at Qalinj Agha,
between the 4th- 31st march 1967, under the direction of the writer and Shah
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Description of III ustrated potsherds sounding I (pl. IV)
es-Siwwani. The aims of the 1967 season were to penetrate deeper into lower
levels of sounding I, and to examine the unexcavated area between soundings
I and II by driving a trench linking the two points. Excavation there six
occupation levels (VII-XII) to a depth of 5 m. one would expect at least,
another six levels before reaching virgin soil which lay not less than 3 m.
below level XII. The following pottery and objects were found:
Level VII: painted Ubaid sherds are in the majority while the number of Uruk
sherds has decreased. For this reason the writer would like to consider both
levels VI and VII at oalinj agha as a transitional stage between the Uruk

and Ubaid periods. One flint blade and one obsidian knife were
found.
Level VIII: Uruk sherds were absent, the sherds of this level
consisting of painted Ubaid. Two clay nails, and two flint
scrapers.
Level IX: painted Ubaid sherds. One obsidian knife. Small
fragments of an unidentified object ( or objects) of grey stone.
Level X: painted Ubaid sherds. Four flint scrapers. Two
ground-sotne door-sockets.
Level XI: painted Ubaid sherds. One painted halaf sherd. One
obsidian knife.
Level XII: painted Ubaid sherds (still the majority). Three
painted halaf sherds.
The most significant discovery made in the trench to the west
of sounding I is a medium – sized necklace consisting of Gold,
lapis-lazuli, carnelian and shell beads.
Level V, early Uruk in date, it should be noted that gold beads
and gold ornament were found in tombs and graves of Gawra
XIA-IX, and even as early as Gawra XII (cf. Tepe Gawra Vol.
II, p. 88-89 and pls. LV-LVI, LVIII-LIXa).
A detailed account of the 1967 season will be published shortly
in this journal.
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Level 1
1- Heavy rimsherd, probably from a large globular vessel, cream-buff
in colour, well fired.
2- Flaring rim, from medium sized globular pot, red clay, not slipped.
3- Plain rim, from open bowl with flaring sides, buff ware.
4- Small incurved rim, from straight-sided bowl, buff ware.
5- plain rim, probably from hemispherical bowl, buff ware.
6- small flaring rim, probably from globular pot, buff ware.
Level II
1.Heavy flaring rim, from large, pro-bably globular vessel, cream-buff
ware.
2. buff ware, from open bowl of hemi-spherical body.
3. crude buff ware example hand-made, from open bowl.
4. crude buff ware, hand-made, from open bowl with flaring sides.
5. Several fragments of this thin-walled open bowl occurred: it is of
dark-blackish ware, neither slipped nor burnished.
6. Buff ware, from an open bowl with slightly carinated shoulders.
7. fine buff ware specimen, slipped but unfurnished.
8. Very fine buff ware example, thin in section, five incised grooves
around the neck.
Level III
1. Heavy flaring rim, buff ware.
2. Heavy rim, from large open bowl, buff ware..
3. Brownish- buff ware, flaring rim, from globular cooking pot.
4. Brownish-buff, flaring rim, from globular pot.
5. Reddish-buff clay, small beaded rim, from open bowl With flaring
sides.
6. Incurved rim, from hemispherical bowl, in reddish-buff clay.
7. Buff ware, thin in section, fine wheel-turned example, from a small
hemispherical bowl.
8. Buff ware, thin in section, fine wheel-turned specimen, from a
hemispherical bowl with slightly carinated shoulder and small beaded
rim.
9. fine buff waer example, thin in section, incised shoulder.
10. Very fine greenish-buff specimen, highly fired, thin in section, resembles plain nin. V pottery.
Level IV
1. Reddish- buff clay, plain rim, wheel-turned.
2. Crude hand-made open bowl, red-dish-buff clay.
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3. Reddish-buff clay, wheel-turned.
4. Buff-cream cgay, incurved rim, wheel-turned.
5. Buff-cream, thin in section, wheel-turned.
6. Chocolate-brown, flaring rim, from a globular cooking pot.
7. Chocolate-brown, flaring rim, from a globular cooking pot.
8. Dark-brown, highly smoked, flaring rim, from a globular cooking
pot.
9. Buff-cream, thin in section, wheel-turned.
10. Buff-cream, thin in section, wheel-turned.
11. Very fine greenish-buff ware, thin in section, wheel-turned,
resembles plain Nin. V pottery.
12. Small sherd, plain with brown bands.
Level V
1. Large open vessel, ledged flaring rim.
2. Brown clay, flaring rim, from a globular cooking pot.
3. Buff ware, wheel-turned, small flar-ing rim.
4. Brown-buff colour, flaring almost straight rim, from a globular
cook- ing pot.
5. Brown-buff, flaring rim, from a glo-bular cooking pot.
6. Dark-brown, slipped and burnished, from a globular cooking pot.
7. Greenish-buff, smoked example, probably from a hole-mouthed
cook-ing pot.
8. Reddish-buff clay, from an open bowl.
9. Fine red-ware example, slipped and burnished, small beaded rim.
10. Greenish-buff, probably from a hole-mouthed pot.
11. Buff ware, thin in section, from an open bowl.
12. Reddish-buff clay, crudely han-made, from an open bowl.
13. Buff, fine wheel-turned example, from a hemispherical bowl.
14. Buff, incurved rim, wheel-turned.
15. Buff, incurved rim, wheel-turned.
16. Fine buff ware specimen, thin in section, small beaded rim.
17. Fine buff ware specimen, thin in section, small beaded rim.
18. Fine greenish-buff example, wheel-turned small beaded rim,
resembles plain Nin. V pottery.
19. Another specimen like no. 18 (above).
Level VI
1. Dark-brown, burnished, from a glo-bular cooking pot.
2. Blaclish-grey, burnished, from a globular cooking pot, flaring rim.
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3. Dark-brownish, slipped and burn- ished, from a globular cooking
pot, flaring rim.
4. Grey, almost black, burnished, from a globular cooking pot, flaring rim.
5. Grey, burnished, from a globular cooking pot, flaring rim.
6. Brownish-greu, flaring rim from a globular cooking pot.
7. Grey, from a globular hole-mouthed pot.
8. Reddish-buff clay, smoked, flaring rim. From a globular cooking
pot.
9. Buff ware, probably from a globular pot.
10. Crude hand-made open bowl, red dish-buff clay.
11. Crude hand-made open bowl, red dish-buff clay.
12. Fine buff-ware example, open bowl, wheel-turned.
13. Buff-ware, thin in section, small beaded rim, from a hemispherical
bowl.
14. Fragment of small hemispherical bowl. Buff ware, thin in section,
wheel-turnrd.
15. Fragment of small hemispherical bowl, slightly carinated shoulder,
buff ware, thin in section, wheel-turned.
16. Fragment of small hemispherical bowl, slightly flsring rim, thin in
section, wheel-turned.
17. Greenish-buff, highly fired, base-fragment with triple knobs.
18. Greenish-buff, thin in section, highly fired, wheel-turned, from a
small spherical bowl, resembies plain Nin. V pottery.
19. Seven different specimens of this type occurred, all are highly
fired, and of fine greenish-buff ware, strongly resembling plain Nin. V
pottery.
Sounding II (pl.v)
Level I
1. Heavy flaring rim, buff ware, well fired, probably from a large
heavy globular vessel.
2. Heavy flaring rim, buff ware, wall fired.
3. Dark-brown. Flaring rim, from a globular cooking pot.
4. Buff ware, from open bowl.
5. Greenish-buff, from a large heavy vessel.
6. Greenish-buff. Thin in section, highlv fired, from a globugar jar
with high straight neck and incised shoulder.
7. Buff ware, shallow open bowl.
8. fine buff-ware example, thin in section, small beaded rim.
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Level II
1. Heavv rim, buff ware.
2. Chocolate-brown, smoky, from a globular cooking pot.
3. Reddish-buff clay, crude, hand-made.
4. Brownish buff, smoky, from a globular cooking pot.
5. Reddish-buff clay, crude, hand-made.
6. Buff-ware, from an open bowl.
Level III
1.Brown, smoky, flaring rim,from a cooking pot.
2.Brown, flaring rim, from a globular cooking pot.
3. Brown, smoky, from a globular cooking pot.
4. Brownish-buff, highly burnished, from a globular cooking pot.
5. Fine grey ware example, highly burnished on both exterior and
interior.
6. Fine red ware example, slipped and burnished .
7. Brownish-buff, from a hole-mouthed pot.
8. Brownish-buff, from an open bowl.
Level IV
1. Heavy rim, buff ware.
2. Brownish-buff, from a globular cooking pot.
3. Dark-brown, almost black, smoky, from a globular cooking pot.
4. Fine buff-ware example, highly fired, from a small globular jar with
straight neak and incised shoulder.
5.Buff ware, plain rim, probably from a deep open powl.
6. Large heavy open bowl, buff ware, trances of bitumen coating still
visible on the interior.
Level V
1. Chocolate- brown, smoky, from a gobular cooking pot.
2. Buff ware, from an open bowl, with slightly flaring rim.
3. Buff ware, from an open bowl, with slightly flaring rim.
4. Buff ware, from a small bowl.
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7. MORE SOUNDINGS AT TELL QALINJ
AGHA (ERBIL) March, 1967
A further short season of excavation was carried out at Qalinj agha(33)
between the 4th – 31st. march 1967, directed by the writers.(34) the aims
of the 1967 season were to penetrate deeper into the lower levels of
sounding I ( at the summit of the mound), and to examine the
unexcavated area between sounding I and II ( towards the western
end of the site) by cutting step trench(35)linking the two points.
Although this was not an ideal site for such a trench, it has never
theless enabled a considerable amount of evidence to be collected over
a vast area. Sixteen levels of occupation were excavated between the
summit and the western end of the mound; virgin soil was
encountered about two meters be low the level of the surrounding
plain and the adjacent Kirkuk road.
A.
Deep sounding
Excavation at sounding I revealed below level VI, six more occupation
layers ( VII- XII). One would expect at least another six levels before
reaching virgin soil which lay perhaps not less than three meters
below level XII.
Due to lack of time the lower part of level VI had been left
unexcavated during the first season. The total thickness of level VI
was c. 27-38 cm. in addition to what was previously reported from this
level(36) the following were found: 4 rim fragments from smoky
chocolate- brown cooking pots ( see p1. I, fig. 3 for an example of this
type of uruk pottery); one rim fragment with a combed houlder; one

33. For a description of the site and its location Cf. Abu Al- Soof, Sumer
XXII (1966) p. 77.
34. Shah Es- Siwwani began the excavation, joined by Abu Al – Soof one
week later.
35. It is 95 metres in length ( from the summit to the western end of the
mound), and 6 metres in width. Due to lack of time the width had to be
reduced to 5 m. at a point 31 m. to the west of its beginning; and again to
3 m. after 59 m.
36. Cf. sumer XXII (1966) p. 81, and P1. IV.
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painted ubaid body sherd; 2 obsidian knives. And 2 stone sling- pellets
( p1. II, fig. 1).
Level VII
The thickness of the debriswas c. 25-40 cm. in which there was the
remains of a mud- brick wall, constructed of rather large mud-bricks
(48×43×23 cm.) further excavation revealed that this wall originated
in level VIII and was later reused at the time of VII. And was later
reused at the time of VII. The height of the wall was 88 cm. potsherds
and other finds were as follows; 5 buff- ware, uruk rimfragments; 7
painted Ubaid rim sherds; one painted Ubaid body sherd; one flint
blade, and one obsidian knife (p1. II, fig. 2).
Level VIII
The thickness of the debris was e. 35-67 cm. potsherds and other finds
were as follows: 21 painted Ubaid rim fragments; 4 painted halaf
body – fragment: 4 buff- ware Uruk rim fragments; 2 Ubaid bent clay
nails; and 2 flint blades.
Level IX
The thickness of the debris was c. 27-35 cm. in which there was the
remains of a mud-brick wall. Potsherds and other artefacts were as
follows: 11 painted Ubaid rim sherds; 4 painted Ubaid body
fragments; one chocolate brown uruk rim fragment and another basefragment of the same ware, both being from large globular cookingpots; 3 ground – stone fragments perhaps be- longing to crudely made
stone vessels, rough on the outside; one ground – stone door – socket (
perhaps used also as a mortar); a rubbing stone; and an obsidian
knife ( p1. II. Fig. 4).
Level X
The thickness of the debris was c. 36-48 cm. in which there was the reMains of mud-brick wall. Potsherds and other finds were as follows: 5
unpainted Ubaid rim fragments; 12 painted Ubaid rim fragments has
a double rims (i.e. a channeled rim); 9 painted Ubaid body sherds; a
broken cylindrical spout from a tortoise- shaped vessel resembling
those of Gawra XVII-XIX(37) and Eridu VIII-XIII, a highly fired
broken clay nail probably used as a pound r: two ground- stone door
–sockets; seven large clay beads (Qa 2-8); and four flint blades (pl. III,
fig. I).
37. Cf. Gawra II (1950) pls. LXXIII b, LXXV d-e, and CXXIII, no. 113.
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Level XI
The thickness of the debris was c. 62 cm. potsherds and other artifacts
were as follows: 27 painted Ubaid body sherds; one painted Ubaid
fragment with a double rim; another Ubaid fragment also with a
double rim, but having in addition, just below the rim, a rudimentary
spout; a large painted Ubaid rim fragment has the same tine
rudimentary spout, just below the rim; 5 unpainted Ubaid rim
fragments; a fine ware, greenish, body fragment has a wide bans of
incised decoration; 2 small painted halaf body sherds; a rim sherd
from a hemispherical bowl has a broad band of dark brown chevron
design on the shoulder, and both the ware and the style of painting
suggest that this fragment may belong to the samarra painted
tradition (p1. III, fig. 2 the fragment on the extreme left. Bottom row);
an Ubaid terra-cotta animal head of an unidentified species; two flint
blades; and one obsidian knife.
Level XII
The thickness of the debris was c. 28-32 cm. the following finds were
recorded: 19 painted Ubaid rim fragments; 9 painted Ubaid
bodysherds; 2 unpainted Ubaid bodysherds each with a pierced hole;
3 small painted halaf fragments- a rim and two body sherds – and one
obsidian knife (pl. III, fig. 3).
The 95 metre-long metre- long step trench (pl. IV, figs. 1-2), cut
between the summit of Qalinj Agha and its western end, its yield of
potsherds which were any produced in its various strata the following
material. The top level ( level I), being the surface layer, was badly
eroded, thus no attempt was made to study way mixed with other
surface occurrences.
Level II
The second layer in the trench was better preserved, though large
parts of its eastern side were considerably disturbed, mainly by
modern graves dug down from the surface of the mound (p. V, ground
plan of level II). The thickness of the debris here was s. 34 cm. but
there were no architectural remains visible. The majority of potsherds
were Uruk in date, but a few fragments of the thin greenish ware with
small beaded rims, familiar in upper levels at sounding(38)I. were also
38. Strongly resembling plain neneviet V pottery, cf. Abu Al- Soof, sumer
XXII (1966) pp. 80-81, and pls. IV..
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present. The proportion of potsherds was as follows: 28 chocolate –
brown rimfragments mostly belong to globular cooking- pots. Both
large and small having plain. Flaring rims: 3 rimfragments
rescmbling plain ninevite V pottery; one large fragment with
cylindrical spout belonging to a deep open bowl resembling those of
Gawra XIA(39). The other artefacts found were: one long obsidian
knife, and one flint sickle blade.
Level III
The thickness of the debris was c. 38 cm. the remains of a wall were
found (pl. V) constructed of rather large mud-bricks, measuring
49×23×9 cm. the following types of pottery and objects were found :
18 buff-ware Uruk rimfragments from plain, shallow bowls And
large, globular jars with flaring rims; 2 rimfragments resembling the
plain ninevite V pottery; 2 buff-ware Uruk bodysherds; one greyslipped fragment, highly burnished, from a small, hemispherical bowl
with a plain, straight rim; one red-slipped fragment from a large,
globular pot with a small, flaring rim; 2 highly fired clay spindlewhorls (Qa2-13 and 14); 3 obsidian knives; and one flint knife.
Level IV
The thickness of the debris was c. 40 cm. most of the western part of
this layer was badly damaged. Mainly by modern graves (pl. V).
despite this, architectural remains; Uruk burials, pottery and other
artefacts were recovered. A stone door- socket was found beside one of
the short walls, at the western end of the cut. Near the plat-form.
Almost all the western half of the layer was occupied by a solid mudbrick construction, perhaps part of a platform. Further excavation
will throw more light on the functions and connections of this
platform. Three infant Uruk-bruials (pl. V. OBI-3) were located on or
near the floor of this level (OB2 and 3 were in fact breaking into
actual walls). With the OB no. 2 was found, as a burial gift, a necklace
of shell beads ( Qa 2-4). All three burials apparently, were dug down
from level III. Potsherds and other finds were: a nearly complete
small, hemispherical, buff-ware bowl (Qa2-21), Uruk in date; 17 buffware Uruk rimfragment; 2 broken bone awls ( Qa 2-5 and 6); a clay

39. Gawra II ( 1950) pl. CXLL, nos. 340-341; also Cf. Abu Al- Soof. Iraq
XXIX (autumn 1967) pl. XLVII (chart III, type 22 a-b).
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spindle- worl ( Qa 2-15); a little black-stone nail (Qa2-16) perhaps
used as a hair separator; 12 obsidian knives; and 6 flint sickle blades.
Levels V-VI
The approximate thickness of debris in level V was c. 32 cm. traces of
a very thin layer of ashes overlay the well defined floor and in two
places there were extensive charred remains(40).three heavy mudbrick walls, buttressed in places, were found to belong to level VI
proper, these wide walls were constructed of mud-bricks measuring
43×25×8 cm., 43 ×22×10 cm. respectively. As a rule, walls belonging to
level V were thinner but heavily plastered on both sides. Due to
intrusive modern graves, the floor of level VI was damaged in many
places. An Uruk burial sunk into one of the heavy walls of level VI
was that of an adult female in a contracted position, orientated to
wards the west (pl. V, OB4). Two Large brownish- buff uruk pots
were supplied as a burial gift, one being placed by the head and the
other near the chest. The latter, larger in size, and covered with a
plate may originally- have contained some food- stuff. However the
pot placed by the head was the more important. In it were a fair
number of gold, lapis- lazuli, carnelian and shell Beads which would
make a medium-sized necklace (pl. VII)(41).this burial, dating from
the early uruk period, was apparently dug down from level VI.
The pottery from both levels was predominely uruk in dat. Two clay
spindle-whorls (Qa 2-17 a and b) were found in the fill of level V; a
small, shallow, lid-like saucer with cruved bottom (Qa 2-9) occurred
on the floor. Of level V. other potsherds found in level V were: 2
black, highly burnished rimfragments, from small-sized bowls with
carinated sides; 15 brownish-buff rimfragments from globular jars of
various sizes, the rims being universally everted; 3 buff- Were rim
fragments from small, deep bowls with wide mouths; one buff-ware
short fat spout from a deep open bowl, similar to those familiar in
Gawra XIIA(42);2 buff-ware rimfragments with slight ridges just
below the rims on the outsides; one large, brownish-buff rimfragment
covered with holes probably belonging to a tall jar-like colander such
40. this was the remains of roofing mats and timbers.
41. Also Cf. Abu Al-Soof, Sumer XXII (1966) p. 7-9, n. 8.
42. Cf. Gawra II ( 1950) pl. CXLI, nos. 340-341.
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as one known from Gawra XIA(43). Pottery occurecnes in level VI
were: 17 buff-ware rimfragments mainly from large globular jars;
one black, highly burnished rimfragments from a bowl with
carinations; one buff-ware fragments with tubular upward-pointing
spout, perhaps from a deep open bowl; 3 large rimfragments from
chocolate-brown, deep, oopen bowls with sharply carinated shoulders.
The other artefacts were: 3 obsidian knives in level V, and 2 flint
baldes in VI.
Level VII
Some 19 metres in length remained Of the floor VI and excavation
went down beyond this, in order to reveal the underlying stratum. The
thickness of level VII (i.e. its debris) was c. 56 cm. traces of a thin
layer of ashes (2-3 cm. in Thickness) was found covering large areas of
the floor. The remains of a solid mud-brick platform were visible at
the eastern edge of this layer (pl. VI). Further west, parts of three
walls constructed of fairly large mud-bricks, measuring 42 ×29 ×12
cm., were found. In the area between two of these walls three infant
uruk urn-burials were excavated (OB nos. 5-7). These urn-burials
were located in the fill a little above the floor, apparently dug down
from the level above. Pottery and artifact occurrences were: 14 buffware uruk redrimsherds from medium-sized globular pots, shallow
plates, and tall jars: a buff- ware handle fragment from A laddle
resembling those of Gawra Al- VIII(44), Uruk in date; 2 black
burnished rimfragments, from fairly deep carinated bowls; 2 clay
spindle- whorls (Qa 2-18a and b); 2 tiny turquoise beads (Qa 2-7)
perhaps belonging to one of the burials, but found a lone in fill; a
broken clay animal figurine, probably a ram ( Qa 2-1); 3 obsidian
knives, and one flint blade.
Level VIII
The thickness of the debris was c. 35 cm. A lower part, or perhaps the
foundations, of the solid mud-brick plat-form, visible at the northern
corner of this level (pl. VI), belonged in fact to a platform erected in
level VII above. The remains of two mud-brick walls, constructed of
libn measuring 47×27×12 cm., were also found, a third wall with a
43. Cf. ibid pl. CXLIII. Nos. 360.
44. Cf. Abu Al-Soof, Iraq XXIX ( autumn 1967) pl. XLVII (chart II. Type
29).
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stone door-socket was locaTed at the western end. It has been
observed that the floor of this layer was sloping wastwards, i.e.
towards the core of the mound. Potsherds and other finds were: 23
buff- ware Uruk rimfragments; 4 grey burnished Uruk rimsherds; 7
painted Ubaid rimfragments; 2 painted Ubaid bodysherds; one
painted halaf bodysherds; one clay; pindle-whorl (Qa 2-20) a pearshaped alabaster mace-head (Qa 2-19); 3 flint blades, and one
obsidian knife.
Level IX
The thickness of the debris was c. 50 cm., and consisted of reddish
earth with traces of a thin layer of ashes. The entire floor of this level
was covered with a pebble- laid pavement (pl.VI), which may have
been a street or some other open space. Potsherds and other artefacts
were: 14 buff – ware Uruk rimfragment from various types of vessels,
the best identified shape being the well- known globular cooking- pot;
3 buff-ware Uruk bodysherds; one buff-ware neck-fragment has
traces of two bands of red paint on the outside: one obsidian knife,
and one flint sickle blade.
Level X
The thickness of the debris, measuring c. 49 cm., consisted mainly cf
layers of ashes and burnt organic matter. It may be that this area was
a dumping place for the inhabitants of level X. an infant burial (OB 8)
was found 23 cm. below the floor of the prefvious level IX. Having
been dug down by its inhabitants. With the skeleton was a small-sized
necklace of shell, stone and bone beads (Qa 2-2). Potsherds and other
finds were: 23 buff-ware Uruk rimfragments; one black burnished
Uruk rimsherd. From a deep hole-mouthed pot: one buff-ware neckfragment decorated, on the Outside, with deep horizontal grooves; one
buff-ware Uruk bodysherd; an incomplete animal clay figurine (Qa 212) perhaps a sheep; a copper bracelet incised in parts (Qa 2-11); 8
obsidian knives, and 2 flint blades.
Level XI
The thickness of the debris was c. 73 cm. 73 cm. some seven isolated
mud-bricks were found scattered at various points in this level (pl.
VI). It should be noted in particular that the floor of XI was
completely burned and was covered by a layer of ashes some 10-15
cm. thick. Potsherds and other finds were: 24 buff-ware Uruk
rimfragments; 3 thin, greenish-buff, highly fired rimfragments,
resembling plain ninevite V pottery; a broken globular jar, which may
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have been used as an infant burial (OB 9); 23 obsidian tools, and 2
flint sickle blades.
Level XII
The thickness of the debris was c. 63 cm. pebble-laid foundations and
pebble pavements were visible over large areas in this level (pl. VI).
Adjacent to the pebble-laid foundtations were remains of a semicircular mud-brick potters kiln with remains of a highly fired clay
floor and vitrified lumpls of clay. Potsherds and other finds were: 32
buff-ware fragment with a double rim, the channel formed by this rim
being pierced with a small hole, is perhaps an example of the large
double-rimmed pots familiar in Gawra XIA-IX(45). One brow-Nishbuff short spout; 3 highly fired, greenish-buff ware bodyframents,
resembling plain ninevite V pottery; one painted Ubaid rimsherd,
from a shallow open bowl; a little whil-stone bead, perhapsa pendant,
the upper surface covered with incesed decoration consisting of three
tiny circles accompainted, on top, by three lunar-shaped grooves,
perhaps representing a stylised face a broken ground-stone macehead; 52 obsidian knives, and 4 flint blades.
Level XIII
The thickness of the debris was c. 40 cm. a thin layer of ashes covered
the well-defined clay floor. Finds here were: 13 buff-ware Uruk
rimfragments; one painted Ubaid bodyshared; and 2 little obsidian
blades.
Level XIV
The thickness of the debris was c. 40 cm. the entire floor of this layer
was covered with a pebble-laid pavement (pl. VI). Potsherds and other
finds were: 23 buff-ware Uruk rimfragments; one buff-ware
neckfragment with horizontal grooves just below the rim; one painted
Ubiad bodysherd; one painted halaf bodyfragment; 3 obsidian knives,
and one flint blade.
Level XV
The layer of debris overlying the floor here was c. 36 cm. in thickness.
The floor of this level was also covered with small- and medium –
sized pebbles. Potsherds and other finds were: one buff-ware Uruk
heavy “ club-headed” rim: 10 buff-ware Uruk rimsherds; 12 painted
Ubaid rimfragments; 8 painted Ubaid body sherds; and a small- stone
loom- weight.
45
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Level XVI
The thickniess of the debris was c. 30 cm traces of ashes were visible
in fill just above the floor. Directly below the floor of this level natural
soil was encountered, but excavation continued through it to a depth
of nearly one Metre (46)potsherds and other finds in level XVI were: 4
buff- ware Uruk rim fragments; one unpainted Ubaid rim sherds,
from a small cup; 6 painted Ubaid rim fragments; 5 painted Ubaid
body sherds; one Ubaid bent clay nail, and tow ground stone loom –
weights.

46. a little more than two metres below the surrounding plain level and the
adjacent Kirkuk road.
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Excavations At Tell Qalinj Agha (Erbil) Snmmer, 1968
Interim Report
1. Excavations
Excavations on a large scale were carried- out at Qalinj Agha, during the Summer months of 1968, direct- ed by the present writer47.
Two short soundings had been conducted at this site in the two
previous years.48 The aims of both of these trial excavations had been
to examine in depth the archaeolo- gical formation of the mound. This
year it was decided to open a large portion of the site by excavating
systematically form the top, including the areas on its western side cut
by the step trench last year, where a thick Uruk settlement with its
rich burials was located.49
By scraping the top of the mound (cf. site plan, pl, I), it was found that
what has survived of level I (top level) is, in fact, very little (cf. plan of
level I, pl. II). This was partly due to ero- sion, and partly to modern
grave- pits, sunk from the surface and damaging not only a large part
of this level, but also destroying sections of the under-lying strata
(especially II and III).
Consequentiy architectural remains here (in level I) were very scanty.
A com- Plete, almost square less well preserved room (no.4) was
perhaps also square in shape. These two rooms, together with nos.
Tell Qalinj Agha
6-8 and 12-13, belong probably to one large building (pl. VIII, no. I).
The remains of nos. 9-10 were, perhaps parts of another building.
Room no. 2 is rather is rather important; it yielded an intact clay
calf's head fixed upright in the floor (50 cm. due east of the middle of
the western wall). Two double- horned clay objects (cf, pl. XII, no.3)
47

( ) Work was started on June 17, and continued until September 5, 1968.
,
Shah es-Siwwani acted as field assistant and Isma l Hjarah was in charge of the
catalog- ing of objects in addition his active par- ticipation in the fie. d-work;
both are of the technical staff of the Directorate Gene-ral of Antiquities. The
former is preparing a detailed account of the burials uncovered in the three
layers dug this season, while the latter is working on the clay figurnes found at
Qalinj Agha. Both accounts will published in a forthcoming issue of this
Journal.
48
( ) January 20 to February 5, 1966; and March. 1967. Cf.Sumer vols. XXII
(1966), and XXII (1967).
49
( ) Ci, Suner vol. XXII (1966) P.79.n.8.
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were also found in this level50: one at the southern end of the
excavated area (3.50m. to the east of the eastern corner of the deep
sounding), and the second 11m. to the north of the northern cor- ner
of that sounding. In addition to these large clay cult objects there were
several fragmentary, mcdium- sized, clay "Hut- symbols"51. ( eyeidols or eye- sym- bols). The presence of a clay calf's head (cf. pl. XI,
no.1), the double- horned clay objects, and the clay "Hut- sym- bols",
in this area no doubt indicate some kind of religious edifice or edifices.
A patch of the floor (c.150×77cm.) in level I was packed with small
ovoid sling pellets.52 A large circular oven, nearly I m. in diameter,
with thickly plastered walls and bottom was and located in the middle
of the area, a little to the south of room no. 1.Another large cir- cular
clay oven (or perhaps a pottery kiln) was found at the western end; it
is 2 m. in diameter. The latter oven (or kiln) originated, in fact, in level
II be- low, but continued in use throughout the time of the overlying
stratum, after some restorations. Eight infant burials were uncovered
in the excavated part of level I; these were mainly located at its
western corner (8-10 m. due west of the deep sounding). Infants and
saiall children were, as a rule buried either in large hemispherical
spouted vessels or in large globular pots, usually covered with shallow
plate- like lids. The extant height of the walls varied between 10 and
35 cm.; the average size of a libn (sun- dried mud- brick) was about
45x 23x8 cm. walls not more than one mud- brick thick (i.e. 23-25 cm).
Walls were thickly plastered on both sides and had been replastered
more than once. Each layer of plaster was c. 1.5 to 2.5cm. in thickness.
In excavating level II, a shift west- wards was necessary for two
reasons: first to avoid the badly damaged sum- mit and secondly to
cover as much as possible of the western side of mound, where our last
two soundings were located. Again architecturally the result were not
50

( ) Double- horned clav objects were found at both Gawra and Brak, in Uruk
and Ninevite V contexts. Cf. Gawra II, pl. CLVII, no. 69; and lraq IX. Part I,
(1947) p,. XXXIX, 2. Also see in this respect the discussion by: B.L. Goff in her
"Symbols of Prehistoric Mesopotamia". 1963; especial- ly pp. 134 and 153,
which concern the mean- ing and uses of such cult objects.
51
( ) Cf. in this respect the clay "Hut-symbos" of Gawra XI, XIA and XII Gawra II,
p LXXXVI a. Also see "The Eye Goddess" by Crawford, O.G.S. 1957.
52
( ) Located c. 2.80 to the east of the eastern side of the deep sounding. A
simi- l ar cache of ovoid sing pellets was found in Gawre XI; cf. ibid. pI.
LXXXVII.b.
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promising (cf. plan of level II, pl. III). Although the excavated area of
this layer was quite large (e. 33x31m.) yet unfortunately no complete
buildings were uncovered.
The reason again was the modern grave- pits. Nevertheless one almost
intact house was found; it was located a little to the north of the deep
sounding. The surviving portions of this building give the impression
that it was a potter's house. It consists of two rooms (nos. 10-11) and a
large square courtyard (no.1) with a circular pottery kiln (2 m. in
diameter) inside.53 The extant height of the walls of both house and
kiln was c. 80-90 cm. the surviving heights of walls of other buildings
in this level were c.15-90 cm.; the width of walls as usual did not
exceed the width of one libn together with plaster (i. e. 25-30cm.),
Measurements of mud- bricks in layer II were: 43x24x9 cm.;
46x23x8cm.; and 47x23x8 cm.; to the east the north of the potter's
house there were remains of perhaps three buildings; but
unfortunately they were so fragmentary that it was difficult to gain
any clue as to their original plans. No. 4 is a large room, but four large
modern grave- pits been sunk into it. Causing the total destruction of
its contents. Only portions of the southern ends of rooms 15, 17 and 18
remained.
The western and southern sides of this level (as excavated) were, in
fact, even more badly damaged; only a few scat- tered remains of
walls were uncovered there. The remains of a long cobbled lane. (c.
15m. long and c. 60- 100 cm. wide) were located at the southern part
of level II. A large cylindrical clay bread- oven (c. 1m. high and 50cm.
in diameter) occurred at the northern end of this level, within room
13. There is evidence, however, however, that most build- ings of level
II were inhabited during two separate phases, both of which lasted for
a considerable period of time. Usually the walls of these buildings continued in use, after some strengthening, during the second phase.
While floors were raised after some filling in, The thickness of the fill
(mainly debris) se- parating the two phases of occupation varied
between 20 to 35 cm. Eighteen infant burials were uncovered in
various places at this level. With one of these burials were found a few
gold beads and a pale obsidian kohl applicator, rod- shaped and
decorated with a thin band of gold. From another infant burial came a
53

( ) the same kiln was re-used, after some restoration, by the occupants of
level I (see above).
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gold rosette. Other prominent finds in this level were: a clay calf's
head, two double- horned clay objects, and a fine intact example of a
large clay "Hut- symbol". Both human (mainly female) and animal
clay figurines were present in this level. Plain and incised clay spindle
whorls were exceptionally prevalent (cf. pl. XIV, no.2) Stone and clay
loom- weights also occurred.
The excavated area of level III was extensive (c. 34x60m.; cf. plan of
level III, pl. IV). Though the northern and the eastern parts of this
level (in the area of the deep sounding) were quite shallow (as they
were situated near the surface of the mound) and damaged also by
modern graves, they nevertheless yielded some architectural remains,
mainly a few incomplete rooms and broken walls; the extant height of
the walls here was c. 20-30cm. (cf. pl. VIII no. 3). Other parts of level
III (to the west and south of the deep sounding were deeper and better
preserved; this was due to the sloping nature of this side of the mound.
As a result several com- plete buildings survived here, to a considerable height, more than 1.5 m. A long (no. 21;more than 40 m.
long and nearly 2 m. wide in most parts) ran approximately northsouth, starting east of the deep sounding, dividing in this manner the
village of level III into two quarters (or residential areas; cf.pl. IX,
no,1), eastern and western. A wider, but shorter, lane (no. 21), and led
eastwards (cf. pl. IX, no. 2). Two bread- ovens were located at the
northern end of the shorter lane, and two larger circular clay ovens
were. Found at the wide opening in the southern end of the longer lane
(cf. pl. IX, no. 3), as well as a cylindrical bread- oven. It should be
noted here that lane no. 21 lies precisely below the cobbled lane in
level II above.
At least five buildings could be disting uished in the eastern quarter of
this layer; four of them were dwelling- houses. The fifth building is
important; it is situated at the eastern end of level III and measured
c.8.5x7m. The fa- miliar tripartite form, the orientation of its four
corners (directed to the four cardinal points), and the buttresses
against its outer walls, together with its contents54, all led the writer
immed- iately to the conclusion that this was a temple (cf. plan of the
54

( ) A clay female figurine with pointed head and conical body, and a small
black stone cube (in room 11); another small cubic black stone, a clay female
figurine, and a clay spiral object (in room 14); a stone cube, and a clay animal
head (per- haps belonging to a bird) (in room 17).
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Eastern Temple, pl. V)55. The nearst parallel to this could be the
temple of Gawra IX56. The north- ern porch in the Qalinj Agha
temple, Liowever, was partiallu filled in later with mud- bicks,
buttressing the northern and western corners of the temple. The
eastern side also was re- inforced by a solid mud- brick platform- like
construc- tion. The extant height of the walls of the eastern temple was
c.40-80 cm. (cf. pl. X, no. 1), The mud- bricks mea- sured 45-47x2325x10 cm. The walls of the temple hsd received up to three layers of
mud plastering. Other build- ings in the eastern quarter were also
constructed of mud- bricks of the sarne size, and their walls had also
received more than one layer of mud plaster.
The western quarter of level III was occupied by not less than four
buildings.
All were constructed with large mud- bricks (44-45x25-30x9-10 cm.).
This same type of libn was used for buildings in the eastern quarter of
this level and in other Uruk levels at the site. The ex- tant heights of
walls in some buildings reached 1.20 m. The only complete building in
this quarter was a temple (rooms 36- 38, 40, 42- 43, 46 and 49) situated in an almost central position in this part of the excavated area
of level III, It is nearly square in shape (c, 9.50x 9.30m.; cf. plan of
western tem- ple, pl. Vl), with a large central room (6.50x3.90 m.)
flanked on both sides by smaller rooms, two on each side.
Two small mud- brick table- like eons- tructhern, S0x50x10cm.) were
per- haps the stubs of mud- brick columns supporting the ceiling. The
central wall in room 42 was probably a sup- port for a stairway
leading up to the roof.57 Room 38 (the central room) is of special
interest (cf. pl. X, no.2): the entire room seems to have been coated
with white plaster58; in addition the lower part of its eastern. Wall was
found to be covered, partially, by a faded coloured frieze 60 cm. in
55

( ) Named thus to differentiate it from another temple uncovered later in
sea- son, in the western quarter in this this level and called the western
temple (see below).
56
( ) the podium in the central room, present in the Gawra temple, is missing
here. Cf. Gawra II, plan of level IX. Tem- plws of the same type were also
present in Gawra XLA, XI, X and VIIIC.
57
( ) Another such wall was also found in another building in this quarter (in
room 54).
58
( ) Remains of such white plaster were visible- everywhere in debris on the
floor, and on parts of the walls.
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height and 110 cm. in length, beginning 10 cm. off the floor (cf. pl. X.
no.3). The general theme of the painting appears to be geometric: two
large triangles, or perhapsp the upper parts of two lo- zenges. Were
painted black, while the spaces between them were filled in with red
ochre. The white plastering of the wall behind served as a
background59. The regular layout of this square building, its familiar
tripartite. Form, the orientation of its four corners, the importance of
its large central room, and its contents60 led us again to attribute the
title "temple" to it61 (cf. plan of the western temple pl. VI). Rooms 56
and 54 (situated a little to the south of the western temple) perhaps
belonged to another prominent cdifice in this quarter. Room 56
yielded some wall paintings; its walls also seem to have been plastered.
White Small patches of red paint were visible on its southern and
eastern walls62. Buildings located to the south and west of the western
temple were damaged either wholly or partially. This was due to a
huge solid mud- brick construction oc- cupying a great portion of the
western slope of the mound. Not only did it damage the western side of
level III, but it also penetrated into parts of level IV below63. The
function of this mud- brick construction64. Is not yet comple- tely clear
to us; perhaps it was built here by the inhabitants of level II or I to
59

( ) it should be noted here that in a dwelling house in Gawra XVI there occurred a wall painting will the same co- lours (black and erd on a white background). The eastern and central temples in Cawra XIII also had some wall
paintings (in red and pinkish colours). Cf. Gawra II, PP. 33 and 40.
60
( ) A small broken alabasfer plate and hone awl (in room 43); another small
stone plate with a clay spindle whorl (in room 42); four clay female figurines
(in room 37); and a small stone cube (in room 49).
61
( ) In spite of some damage to its outer walls, trces of buttresses were clearly
visible.
62
( ) One patch (20x15. cm) was found 60 cm off the southern wall 130cm fom
the easlern corner of the room. The second was located on the eastern wall,
70 cm off the floor and 155 cm from the eastern corner; it was even smaller
than the previous one. The design was not clear. But the second patch may
represent a large rosette.
63
( ) A test pit, dug at the western cor- ner of the western temple (in room 40),
showed that the solid mud- brick construc- tion penetrated c.60 cm into level
IV.
64
( ) It is c.30m long (north- south) and c.20m wide (east- west); its height
varies between 1.90m (at its north- eastern end) and 40 cm (at southern end).
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lessen the sharply slanting slope of this side of the mound. The mudbricks employed in the construc- tion of this solid platform or terrace
were of the same size as those used in buildings of levels I-III. One
might imagine that it served as a base for some important edifice, but
there were no signs of any superimposed architect- tural remains:
only the platform, en- countered everywhere just below the surface. A
few infant infant and one or two adult burials had been sunk from
var- ious levels into the body of the plat- form. We may men mention
one more ar- chitectural feature in the western quar- tec (in level I1I);
it is part of a heavy curved wall located c.2 m. to the of the deep
sounding. this was perhaps the remarns of part of a circular cons- to
the truction comparable in shape to the "Round-House" of Gawra
X1A"65. But this is only a small portion of a round wall wity nothing
inside (cf. pl. VIII, no. 4) A little to the west of this wall, however there
were remains of curved wall, however, there were remains of several
clay ovens; some were quite large and circular in shape, others were
bread- some- times accompanied by three short clay sbands (or legs).
A square bread-oven with two such stands was located east of room 2,
at the north -eastern end of level III. Two large double-horned clay
objects were found lying on their sides (horns facing west) nearly 3 rn.
to the west of the curved wall (cf. pl. XII, nos. 1-2). A third doublehorned clay erlrace object occurred outside the south wall of room 26
in the eastern quarter of this level. Large clay "Hut"-symbols for (one
with a hollow bell-shaped base) were present (cf. pl. Xl, no. 3). There
were some eighteen infant urn-burials scattered in various places in
this level; one adult burial was sunk into the wall between rooms 56
and 54, probably from a later level. A small cylindrical Clay object (S
cm in length).also oc- curred in level III; it is possibly phaihc (cf. ,pl.
XlX, no.2), though it shows no sign of circumcision"'66
The writer is much indebted to Dr. S Bokonyi, from the Hungariad
Na- tional Museum who has studied in Baghdad, during the Summer
1969. the animal bones found at Qalinj Agha during the third season
(Level III) among materials from other sites, and provided us with the
following pro-visional results:
Domestic goat
2
65

( ) cf. Cawra II.ground plan of level XlA and Xll.
( ) Cf. in this context the discussion by E.A Speiser, in The Annual of the 2
American Schools of Oriental Research, IX (1929) under the title". P. 49.
66
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Gazelle
1
Deer (probably fallow deer) 2
From the detailed Presentation of pottery.occurrences as well as
Other ob- Jects given in section ll below, it is clear that the main bulk
of material obtained from the three levels exca- vated during this
season is pottery, which is predominanatly Uruk in date. Plain but
were was by far the most common type of both red and grey were also
present. A few examples of plain, incised, and painted Ninevite V
wares occurred; and several painted Halaf and "Ubaid sherds, clearly
intrusive from deeper levels, were also found (cf. pl. XVII, nos. 1.4).
the most popular shape in the plain Uruk were is a globular cooking
pot with a flaring rim; it is generally brown in colour, shading into
dark- brown, or chocolate- brown. Sush pots were found in almost all
buildings in the three steata. Another prominent type in the plain buff
variety is a deep open pot with flaring sider and a flat base67; it is
either buff or reddish- buff in colour, and of coarse or semi- coarse
were, poorly fired. Next comes a small, or medium- sized, globular jar
with a ligh strarght ncck, and with a plam, ftarmg or a small, beaded,
rim; such jars oc- curred in buff or greenish- buff were, highly fired.
Large globular pots with either heavily mouldrd or channeled rims, in
highly- fired cream- buff were, were present. Shallow open plates with
curved bodies and, usually inverted be- velled rims, in reddish- buff or
greenish- buff weres, were fairly with straight or carinated sides,in
buff or grey wares, occurred Small or medium- sized hemispherical
bowls with plain or braded rims, in reddish- buff or greenish- buff
wares were found. Some handled fragments belonging most probably to medium- sized handled- cups68, occurred in buff ware. There
were several large spouted hemispherical pots69, in buff or greenishbuff wares: these usually occurred as infant urn- burials with a lid on
top. No traces of beveled rim "votive" bowls or spouted jars have, so
for, been found in the excavated part of this site. This may appear
type at Tepe Gawra should be noted. Weaving and spinning were attested by whorls and loom- weights. Clay spindle- whorls, both plain
and with incised sides, were present in large numbers (pl. XIV, nos. 13); they were equally numerous in all three layers Among the ground67

( ) Cf. Abu Al-Soof, Irag vol. XXIX, (1967) pl. XLVII, chart III. type7.
( ) lbid charl III, type 16.
69
( ) lbid. Chart III, type 20.
68
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stone industry were querns, mortars, mullers, pestles, celts, axes,
adzes, rubbers and polishers (cf. pl. XV, nos. 1-4). Though the majority of sling pellets were of clay, a few stone ones were also found (cf. pl.
XVI. Nos. 1-2). The flint industry in the up- per levels of Qalinj Agha
was rather poor; the few occurrences of this in- dustry consist mainly
of a number of sickle- blades (some still carrying bitu- men traces),
flakes, scrapers, cores, points and one elegantly shaped train- gular
arrow- head. Obsidian tools such as knife- blades, flakes, scrapers,
core- scrapers and borers were very popular (cf. pl. XVIII, nos. 1-3).
The bone in- dustry was represented only by a small number of awls
and a few spatulas.
Both human and animal clay figurines occurred in large number (pl.
XIII, nos, 1-2), but the majority were frag- mentary. Among the
animal figurines were calves, rams, dogs, and a leopard.
A stylized female or mother goddess type was prominent among the
human figurines. Clay gaming pieces were po- pular. Some stone stone
stamp- seals and one of shell, all button- like or roughly cir-cular in
shape, with slightly convex backs, were present; they were décor- ated
with either geometric or solar de- signs. A circular clay stamp- seal
impress- sion depicts two quadruprds (cf. pl. XX).
It will be seen from the preceding general description, and from the
de- tailed catalogue which follows. That in many respects the
excavations at Tell Qalinj Agha duplicate and confirm the results of
the pioneer excavation at Tepe Gawra more than thirty years ago. It is
fortunate, that our choice of the modern city of Erbil which
necessitated this emergency dig. Should have enabled us to extend the
frontiers of our knowledge of the Uruk culture still further into the
hillv regions of north- eastern Irsq. It is to be hoped that a fnrther
season, nroducing perhaps material not paral- leled at Gawra or
elsewhere. Will deen- en our understanding of this crucial per- iod,
which witnessed the birth of liter- ate urban civilization.
II. Occurrenccs of Pottery70 and other Objects
A. Level I (top level)
Room no 1
70

( ) In describing types, or shapes, of Uruk and Ninevite V potterv at Qalinj
Agha reference will be made always to chart III in Irag XXLX. 2 (1967) pl.
XLVII (to be found also in Sumer XX (1964) opposite p. 44); hereafter quotwd
as chart III.
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pottery
1. 3 greenish-buff rims from small hemispherical bowls with small
beaded rims; proto- Ninevite V ware.
2. A short cylindrical spout, brownish-buff, from a Iarge
hemispherical .spouted pot (typa.20- ehart IfI).
3. A body fragment; brownish-buff, with two wide bands of darkbrown paint.
Objects
1. 5 clay spindle-whorls.
2.2 ground-stone axes.
3.3 flint blades.
4.A large group of obsidian blades, knives ,and flakes.
Room no. 2
Pottery
1.2 rims from medium open bowls with curved bodies and inverted
rims (type 1'a chart III); reddish-buff.
2..A rim fragment from a large globu- lar pot, like those used in urnbur- ials (type l2 chart III); brownish- buff.
3.A rim fragment from a large glo- bular cooking pot with a flaring
rim: chocolate- brown.
4. A rim fragment from a large deep open pot with highly flaring sides
and a flat base (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff semicoarse ware.
5. A rim fragment from a medium glo- bular jar with a high straight
neck and a plain rim; reddish- buff ware.
6.4 Vitiified rims from large shallow open plates with curved bodies
and inverted rims.
7. One painted 'Ubaid, and one painted Halaf bodysherd.
Objects
1.5 flint sickle-blades with traces of bitumen still visible on them.
2.7 Obsidian flakes.
Open space to the east of Room no.
3:
Pottery
1. A short cylindrical spout, perhaps from a large hemisphericat
Spouted pot (type 20 chart-III); brownish- buff.
2. A rim sherd (type 7 char III) red- dish-buff semi-coarse ware.
3. 10 rims from medium globular jars with small flaring rims;
reddish-buff.
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4. A rim sherd from a small shallow bowl with a curved body; black
burnished ware.
5. One body sherd from a medium elongated jar with a horizontally
in- cised shoulder: buff ware.
6. 4 Painted 'Ubaid, and one painted Halaf bodysherd.
Objects
1. 2 clay spindle-whorls.
2:A small stone door socket.
3. 5 flint blades.
4.25 Obsidian flakes.
Room no. b
Pottery
1. One rim from a large globular coo- king pot with a flaring rim;
choco late-brown, smoky.
2.4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims (type 1b
chart III); buff ware.
- Objects
1.2 large obsidian cores
Room no.7
Pottery
1.2 rims (type 7 chart iii); reddish- buff, semi- coarse,
2. one rim from a small hemispherical bowl (type ic chart iii) with an
in- verted rim ; reddish –buff ware.
Objects
1. one elay spindle whorl.
2. a large obsidian core; one obsidian blade.
Room no. 8
Pottery
1.2 rims from small hemispherical bowl (type 1c chart III) will an inverted rim; reddish- buff were.
Objects
1. One clay spindie whorl.
2. A large obsidian core; one obsidian blade.
Room no. 8
Pottery
1.2 rims from small hemispherical bowls will plain rims; buff ware.
2. One bodysherd form a small hemis- pherical bowl; black highly
burn- nished ware.
Objects
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1.4 Obsidiian knives.
Room no. 124Pottery
1.A neck fragment form a medium globular jar with high straight
neck and a horizontally incised upper shoulder; greenish- buff were.
Objects
1. One bone spatula.
2. 2 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 13
Objects
1. One clay spindle whorl.
2. A flint scraper.
3.3 Obsidian knives.
B. Level II:
Room no. 1
Pottery
1.4 rims form medium globular pots with flaring; greenish- buff.
2.A rim sherd from a medium deep open bowl with high straight sides
and a plain rim; red- washed all over.
3. A erd- slipped and burnished rim fragment from a small deep bowl
with straight sides and a plain rim.
4.10 reddish- buff rims from small hrmispherical bowls.
5.3 reddish- buff rims from a large open bowl with inverted rim.
6.2 rims from small open shallow plates with inverted rims; reddishbuff.
7. A short cylindrical spout from a large hemispherical pot (type 20
chart III); buff.
8.A small saucer- like lid; buff.
9. A zoomorphic spout, in the shape of a ram with prominent horns;
buff highly fired ware. Perhaps from some kind of ritual vessel (cf, pl.
XVII, no. 2).
10.2 tiny bowls, crdely made made and poorly fired perhaps a child's
toy (cf. pl. XVII. No. 2).
11.2 tiny bowls, crudely made and poorly fired; perhaps also a child's
toys.
Objects
1.A small button- like clay stamp- seal impression, depicting a symbol
(cf. pl. XX).
2.5 clay spindle whorls, one of which is incised.
3.A small scated clay female figurine; highly fired.
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4.2 clay female flgurines; poorly fired.
5.8 clay animal figurines, also badly fired, among them equids and
rams.
6. A large clay eye- idol, damaged on top.
7.3 Obsidian blades
Room no. 2
Pottery
1.10 rims from globular pots; 5 of them belong to large cooking pots
with small ftaring rims; chocolate brown; 3 to medium cooking pots;
reddish- buff were; another has a short upward spout just below
band. Of dark- brown paint on its upper shoulder.
2. One rim from a small open bowl will a carinated body (type 3a
chart III); reddish- buff.
3.4 rims from small hemispherical bowls (type 1b chart III) with plain
rims; reddish- buff.
4. One rim fragment from a small open bowl with a little beaded rim
(type 37 chart III); the shoulder is covered with a black painted zigzag design; pamted Ninevite V ware.
5.2 rims and one base fragment (type 7 chart iii); ewddish- buff.
6. one painted halaf bodvsherd.
Objects
1. A broken clay female figurine.
2.2 clay spindle whorls.
3. A stone loom-weight.
2 4. small stone pounders.
5.23obsidian blades; 10 obsidian flakes.
12 6.12flint scrapers.
Room no.3
Pottery
1. A rim fragment from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neek and a plain rim ; greenish-buff.
Objects
1. A heavy crudely-made clay lid with a big conical knob.
2. one clay spindle whorl.
3.2 large stone querns,
4.11 obsidian knives; 9 flakes.
5. one flint blade.
Room no. 4
1. 2rims from medium globular hole-mouth pots; red-slipped
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And burn – ished.
1. 2 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims,
chocolate- brown.
2.3 rims from open shallow plates with curved bodies (type la chart
III); reddish- buff.
objeets
1. 8 obsidian knives; 7flakes,
2. one flint blade.
Room no.5
Pottery
1.20 rims from large and medium globular cooking pots with flaring
rims; varying in colour between red-dish- buff and chocolate- brown;
all were smoky.
2. 3 rims from medium globular iars with high straight necks and
plain rims; reddish-buff. Highly fired.
3.9 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and everted
rims; red-dish- buff.
4. one rims fragment from a deep cari – nated bowl with a nearlv
pointed base (tvpe 37 chart III); thin fine green – ish- buff ware; the
shoulder is co- vered with ducks swimming in water painted in black.
With a wide band of incion below (cf.pl.XVII,no.4).
5. one painted halaf bodvsherd.
Objects
1. one clas spindle whorl.
2. A large green- stone perforafed bead.
3.13 obsidian knives.
Room no.6
Pottery
1. one rim from a large globular cook- ing pot with a flaring rim;
reddish-buff, smoky.
2.2 rims from deep bowls with flat bases and plain rims; dark- brown.
3.2 rims from large from large shallow plates with curved bodies and
internally beveled rims; reddish- buff at Qalinj Agha in connection
with infant urn- burials; they were used as lids on top of such such
urns.
Objects
1. One flint sickle- blade; 2 flint scrap ers.
2. 3 Obsidian blades; 23 obsidian flakes.
Room no. 7
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Pottery
1. One rim fragment from a medium globular jar with flaring rim;
buff ware; there are some traces of two brown painted bands running
round its upper shoulder.
2. One rim from a small carinated bowl (type 3a chaet III) with a
plain rim and a rounded hase; buff ware.
3.2 short evlindrical spouts belongins annarently to large
homisnherical pots (type 20 chart III); buff ware.
Objects
1. One large double- horned clay obiect.
2. A broken bone spatula.
3. A broken basalt axe.
4. One flint knife.
5. 2 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 8
Pottery
1. An almost complete medium globu- far jar with a short neck and a
slightly flarirg rin (cf. pl. XVII, no. 2); buff ware.
2. One rim from a large globular cook- ing pot with a flaring rim;
chocolate brown.
3.2 short cylindrical spouts.
4.2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with tiny beaded rims; green
ish- buff; plain Ninevite V ware.
5.A base fragmant (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff semi- coarse ware.
Objects
1.3 clay spindle- whorls.
2. A small stone pounder.
3. One flint blade.
4. 4 Obsidian Knives.
Room no. 9
Pottery
1. One rim from a medium globular cooking pot with a flaring rim;
red- dish- buff; smoky.
2. One rim from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded rim;
red- dis- buff.
3. One rim from a large hemispherical pot; reddish- buff.
4.3 rims from large open shallow plates with curved bodies and
beaded rims; reddish- buff.
Objects
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1.2 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 10
Pottery
1. One rim from a large hemispherical spouted pot (type 20 chart III)
with a beaded rim; greenish- buff, highly fired.
2. One rim (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse ware.
Objects
1.A small spiral- shaped clay object (4 cm. in height).
Room no. 12
Pottery
1. One rim from a small hemispherical bowl (type 1b chart III) with
plain rim, red- slipped and burnished.
2.2 rims from deep carinated bowls with rounded base (type 3b chart
III) and plain rims; grey burnished ware.
3.2 rims form small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims; thin
finr greenish- buff; proto- Ninevite V ware.
4.2 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with small beaded rims;
red- dish- buff.
5.2 rims form small hemispherical bowls with plain rism; brownishbuff.
6.9 rims form large and medium glo- bular cooking pots with small
flar- ing rims; chocolatr- brown.
7.2 rims from medium globular jars with short straight necks and
flaring rims; greenish- buff.
8.2 rims from large open shallow plates with internally beveled rims
and curved bodies; reddish- buff.
9.12 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse ware.
10. One painted 'Ubaid and one Halaf bodysherd.
Objects
1. A fragment from a small black stone jar with a little flaring rim.
2. Upper part of a large clay eye- idol.
3. A single clay horn, perhaps broken off a clay calf's head.
4.6 clay spindle whorls; one is incised.
5.3 fragmentary anomal figrines.
6.3 clay stamp- seal impressions dep- icting mainly quadrupeds.
7.A highly fired clay bent nail (cf. pl. XVII. no.4).
8.2 small stone pounders.
9. A small stone celt.
10.4 flint blades.
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11.40 small obsidian blades; 65 obsid- ian flakes.
Room no. 13
Pottery
1. One rim from a medium globular jar with a short short straight
neek and a sharply flaring rim; buff ware.
Objects
1. One clay spindle- whorl.
2. A large stone saddle quern.
3. 5 Obsidian Knives.
Room no. 14
1. One bodysherd from a small gloluhr pot; red- slipped and
burnished.
2.5 rims from medium globular cook- ing pots with flaring rims;
chocolate- brown.
3.4 rims from large open shallow plates with curved bodies and internally beveled rims; rebuff.
4. One rim- sherd from a medium glo- bular jar with a high straight
neck and a flaring rim; buff waer.
5.3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; greenishbuff.
6. One rim- sherd (type 7 ghart III); reddish- buff; semi- coarse ware.
7. One rim- sherd from a small hemis- pherical bowl with a little
beaded rim; greenish- buff. Proto- Ninvite V ware.
8.2 painted Halaf bodysherds.
Objects
1. Onr flint sickle- blade.
2. 16 Obsidian knives; 7large obsidian flakes.
Room no. 15
Pottery
1. One rim- sherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and
an in- ternlly beveled rim; reddish- buff.
2. One rim- sherd from a small hemis- pherical bowl with a little
beaded rim; reddish- buff.
Objects
1.A fragmentary clay animal figurine of an unidentified species.
2. One flint sickle- blade.
3.12 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 16
Pottery
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1.4 rim fragments from large globular cooking pots with flarmg rims;
chocolate- brown.
2. one rims- sherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and
an in- ternally beveled rim; reddish- buff.
3. 2 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse ware.
Objects
1. A large, broken , clay-idol.
2. An incomplete clay animal figurine, perhaps a rims.
3. A clay horn.
4. A large clay ladle (pl. XVII,no. 2; also cf. type 29 chart III); buff.
5.A small disc- like perforatcd perhaps used as a loom- weight or as a
spindle- whorl.
6. A perforated stone loom- weight.
7. 2 clay spindle- whorls.
8. A small basalt axe.
9. A small ground-stone axe.
10. 10 obsidian knives.
Room no. 19
Pottery
1. 3 rims from medium globular hole-mouthed pots; red- slipped,
burnished ware.
2. one rim- sherd from a small carina- ted bowl (type 3a chart III)
with a rounded base; grey globular ware.
3.14 rims from large globuter cook- ing poes with naring rims;
enocorale- brown.
4. 9 rims from medlum globular jars with high straight necks and
beaded rims; reddish- buff.
5. 4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; brownishbuff.
6. 10 rims from mediun shallow open plates with cureved bodies and
inter- nally beveled rims; reddish- buff.
7. 12 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi-coares ware.
8. A short cylindrical spout (type 20 chart III); reddish- buff.
9. 7 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims; fine
greenish- buff, proto- ninevite V ware.
10. 3 painted "ubid rim- shesds.
Objects
1. 13 clay spindle-whorls; 4 of them are incised.
2. A small baslt axe with a waisted body.
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3. A small marble object with conical body; perhaps a gaming piece.
4.2 small stone loom- weights.
5.A small white- stone perlorated bead.
6.2 grcund- stonr celts.
7.A g ound- stone celts.
8. An elongated small stone object with two grooves at each end.
9. One flint sickle- blade; 8 flint knives.
10.35 Obsidian blades; 32 flakes; 3 large obsidian cores.
Room no. 20
Pottery
1. One rim- shred from a small globu- lar hole- mouthed pot; redslipprd and burnished.
2.2 bodysherds from large globular cooking pots; cocotate.
3. One rim- sherd from a sman giobular jar with a high straight neek
and a naring rim; brownisn- buff.
4.2 run- sherrds from shallow open plates with curved bodies and
inter- nally beveled rnms; reddish- buff.
Objects
1. One flint sickle- blade.
2. One clay spindle- whorl.
3.2 obsrdran blades.
Room no. 21
Pottery
1.4 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate- brown.
2.2 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and flaring rims; greenish- buff.
3. One rim- sherd from a small pherical bowl with a little beaded rim;
reddish- buff.
4. One rim- sherd from a medium shal- low open plate with a cueved
body and an internally beveled rim; rwd- dish- buff.
5. One base fragmrnt (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff.
Objects
1.A small ground- stone pounder.
2.A small ground- stone celt.
3.A small basalt mortar.
4.A gorund- stone door- socket.
5. One flint sikle- blade.
6.5 Obsidian Knives; 2 obsidian flakes.
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The following pottery and objects were found in the western part of
level II where no architectural remains sur- vived;
Pottery
1. One eim fragment from a large double- mouthed globular jar (cf.
type 25 chart III); greenish- buff.
2.19 rims from largr and medium glo- bular cooking pots with flarinh
rims; the majority are in chocolate- brown ware; some are redslipped and burn- ished.
3.4 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and haring rims; greenish- buff.
4.A short cylimdrical spout; red- slip- ped.
5.10 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
6.9 rims from medium open shallow plates with curved bodies and internally beveled rims; reddish- buff.
7.2 paibted Halaf rim- sherds from open shallow "cream- bowls"; the
main ornament is a bucranium de- sign confined to the outside of the
bowls.
Objects
1. Several oyoid clay sling- pellets.
2. A highly fired clay pounder.
3. A clay animal frgurine.
4.2 highly stylized clay female figr- ine.
5.A small baselt axe.
6.A small ground- stone pounder.
7. gruna- stone querns.
8.A large stone loom- weight.
9.A rim- sherd from a small green stone bowl.
10.2 flint sickle- blades.
11.8 Obsidian knives.
C. Leve III:
Room no. 1
Pottery
1.2 bodyserds from small globular pots with flaring rims; red- slipped
and burnised.
2.2 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate- brown.
3. One rim- sherd from a small hemi spherical bowl with an internally
be- velled rim; reddish- buff.
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4. One rim- sherd from a small shallow open plate with a curved body
and an internally beveled rim; reddish- buff There are traces of red
paint on the interior.
Objects
1.A broken ground- stone axe.
2.3 Obsidian scrapers.
Room no. 2
Pottery
1.2 rims from a medium globular hole- mouthed jar; red- shpped and
burnished.
2.A fragmentary medium globular co- oking pot with a flaring rin and
a short tubular spout placed high on the shoulder; chocolate- brown.
3.3 bodysherds from a large globular cooking pot with a flaring rim;
cho- collate- brown ware.
4. Onr rim- sherd from a medium glo- bular jar with a short straight
neck and a flaring rim; greenish- buff.
5.3 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse ware.
Objects
Room no. 3
Pottery
1.12 rims from large globular cook- ing pots with flaring rims; chocolate- brown, smoky.
2.2 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and flaring rims; greenish- buff.
3. One rim- sherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and
an internally beveled rim; reddish- buff.
4. One rim- sherd from a small saucer with a curved body; reddishbuff.
5.2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
green- ish- buff, proto-Ninevite V were.
Objects
1.3 fragmentary female figurines.
2.A small clay animal figurine.
3.2 clay conical gaming- pieces.
4.A small circular stone stamp- seal, depicting a solar symbol.
5.4 flint blades.
6.A small obsidian nail, perhaps used as a hair separator; 18 obsidian
scrapers.
Room no. 4
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Pottery
1.7 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims, chocolatebrown
2.2 eims from small hrmispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
3.2 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse.
4.5 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
greenish- buff, highly fired, proto Ni nevite V were.
Objects
1.2 Obsidian blades; one obsidian scraper.
Room no. 5
Pottery
1.8 rims from large and medium glo- bular cooking pots with
chocolate-brown, smoky.
2.5 rims from medium globular jars with high straight neeks and
plain rims: greenish-buff.
3. One rim-sherd from a small deep open bowl with steaight sldes and
plain rim; black; highly burnished ware.
4. 9 rims and one base fragment from small hcnrispherica bowls were.
Behnam abu al-soof);
6. 10 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
7. 6 rims from deep open small bowls with straight sides and slightly
rounded bases; reddish-buff, highly fired.
8. 4 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish – buff.
9. 7 rims (type 7chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse ware.
Objects
1. an incomplete clay female figurine.
2. a clay gaming – piece.
3. a large incomplete clay rains head.
4. 15 small shell beads.
5. 2 small stone adzes.
6. a broken stone quern.
7. 4 flint knives.
8. 4 obsidian blades; 8 scraper; 3 points.
Room no. 20
Pottery
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1. one rimsherd from a small deep open bowl with a curved base and a
plain rim; grey burnished ware.
2. 8 rims from large and medium cook- king pots with flaring rims;
choco-late-brown.
3. 3rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
flaring rims; reddish – buff.
4. 4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims; reddish- buff.
5. 9 rims ( type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi- coarse ware.
6. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
7. 2 rims from large ovoid jars with double rims; reddish-buff. Highly
fired.
8. one painted ninevite Vrim frag-ment from, perhaps, a small stemmed chalice. The painted design consists of a row of six brids with
long necks perched on the back of a bull-like animal; the colour of the
paint is dark-brown and it is added thickly to the upper part of vessel.
9. one rimsherd from a small hemis-pherical bowl ith a little beaded
rim; greenish-buff, highly fired, proto-ninevite V ware.
10. 5 painted 'ubaid bodysherds'.
Objects
1. An incomplete clay female figurine.
2. A clay horn.
3. One clay spindle-whorl.
4. An incomplete stone quern.
5. A small basalt axe.
6. A stone door-socket.
7. One flint sickle-blade.
8. 8 obsidian blades; 2 scrapers.

Lane no. 21
Pottery
1. 30 rims from large and medium globular cooking pots with flaring
rims; chocolate-brown.
2. 28 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
plain rims; varying in ware from reddish-buff.
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3. 32 rims from small and medium globular pots with flaring rims;
reddish-buff.
4. 28 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
5. 91 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff. Semi- coarse ware.
6. 32 rims from small hemispherical bowls with different types of
rims; plain. Everted or beaded; reddish-buff or greenish-buff.
7. One rimsherd form a large shallow open dish with a flat base and
short straight sides; red-washed.
8. One handled fragment, probably froin a handled-cup (cf. type 16
chart III); reddish-buff.
9. A short cylindrical spout; reddish-buff.
10. One rimsherd form a large double-mouthed globular jar (type 25
chart
III), with a short straight neck and a plain rim; greenish-buff, highly
fired.
11. there are some 10 rim and body fragments with incised and
stamped decoration, mainly belonging to small carinated, or
hemispherical, bowls71; greenish-buff, highly fired.
12. 2 painted ' Ubaid, and one painted halaf body fragments.
13. Ahandle from a large ladle (type 29 chart III).
Objects
1. An incomplete small alabaster plate.
2. A large incomplete clay eye-idol.
3. 3 fragmentary female figurines.
4. 4 fragmentary animal figurines.
5. A small clay pounder (7 cm. in length); highly fired. D
6. 3 clay spindle-whorls; one is incised.
7. A circular clay stamp seal impression depicting quadrupeds (cf. pl.
xx).
8. 2 broken stone adzes.
9. one rubbing stone.
10. A large stone axe.
11. 4 stone querns.
12. one stone loom- weight.
13. a small stone pounder (8.5cm. in length).
( ( for such decorated sherds, cf, Gawra II, pl, LXXIX. A-d, and pl, LXXX, a; in
Gawre XLA, XI-IX.
71
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14. 30 obsidian blades; 9 scrapers; 12 large obsidian- cores.
15. 7 flint sickle-blades; 11flint knives; 7flint scrapers; 3 flint cores.
16. A small stone cube (4cm. square).
17. 4 large bitumen lumps.
Room no. 23
Pottery
1. 4 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2.14 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse ware.
3. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
bevelled rims.
4. 7 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
5. 3 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
small beaded rims; greenish-buff, highly fired.
6. one rimsherd from a large globulr pot with a wide open mouth and
a double rim; reddish-buff, highly fired.the channel formed by this
rim is pierced with a small hole.
7. one rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a plain rim;
black highly burnished ware.
8. one rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim; greenish-buff, highly fired, plain ninevite Vware.
Objects
1. An incised clay spindle- whorl.
2. A rubbing stone.
3. A small stone ball; perhaps a sling pellet.
4. one flint sickle blade with some traces of bitumen; 3 flaint knives.
5. 6 obsidian blades; one lunate obsidian scraper; 40 obsidian flakes.
Room no. 24
Pottery
1. 11 rims from small and medium globular jars with flaring and
folded rims; reddish-buff.
2. 12 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
3. 4 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
4. 2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
greenish buff, plain Ninevite V ware.
Objects
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1- A little black stone hemispherical bowl with a small beaded rim (3.5
cm. Rim diameter).
2. A small circular stone stamp seal (2.5 cm. in diameter) depicting a
solar symbol (cf, pl .XX).
3. A stone door- socket.
4. A small basalt axe.
5. 3 short stone pounders.
6. One rubbing stone.
7.2 stone sling- pellets.
8. One flint sickle- blade.
9. 23 Obsidian blades; 4 scrapers.
Room no. 25
Pottery
1. 13 rims from large and medium glo- bular cooking pots with flaring
rims; chocolate- brown.
2.3 rims form small globular pots with flaring rims; greenish- buff.
3. One rimsherd form a medium glo- bular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim; greenish- buff.
4. One rmsherd from a large globular pot with a wide open mouth and
a double rim; reddish- buff.
5.4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; greenishbuff, highly fired, plain Ninevite V ware.
6. 15 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- huff.
7.4 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish- buff.
8.2 painted "Ubaid rimsherds".
Objects
1.2 clay gaming- pieces.
2. A small stone celt.
3. One snail- shell.
4. 2 flint blades; 4flint flakes.
5.3 Obsidian knives; 5 scrapers.
Room no. 26
Pottery
1.3 rims from medium globular jars with flaring rims; greenish- buff.
2. One bodysherd from a small globular pot; red- slipped and
burnished.
3. One rimsherd from a small hemis pherical bowl with a little beaded
rim; brownish- buff.
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4. One painted "Ubaid bodysherd".
Objects
1.2 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 27
Pottery
1.3 rims form large globular cooking pots with flaring rims; reddishbuff.
Objects
1.10 Obsidian knives; 2 obsidian sera- pers; 3 obsidian flakes.
Room no. 28
Pottery
1.8 rims form large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate- brown.
2. One rimsherd from a laege globular hole- mouthed pot; reddishbuff.
3.2 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
small beaded rims; greenish- buff.
4.17 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse.
5.6 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and intenally
beveled rims; reddish- buff.
6. One body fragment from a tall co- lander72; reddish- bull (cf,
pl.XVII, no. 3).
7.5 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims; reddish- buff.
8- One painted Ninevite V rimsherd from a small carinated bowl with
a plain rim.
9. One painted "Ubaid bodysherd".
Objects
1. A broken one- eyed clay "Hut- sym- bol"73
2. One intact, and 10 fragmentary clay female figurines.
3. One incised clay spindle- whorl.
4. A thin fan- Shaped rubbing stone.
5. 3 stone pounders.
6. A small pebble cube (3.5 cm. square).
7. One stone sling- pellet.
8. One flint sickle- blade; 2 scrapers.
72

( ) For a similar example cf. Gawra II, pl. GXLIII, no. 360(from level XLA).
73
( ) For a similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXXVI, a no. 6.
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9. 21Obsidian Knives, 8 scrapers; 3 points.
Room no 29
Pottery
1.11 rims form large and medium globular cooing pots with flaring
rims; chocolate- brown.
2.3 rims form medium globular jars with high straight necks and flaring rims; greenish- buff.
3.9 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
4.10 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff, semi- coarse ware.
5.2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and interally
beveled rims; greenish- buff.
6. A rim fragment from a small carin- ated bowl with excised
decoration consisting of a band of triangles74
Objects
1.A fragmentary clay female figurine.
2.A clay horn.
3.A clay gaming- piece.
4.A clay loom- weight.
5.A broken bone spatula (7 cm. in length).
6.2 flint knives.
7.2 Obsidian flakes.
Room no.30
Pottery
1. One rimsherd from a large open shallow plate with a curved body
and an internally beveled rim; greenish- buff, highly fired.
2. One rimsherd (type 7 chart III); reddish- buff.
Objects
1.2 clay animal figurines; a dog and a ram.
2. An incised spindle- whorl.
3.5 Obsidian Knives.
Room no. 31
Pottery
1.9 rims from large and medium glo- bular cooking pots with flaring
rims; chocolate- brown.
2.5 rims from small and medium glo- bular jars with high straight
necks and flaring rims; reddish- buff.
74

( ) cf. ibid. pl LXXlX, b. no. 7.
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3. One rim fragment, with a short cy- lindral spout, from a large
hemis- pherical pot (type 20 chart III); red- ish- buff.
4. One rimsherd from a large globular storage jar with a flaring rim;
its in- terior coated with a thick layer of bitumen.
5.4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with beaded rims; reddishbuff.
6.5 rims from small deep open bowls with high straight sides, rounded
bottoms and plain rims; reddish- buff.
7. 10 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-course ware.
8. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; riddish-buff.
9. An incised rimsherd from a small deep bowl with plain rim;
greenish-buff.
10. 2 bodysherds decorated with an incised palm-tree design.
11. one painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. A fragmentary clay eye-idol.
2. A small alabaster saucer.
3. A large stone axe (15 cm. in length).
4. A broken basalt axe.
5. 2 clay gaming-pieces.
6. One flint sickle-blade.
7. 15 Obsidian blades; 15 obsidian scrapers.
Room no. 32
Pottery
1. 6 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate- brown.
2. One rim fragment from a large ovoid pot with a wide open mouth
and a double rim (cf. type 28 chart III); reddish –buff.
3. 5 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
plain rims; reddish-buff.
4. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims. Reddishbuff.
5. 2 rims from small deep open bowls with high straight sides and
plain rims: chocolate-brown.
6. 10 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff. Semi-coarse.
7. One rimsherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and an
internally beveled rim: reddish- buff.
8. One painted 'Ubaid rimsherd.
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Objects
1. 2 clay spindle-whorls.
2. One clay gaming – piece.
3. One flint blade; 3 scrapers.
4. 14 obsidian blades; one flake.
Room no. 33
Pottery
1. 10 rims from large and medium globular cooking pots with flaring
sides; chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and a slightly flaring rim; chocolate-brown.
3. One body fragment from a small jar with a sharply carinated body;
greenish-buff.
4. A large cylindrical spout.
5. one rimsherd from a large hemispherical bowl with a slightly
inverted rim; greenish-buff.
6. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse.
7. One rimsherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and an
internally beveled rim; grey burnished ware.
8. One painted 'Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. One clay animal figurine, perhaps a ram.
2. One clay spindle-whorl.
3. 4 flint flakes: one blade.
4. 15 Obsidian blades.
Pottery
1. 3 rims form medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims:
reddish-buff. Smoky.
2. 2 rims from medium globular iars with high straight necks and
folded rims: greenish –buff.
3. One rimsherd from a small hemi spherical bowl with an inverted
rim, fine reddish-buff ware.
4. One rimsherd from a medium carinated bowl with a rounded base
and a plain rim; reddish-buff.
5. 2 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
7. 2 painted 'Ubaid bodysherds; one painted Halaf rim fragment.
Objects
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1. One clay animal figurine, probably a leopard.
2. A rubbing stone.
3. 2 stone pounders.
4. One stone loom-weight.
5. One flint blade.
6. 3 obsidian knives; 4 blades.
Room no. 35
Pottery
1. 7 rims form large and medium globular cooking pots with flaring
rims: chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and flaring rim; reddish-buff.
3. One rimsherd from a small globular hole-mouthed pot; reddishbuff.
4. 5 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
5. One bodysherd from a small carinaated bowl with an incised
shoulder; fine greenish-buff ware.
6. 9 rims (type 7 chart III); reddishbuff.
7. 6 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
8. One painted 'Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. A clay gaming-piece.
2. One clay spindle-whorl.
3. A small dise-shaped perforated potsherd used. Perhaps, as a spindle
whorl.
4. A little stone vessel.
5. A rubbing stone.
6. One flint blade.
7. 14 obsidian knives; 2 flakes.
Room no. 36
Pottery
1. 4 rims form large globular jars with flaring rims: reddish-buff.
2. 6 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff. 3. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddishbuff.
Objects
1. One flint core.
2. 3 Obsidian knives.
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Pottery
1. 3 rims form large globular cooking pots with flaring rims:
chocolate-brown.
2. One bodysherd from a large globular storage jar with a flaring rim;
its interior thickly coated with bitumen.
3. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and plain rim; reddish-buff.
4. 5 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
5. 2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims; fine
buff ware.
6. One rimshered from an open shallow plate with a curved body and
an internally beveled rim; greenish-buff.
7. One bodysherd from a small globular pot; red-slipped and
burnished.
Objects
1. A clay gaming-piece (4 cm. in length).
2. 2 flint sickle- blade.
3. 6 obsidian knives.
Room no. 38
Pottery
1. 7 rims form medium globular storage jars, coated on the inside with
a thick layer of bitumen; reddish-buff.
2. 3 rims from medium globular pots pith flaring rims; red-slipped
and burnished.
3. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and flaring rim; reddish-buff.
4. One rimsherd from a large globular pot with a wide open mouth
and a double rim; reddish-buff.
5. 14 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish-buff.
6. 6 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse.
7. 13 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One clay ovoid sling-pellet.
2.. A small stone elt.
3. 4 flint blade.
4. 4 obsidian blades; 2 scrapers.
Lane no. 39
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Pottery
1. 2 rims form medium globular pots with flaring rims, red-slipped
and burnished ware.
2. One rimsherd from a medium deep open bowl with high straight
sides; grey burnished ware.
3. 6 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring
rims;chocolate-brown.
4. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbrown.
5. 6 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
7. A short cylindrical spout.
8. 2 painted 'Ubaid bodysherds.
9. One Halaf body-fragment painted with a cable design.
Objects
1. An incised clay spindle-whorl.
2. A stone pestle (18 cm. in length).
3. One rubbing stone.
4. One flint sickle-blade; 5 flakes.
5. 10 Obsidian knives; one scraper.
Room no. 40
Pottery
1. 8 rims form large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
greenish-buff..
3. A short cylindrical spout.
4. One rims fragment (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2.. An ovoid clay sling-pellet.
3. A fragmentary clay animal fkgurine.
4. One flint sickle-blade.
Room no. 41
Pottery
1. 3 rims form medium globular jars with flaring rims; reddish-buff.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a slightly flaring rim; red-washed all over.
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3. One bodeysherd from a large globular pot; red-slipped and
burnished ware.
4. A short cylindrical spout; reddish-buff.
5. One rimsherd from a medium globular hole-mouthed pot; reddishbuff; the upper body is covered with a reddish cross-hatched, painted
design.
6. 24 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse ware.
7. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
8. 3 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish-buff.
9. 2 painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. A small disc-shaped perforated potsherd, perhaps used as a spindle
whorl.
2. A large stone pestle.
3. A rubbing stone.
4. A large black stone ball.
5. 7 flint flakes.
6. 5 Obsidian scrapers.
Room no. 43
Pottery
1. One rimsherd form a large ovoid pot with a wide open mouth and a
double rims; buff.
2. 2 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
3. 4 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with slightly beaded
rims; reddish-buff.
4. 4 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with slightly beaded
rims; reddish-buff.
5. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse.
6. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
Objects
1. An incomplete alabaster hemispherical bowl.
2. A broken bone awl.
3. One flint blade.
4. 5 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 44
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Pottery
1. 4 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
choclolate-brown.
2. 2 rims from large heavy globular storage jars with flaring rims;
reddish-buff.
3. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; greenishbuff.
4. One rim fragment from a deep open pot with flaring sides and a flat
base; reddish-buff, semi-coarse (type 7 chart III).
5. 8 rims form shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One stone axe.
2. One flint sickle-blade.
Room no. 45
Pottery
1. 5 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
choclolate-brown.
2. 4 rims from large globular jars with high straight necks and slightly
flaring rims; reddish-buff.
3. One rimsherd from a medium hemispherical bowl; red-slipped and
burnished.
4. One rimsherd (type 7 chart III).
5. 3 rims form open shallow plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
6. One painted Ninevite V rimsherd from a small deep cup.
7. 5 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
greenish-buff, plain Ninevite V ware.
8. One bodysherd decorated with cormbed incisions; buff.
9. one painted 'Ubaid rimsberd.
Objects
1. A small stone cube (c. 4 cm. square).
2. A stone pounder.
3. A rubbing stone.
4. One flint sickle-blade.
5. 2 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 46
Pottery
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1. 3 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
choclolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim; reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One Obsidian blade.
Room no. 47
Pottery
1. A loop handle from a medium handled-cup (cf. type 16 chart III);
buff.
2. 2 rims from large heavy globular storage jars with wide open
mouths and heavy flaring rims; reddish-buff.
3. 2 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
4. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a slightly flaring rim; greenish-buff.
5. 2 rims .(type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. One rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim. Reddish-buff.
7. One painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. An incised clay spindle-whorl.
2. 2 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 48
Pottery
1. 2 rims from large heavy globular pots with wide open mouths and
double rims; reddish-buff.
2. 6 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown
3. 3 rims from medium globular pots with folded rims; greenish-buff.
4. 2 rims from medium globular jars with a high rims; reddish-buff.
5. One rimsherd from a large globular pot with a flaring rim; redslipped and burnished.
6. 4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish-buff.
7. One rimsherd from a small deep cup with high straight sides and a
plain rim; reddish-buff.
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8. 2 bodysherds from a small carinated bowl with incised decoration75;
greenish-buff.
9. One painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2. A large basalt quern.
3. A stone loom-weight.
4. A black stone celt.
5. 2 large stone balls.
6. One flint sickle-blade; 3 knives.
7. 8 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 49
Pottery
1. 3 bodysherds from a large globular storage jar; reddish-buff.
2. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and a small beaded rim; greenish-buff.
3. 2 rims from deep open pots with flaring sides and flat bases;
reddish-buff.
4. One rimsherd from a small hemis-pherical bowl with a slightly
inverted rim; chocolate-brown.
5. 4 bodysherds from a small hemis-pherical bowl with a little beaded
rim; greenish-buff; proto-Ninevite V ware.
Room no. 50
Pottery
1. 2 rims froum medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 4 rims from small globular jars with high straight necks and small
beaded rims; greenish-buff.
3. One bodysherd from a small globular hole-mouthed pot; redslipped and burnished.
4. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
redish-buff.
5. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 5 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
7. A rimsherd, reddish-buff, decorated with three incised circles with
crosses inside, from a medium deep open bowl with a high wall.
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For similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXIX. b. nos. 1-2 (in Gawra XI).
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8. 3 painted 'Ubaid bodysherds.
Objects
1. A small basalt axe.
2. A rubbing stone.
3. 2 flint blades.
4. One obsidian blade.
Room no. 51
Pottery
1. 5 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 4 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
small beaded rims; reddish-buff.
3. 6 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; raddish-buff.
4. 3 rims (type 7 chart III): reddish-buff.
Object
1. A small rectangular flint arrow head (3.7 cm. in length; cf. pl.
XVIII, no. 3).
2. 7 flint sickle-blades with bitumen traces; a flint borer and one
scraper.
3. 6 Obsidian blades.
4. A small black stone celt.
Room no. 52.
Pottery
1. One rimsherd from a large globular cooking pot with flaring rim;
chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim; reddish-buff.
3. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
Objects
1. A broken small grey stone celt.
2. 2 flint flakes.
Room no. 53.
Pottery
1. 4. rims from large globular cooking Pots with ffaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
3. One rimsherd from a small open plate with a curved body and an
internally beveled rim; red-slipped and burnished.
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Objects:
1. One obsidian blade; one flacke.
Room no. 54
Pottery
1. 24 rims from globular cooking pots of various sizes. All with flaring
rims; chocolate-brown.
2. 2 rims from large ovoid pots with wide open mouths and double
rims; reddish-buff.
3. One rimfragment from a large double-mouthed globular jar (type
25 chart III); reddish-buff.
4. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and a slightly flaring rim; greenish-buff.
5. 18 rims from small hemispherical bowls mainly with inverted rims,
but little beaded rims are also present; reddish-buff.
6. 15 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
7. 4 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
8. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a flaring rim,
greenish-buff with bubbled surface.
9. One fine red-slipped and burnished base fragment from perhaps a
small globular pot.
10. One bodysherd with incised decoration consisting of two circles
with crosses inside and one plan tree, from perhaps a small open bowl
with straight sides; reddish-buff.
11. One painted Halaf bodysherd.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2. A small stone pestle (10 cm. in length).
3. One ovoid clay sling-pellet.
4. One flint sickle-blade with bitumen traces; 2 flakes.
5. 2 Obsidian blades; 2 flakes.
Room no. 55
Pottery
1. One rimsherd from a small globular cooking pot with a flaring rim;
chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a small globular cooking pot with a high
straight neck and a little over-hanging rim; greenish-buff.
3. 5 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, and flat bases.
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Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2. A small stone cube (c. 5 cm. square).
3. A rubbing stone.
4. One flint sickle-blade; one flint borer; 2 flakes.
5. 4 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 56
Pottery
1. One red-washed body fragment from a small globular pot with
flaring rim; chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular cooking pot with flaring
rim; chocolate-brown.
3. 4 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
flaring rims; reddish-buff.
4. A short cylindrical spout; buff.
5. 3 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
7. One rin fragment from a small shallow dish with a wide flat base
and low heavy sides, reddish – buff, foft coarse ware.
8. One rimsherd from medium hemispherical bowl with a plain rim,
pot with a plain rim greenish highly fired.
9. one rimsherd from a small globular pot with a little rim, greenish –
buff.
10. one painted Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. 2flint sickle – blades.
2. One obsidian knife.
Room no. 57
Pottery
1. 7 rims from medium globular chiking pots with flaring rims,
chocolat- brown.
2. One rimsherd from a large ovoid pot with a wide poen mouth and
double rim, reddish – buff.
3. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim, buff.
4. 3rims from deep open pots with flaring sides and flat bases, reddish
– buff.
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5. 3 rims from shallow open plates withcurved bodies and internally
bevelled rim, reddish – buff.
6. One rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim, grey burnished ware.
7. A body fragment from a small carinted bowl decorated with incised
design placed above the carination and consisting of horizontal and
vertical grooves together with stamped circles enclosing solar symbols.
8. One painted and incised Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. 3 flint flaces
2. One obsidian knife.
Room no. 58
Pottery
1. 2 rims from medium globular jaia with double rims, reddish – buff.
2. 7rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims,
chocolate- brown.
3. 3rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
plain rims, reddish – buff.
4. 9 rims (type 7 chart III), reddish buff.
5. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims, reddish – buff.
6. 10 rims from small and medium hemispherical bowls with plain
rims, reddish – buff.
Objects
1. A clay stopper – like plug760 (cf. pl. XVI. No. 1).
2. 2 clay spindle –whorls.
3. A stone loom -weight.
4. 2 stone door – sockets.
5. A rubbing stone.
6. 2 broken ground – stone querns.
7. A flint core.
8. 3 obsidian blades.
Room no. 59
Pottery
1. One bodysherd from a large globular cooning pot, chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and flaring rim, buff, highly fired ware.
76

for a similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXXIII, e.
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3. One painted Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. 2 clay spindle – whorls.
2. One fint sickle-blade; a flint core.
3. A broken ground – stone quern.
Room no. 60
Pottery
1. 3 rims from large heavy globular storage jars with wide open
mouths and ledged rims; buff.
2. 4rims from large. Globular cooking pots wigh flaring rims,
chocolate-prown.
3. 3 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
4. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish – buff.
5. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim; reddish – buff.
6. One rim fragment from a small hemispherical bowl with a little
beaded rim; buff.
Objects
1. A rubbing stone.
2. 2flint ffakes.
3. One obsidian blade.
D. Occurrences in the Platform:
Excavations at various points in the platform which occupied a large
part of the western slope of the mound brought to light some potterv
and other objects belonging in level III proper.
Pottery
1. 12 rims from globular cooking pots; of various sizes. With flaring
rims chocolate-brown.
2. One red-slipped. Burnished rimsherd from a medium globular
hole-mouthed pot.
3. One grey burnished rimsherd from a small shallow plate with a
curved base, low straight sides and a plain rim.
4. 20 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
5. 10 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
6. 9rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish – buff.
7. One bodysherd from a small sharply carinated bowl; reddish –puff.
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8. A short eylindrical spout.
9. 3painted Ubaid bodysherds.
Objects
1. A large clay eye-idol with a hollow, bell-shaped base, reddish clay;
one eye is missing.
2. Another large clay eye-idol (17 crn. In length) one eye of which was
also lost in antiquity. Both specimens were found outside room 59, a
little to the north of it western wall. A fine painted Ninevite V
bodysherd, perhaps from a stemmed painted chalice. Came from the
same location.
3. A small cylindrical clay object with a square base. Altogether 8 cm.
in length, perhaps a phallic object (cf. pl. XIX. No 2).
4. 5 clay spindle – whorls.
5. A short clay horn.
6. A small button-like shell stamp seal with a geometries design77 (cf.
pl. XX).
7. 2 flint sickle-blades.
8. 4 obsidian flakes.
III. ONOTES ON THE ILLUSTRA- TONS
PL. I contour map of Qalinj Agha showing the excavations of the
three sesons (1966-1968).
PL. II
Ground plan of level I (top level).
PL.III
Ground plan of level II
PL.IV
Ground plan of level III
PL. V
Ground plan of the eastern temple.
PL.VI
Ground plan of the western temple.
PL. VLL
Section A-B (north-south) facing west.
PL.VLLL
Fig. I: View from the west showing architectural remains of level I.
Fig. 2: View from the west showing he stratigraphic sequence of the
three levels.
77

For a similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXXVIII, no.3
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Fig. 3: View from the north showing architectural remains of level III
especially the eastern temple.
Fig. 4: View from the west showing more architectural remains of
level III.
PL.IX
Fig. 1: View from the south showing the main street (no. 21) and the
tow quarters (eastern and western) on both sides, level III
Fig. 2: View from the south-east showing some details of the eastern
quarter, level III
Fig. 3: View from the west showing the southern end of main street
(no. 21), level III.
PL. X
Fig. 1: View from the south of the eastern temple. Level III
Fig. 2: View from the west of the western temple, level III
Fig. 3: View from the west showing in particular the central room of
the western temple. Level III
PL. XI
Fig. 1: Two clay calves heads and one clay “Eye-symbol”. Level I.
Fig. 2: Clay “Eye-symbol” and a double-horned clay object, level II.
Fig. 3: A broken double-horned clay object and clay “Eye-symbol”,
level III.
PL. XII
Double-horned clay objects; level III, in situ.
PL. XIII
Fig. 1: huaman and animal figure-ines; level II
Fig. 2: huaman and animal figure-ines; level III
PL. XIV
Fig. 1: stone axes, clay spindle-whorls and a bone spatula; level I.
Fig. 2: Clay spindle-whorls level II
Fig. 3: Clay spindle-whorls level III
PL. XV
Fig. 1: stone querns, level II
Fig. 2: stone artefacts, level II
Fig. 3-4: Stone querns.Pestles, pounders, celts, axes and mortars.
Level III
PL. XVL
Fig. 1: Ovoid clay sling=pellets and some clay and stone artefacts,
level III.
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Fig. 2: Stone cubes, pestles and sling-pellets, level III stone cubes were
found only in the temples.
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URUK POTTERY FROM THE DOKAN AND SHAHRAZUR
DISTRICCTS
And
The Distribution of Ninevite V Pottery
As Revealed By Field Survey Work In Iraq
1. Occurrences in the Dokan Area
The fertile plain in the locality of Raniya in Sulaimaniya is called
Dashii-Bitwain. It has an area of some 230 square kilometers and is
almost triangular in shape, its apex pointing south towards the site of
the Dokan Dam on the Lesser Zab. The plain is dotted with more than
fourty tells of Varying sizes78 which are situated on either side of the
river Zab and its lesser tributaries. Now, following the completion of
the Dam, the plain together with the majority of these tells is beneath
the waters of the huge artificial lake, but before this lake came into
being the Iraqi Directorate General of Antiquities Succeeded not only
in conducting an extensive survey of the area, but also in carrying out
a large number of excavations throughout the area, thus salvaging
much valuable architectural and material evidence.
At the end of four extended seasons of work which began in the
summer of 1956 and continued annually until 1959 five large sites had
been thoroughly sex-cavated and several others tested by short
soundings. Among these sites which were explored Qarashina,
Basmusian, Shemshara, Kamarian and ed-Dem Yielded pottery
typical of the Uruk period, most particulary the Red, Grey and Plain
Wares However, it was noticeable fact that everywhere in the Dokan
(especially at Qarashina) the "sealing-wax" red slipped variety
predominated. The writer had in particular observed and examined
considerable quantities of sherds of this Red Ware in the sherd-yards
78

Sayid Mohammad Ali Mustafa and the writer were in charge of an
archaeological survey on behalf of the Directorate General of Antiquities
during September 1955. The result was the mapping of some fourty mounds
together with a through examination of their surface materials. Among these
materials pottery of the following phases was recognized: Hassuna, Samarra,
Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Ninevite V, Akkadian, Hurrian, Assyrian and Islamic. These
sherds were always mingled with a certain type of ware which was almost
always red or reddish-brown in colour, thick and crudely made. This we have
thought it best to call "Local Ware".
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of Qarashina and Kamarian during the Summer of 195679.
Qarushina
Qarashina is a large mound situated on the west bank of the Zab some
15 km. to the south of Raniya. The site is now entirely submerged.
Qarashina III-VI (in order of descent) produced both Red and plain
Uruk wares, the former being by far the most popular at the site-even
as early as level VI. Qarashina V showed a few complete globular
cooking pots (cf. Pl. II, IM. 60424 and IM. 60425) in addition to mases
of fragments.
The Red Slipped Uruk ware continued through-out the overlying
strata (IV-III) though only as sherds, many of which belonged to jars
with bulging bellies and rather high necks (see Pl. II, IM. 604110). The
fabric of these is red-dish-brown and unslipped externally (Qarashina
VI). Of the plain Uruk Ware there are double-mouthed globular jars
(see Type 25, Pl. I & Pl. II, IM, 60409) in Qarashina VI. Spouted jars
of various shapes occurred in all the Uruk Levels (VI-III). Such
vessels are usually plain and of a buff colouration. Squat jars with a
shoulder spoutes (see Type 15 b, Pl. I) but with more curved profiles
and flaring necks (see pl. II, IM. 60412 in Level III; IM. 60402 in
Level V and Q. sh. 72 in Level V) were also found. Little jars with long
tubular shoulder spouts pointing diagonally upward (see Type 15 a,
pl. I) and short flaring nedks occurred at Qarashina VI (see pl. II, IM.
60405. A little bowl with double spouts situated near the base was
found in Level VI (see pl. II, IM. 60404). A tall slender jar (see Type
14, pl. I) with a high shoulder and lightly surved profile accurred at
Level III (see pl. II, IM. 60399). The usual crude votive bowls with
beveled rim (see Type S, pl. I) were in evidence as early as Qarashine
V. continuing to Level III (pl. II, IM. 60400 from Level III and Q. sh
75 from Level V) where it was observable in considerable numbers –
mostly from sherds. Similarly common was an open bowl (see type 7b,
pl. I) with a folded rim (see pl. II, IM. 60422 from Level V).
Basmusian
Basmusian is the largest and the highest mound in the Dasht-iBatwain (23 m.) and is situated near the west bank of the Lessser Zab,
some 12 km. to the south of Raniya. Levels VII-III (in order of
79

The fragments belong chiefly to large, globular jars of Type 12, see pl. I, cf.
also pl. II, IM. 60425 and IM. 60424 The writer was at the time in charge of the
excavations at Basmusion (First-season).
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descent) belong to the Uruk Period proper A quantity of whole vessels
of Red, Grey and plain wares, together with a large collection of
shards of these wares was recovered from these levels. A shallow
carinated bowl. (see pls. III-IV, IM. 61001) occurred uniquely in a
dark grey (almost black) slipped ware. It was highly burnished and
came from Level VII. A fine example of the Red slipped ware at
Basmusian is a rather bulging jar with a wide mouth and flaring rim.
It has two knobs like handles on either side of the belly. It also is
burnished and comes from Level VII (see pls. III.IV, IM. 60990).
From Levels VI-VIII at Basmusian came little sputed jars (see Type
15 a, pl. I PL. III, IM. 61038 from Level VIII and IM. 66139 from
Level VII), while from Level VII came several fragments of votive
bowls with beveled rims.
Shemshara
Shemshara is a cone-shaped mound on the west bank of the Lower
Zab, a little south of Darbandi-i-Ramkan, Raniya was visible some
four kilometers to the north-west. Not much information could be
obtained from the published account of the Danixh Expedition80, nor
from the Field Note-books of the Iraqi Expedition81 relating to the
subject of this article. Al-Tikriti did mention, however, that a few
Jamdat Nasr sherds were found at the adjacent mound of Brusti
mingled with E.D.I pottery. No note was made as to whether these
sherds were painted or plain. In the Store-rooms of the Iraq Museum
the writer was able to discern a number of orange-slipped sherds
among the Shemshara material. A description and sections of these
sherds is given below and on plate V. The writer is inclined to the
opinion that these sherds are the ones described as "Jamdat Nasr".

80

The Danish Expendition to Shem-shara carried out a single season's work
during the summer of 1957, cf. SUMER Vol. XIII and The Shemshara Tablets
(1959).
81
The Iraqi Directorate General of Antiquities continued the work of the
Danish Expendition in 1958 and 1959. Sayid A.Q. Al-Tikriti was in charge.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

16

13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21

Red Orange slip burnished Levels III-IV,
Red brown slip burnished Levels II-III.
Red-Orange slip burnished Levels IX.
Burr-reddish clay no slip Level VIII-IX probably belon
IX probably belong to handled cups.
Red-Orange slip burnished Level IV.
Dark grey slip burnished Level III.
Red-slipped burnished-Level IV.
Red-Orange slip not burnished Level IV.
Red-Orange slip burnished Level IV.
Red-Orange slip Levels III-IV.
Red-slipped burnished Levels III-IV.
Brown clay. With a band of alternating triangular inc
III.
Red-Orange slip Level IV
Red-Orange slip Level IV
Red-Orange slip Levels III-IV
Red-Orange slip Level III-IV
Red-Orange burnished Level IX
Red-slipped, burnished Level IX
Dark red slip burnished Level IV-V.
Dark red slip burnished Level IV-V.
Dark red slip burnished Level IV-V.
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Kamarian
Kamarian is a comparatively small mound situated immediately on
the eastern bank of the river Zab. An a bundance of plain Uruk
potsherds together with several complete vessels was found in the
lower levels at this site. The upper strata, however, vielded in addition
to pottery of the Akkadian and Isin-Larsa Periods and admixture of
red, grey and plain Uruk sherds, plus even earlier wares (Hassuna,
Samarra and Ubaid). This phenomenon was attributable to the
disturbance of these upper levels by deep circular grain pits which
had been sunk from the surface of the mound. As a result, the
majority of the shards from Kamarian II (in order of descent) were
cither of the Akkadian or Isin-Larsa periods or of the Urk Grey and
Red wares. The Uruk red ware of Kamarian II is generally burnished,
Some sherds of crude plain Uruk ware were also in evidence. Level III
at Kmarian again exhibits a mixture of red, Grey and Black Uruk
wares, together with Hassuna, Samarra and Ubaid-all in the form of
sherds. Although a misture of potsherds from the above-mentioned
periods was also disclosed in Kamarian IV, a large group of early
Uruk fragments were found in situ. A few examples of incised Ninevite
V were also encountered in Level IV. Level V was less disturbed and
showed a number of Uruk vessels of different wares, eg.-an open bowl
(see pl. III. IM. 60086) in plain buff ware, which was found on an
actual floor. From Kamarian VI came another spherical bowl (see pl.
III, IM. 60091, and pl. I, Type 1 b.) with an everted rim. Level VII,
however, yielded more bowls of the same kind, together with spouted
and ordinary jars, all in a plain buff ware. Indeed, postsherds of the
plain and Red Uruk wares were even more common than before.
Among the complete vessels found in Level VII were a rather deep
open bowl (pl. III, IM. 60090) with a rounded base and a small flaring
rim (see Type 3 a, pl. I); a spherical bowl with an inverted rim (see pl.
III, IM. 60088) & also Type 1 b, pl. I); a small squat jars (see pl. III,
IM. 60110 and IM. 66103) with somewhat rounded bodies and short
flaring rims (see Type 13, pl. I) a globular spouted Jar with a short
flaring neck (see pl. III, IM. 60124); a small squat jar with a long
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tubular spout (see pl. III, IM. 60125, also see Type 15 a pl. I). From
Kamarian IX came a small squat spouted jar with a sharply
carinated, Kettle" –like body (see pl. III, IM. 60155, also cf. Type 15 b,
I). The votive bowls with beveled rim (cf. type 8, pl. I) occurred deep
at Levels IX-X (cf. plate III, IM. 60118 and IM. 60119).
Tell ed-Dem
Tell ed-Dem lies not far to the east of Kamarian in the eastern part of
the Dashi-iBitwain. Uruk pottery, mainly in the form of sherds,
occurred at Levels VI-IX82 (in order of descent). Potsherds of both
Grey and Red Uruk wares found in Level VI, all being burnished and
the recovery of two complete vessels is mentioned. Again ed-Dem VII
showed only fragments of Red and Grey wares. At Level VIII.
However, these two wares accompanied by the plain ware and showed
an admixture of Ubaid sherds. Some fragments of plain Uruk ware at
Level VIII bear an incised combed decoration83. At ed-Dem IX sherds
of all three wares were present, but in a minority compared with those
of Ubaid.
II. Occurrences in the Shahrzur Area
The Shahruz plain is the second fertile area in Sulaimaniya Liwa, and
this too was submerged when the Dam was constructed at Darband-iKhan on the River Diyala, near Halabja. Here again several ancient
mounds were threatened and the Iraqi Directorate General of
Antiquities undertook the urgent task of investigatin these. This work
was carried on during the summers of 1960-61. Of the excavated tells
the writer was able to identify Uruk wares at Tell Bakri-i-Awa and
Dwanza Imam only.
Bakr-i-Awa
All that the writer could trace of Uruk pottery at Bakr-i-Awa was four
bowls of buff plain ware (see pl. III, SZ 61/3: IM. 62448; IM. 62470
and IM. 62422) which came from the second, 1961 season. The votive
bowls with beveled rim (cf. Type 8, pl. I) occurred at both Level II and
IV (Level IV, four complete specimens; Level II, one complete
specimen). An open bowl with slightly concave sides and a rounded
bottom ovvurred at Level V (see plate III, IM. 62470, cf. Type 3 a, pl.

82

A.Q. al-Tikriti: SUMER Vol. XVI (1960) (Arabic Section) p. 104, pl. 7 Nos. 2122, 24 and pl. 5, Nos. 13 & 19.
83
Ibid. pl. 7, Nos. 35, 38 and 40
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I). From Level II came a small deep bowl with concave sides and a low
carination (see IM. 62422, pl. III, cf. Type 2 b., pl. I).
Dawanza Imam…
Levels IV-V (in order of descent) belong to the Uruk period84.
Fragements of the sealing-wax red-slipped ware occurred at both
levels.
The votive bowl with beveled rim is rather popular and some whole
specimens were found. The shape also ovvurs at Levels IV-V
(complete examples came from Level V only). Handled cups (cf. Type
16. pl. I) with rounded bottoms occurred at the two levels also, mainly
in the form of sherds. Jars with globular bodies and tubular spouts at
the shoulder (or Warka XIII, cf. UVB IV (1932), pl. 17 Dg.) occurred
at Level V. A variety of spouted fragements. Both rim spouts (cf. Type
17, pl. I) and shoulder spouts (cf. Type 18, pl. I) occurred in Levels IVV. All have curved profiles.
Plate I
1. (a) Sumer vol V no. 1 pl. II 56.
(b) tobler: gawra II. pl. CIII. 2.
2. (ab) AAAXX pl. LI. 13, II.
3. (a.b) Tobler Gawra II pl. CXLT 336, 334.
4. Speiser: gawra I. pl. LXIII. 33.
5. (a.b.c.d) Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXIII. 35, 36, 31, 34.
6. (a.b) Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXIII, 29, 32.
7. Tobler: Gawra II. (a) pl. CXLI. 328 (b) pl. CXLIV. 371 (c) pl.
CXIV. 368.
8. AAAXIX. pl. LXI 26.
9. AAAXIX. pl. LXI 27.
10. Sumer IV. I. pl. II. 55, 54.
11. AAAXX pl. LI. 12.
12. Tobler: Gawra II. pl. CXLVIII. 443.
13. Tobler: Gawra II pl. CXLVII. 227.
14. AAAXX. pl. LI. 9.
15. (a) UVB. IV. pl. 17Dr. (b) UVB IV. pl. 19 Ch.
16. AAAXX. pl. LII. 6.
17. Sumer. IV. I. pl. 3 no. 8.
84

Each of these two levels exhibits two distinct phases (IV A-B and V A-B).
information concerning the excavation of this site has been supplied by sayid
Najib Kisso, who was in charge.
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18. AAAXX. pl. LI. 12.
19. AAAXX. pl. LI. 7.
20. Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXIII. 37.
21. Tobler: Gawra II. pl. CXLI. 342.
22. Tobler: Gawra II. pl. CXLI. (a) 340 (b) 341.
23. (a.b) Spesier: Gawra I. pl. LXII. 3, 16.
24. (a.b) IRAQ VII. I. pl. III. fig. 7. no. 6.
25. Tobler: Gawra II. pl. CXLIII. 356.
26. Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXII. 39.
27. Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXII. 28.
28. Tobler: Gawra II. pl. CXLIII. 346.
29. (a) Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXXXV. 211. (b) Sumer IV. pl. 4 no. 43.
30. (a.b) Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXII. 21, 25. (c) pl. LXV. 55.
31. AAAXX pl. LII. 10.
32. AAAXX pl. LII. 9.
33. AAAXX pl. LXI. 1.
34. AAAXX pl. LXI. 20.
35. AAAXX pl. LII. 3.
36. IRAQ. III. Flg. 15 no. 7.
37. AAAXX pl. LIV. 7.
38. (a.b) AAAXX pl. LII. 4, 8.
39. AAAXLX pl. LIV. 5.
40. AAAXLX pl. LV. 8.
41. Speiser: Gawra I. pl. LXV. 59.
42. Speiser: Gawra I. pl. XV. 58.
III The list which is given here represents the names of no less than
eighty-seven sites at which, in addition to other occurrences, the
shreds of ninevite V pottery have been discovered. Each one of these
sites has been carefully and critically selected from the records of
some 7.000 ancient mounds, which-up until 1964-had been surveyed
and examined by the Directorate General of Antiquities. It will be
observed that in each case the District (Qadha or Nahiya) in which the
site is situated has been given, together with the serial number- in
brackets- of the relevant file in the Directorate's archives.
The majority of Ninevite V sites are located in Mosul Liwa (42 sites.
For Si-njar ocrurrences cr. IRAQ V 1938 pp 124 ff) their distribution
being equally dense on either side of the Tigries. However, they show
further extension as far to the west as the Khabur Valley (Brak and
Chagir Bazar), and to the east as far as Arbil Liwa, where both
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painted and incised wares are in evidence (29 sites). In Kirkuk and
Sulaimaniya Liwas and in Diyala Liwa there is only one, near the
Persian border, in the Qadha of Khanaqin.
Most of the sites given in our list exhibit wares which are both earlier
and later than those of Ninevite V, but it is evident that in almost
every case Ninevite V, pottery is found together with Uruk wares. This
surface association is borne out by such excavated sites as Nineveh,
Tepa Gawra, Nuzi, the mounds of Dokan and sharzur, Grai Rash,
Brak and Chagir Bazar, where Ninevite V pottery was found
immediately after the wares of the Uruk period.
The writer does not himself believe that Ninevite V Challices have an
Iranian origin (Hissar II-II; cf. McCown, S. A. O. C. No. 23, p. 48 n,
88), the presence in Mesopotamia of the Grey Uruk ware and the
Chalices of the Uruk period at eg. Tepe Gawra (Levels XI-IX. cf. Tepe
Gawra Resh (Levels II-IV. cf. IRAQ VII 2. 1940 pl. III fig. 7 no. 6)
and at Warka (Level III cf. UVB. IV pl. zoBw) seeming to him to
suggest a probable ancestor for the Grey Incised ware and the chalices
of Ninevite V. Never-theless. Chalices from Sialk III 6-7 (Sialk, I pIs.
XVII, XX & XXII 2 & 5) should not be disregarded entirely. For the
origins of painted Ninvite V ware one does not need to look far, since
the elaborate monochrome decoration of pottery is well rooted in the
Samarran tradition.
The comparatively large number of sites presented here should throw
further light on the place of origin of Ninevite V pottery. At the
present stage of our knowledge, however, it must suffice to say that
Ninevite V wares would seem to be a north Mesopotamian
development.

Mosul Liwa
1. Khirbet el-imsehli (587) Shirqat.
2. Tell Ahmad Aghah Saghir (845) Tell' Afar.
3. Tell Ahmad Aghah Saghir (846) Tell' Afar.
4. Khirbet el-Jarahia (804) Shaikhan.
5. Khirbet Jekan (810) Tell' Afar.
6. Tell Fattumah (958) Tell' Afar.
7. Tell Jabash (960) Tell' Afar.
8. Tell eth-Thiab (962) Tell' Afar.
9. Tell 'Awad (1099) Tell' Afar.
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10. Khirbet Kasbar (1070) Tell' Afar.
11. Tell es-Samair (1060) Tell' Afar.
12. Tell Bier' Aklah (1055) Tell' Afar.
13. Tell Qariat el-Buthah (1053) Tell' Afar.
14. Khirbet Abdul-Hadi (1037) Tell' Afar.
15. Khirbet el-Qunssiyah (1135) Tell' Afar.
16. Khirbet Balluziah (1116) Tell' Afar.
17. Khirbet Lazakah (1122) Tell' Afar.
18. Tell Dhahir (1126) Tell' Afar.
19. Tell el-Salami (1135) Tell' Afar.
20. Tell Abu Manhum (1153) Tell' Afar.
21. Telul el-Imjereniyat (1155) Tell' Afar.
22. Kharaireb el-Tweem (1156) Tell' Afar.
23. Khirbet Abu Shekah (1169) Tell' Afar.
24. Kharaireb and Telul El-Muhalabiya (1173) Tell' Afar.
25. Tell Tiniya (177) Tell' Afar.
26. Tell Abu Jada'an (1226) Tell' Afar.
27. Kharaireb El-Howaitt (1258) Tell' Afar.
28. Telul az- Zawia (192) Shurra.
29. Tell Wa'i (217) Shurra.
30. Khirbet el-Jerah (233) Shurra.
31. Khirbet el-Dibshiya (1531) on the Tharthar.
32. Tell el-Bach esh- Sharqi (1614) Shirqat.
33. Tell Khudairah (1615) Shirqat.
34. Tell Yarimjah (130) Hamdaniya.
35. Khirbet esh-Shamsiyat (453) Hamdaniya.
36. Khirbet Ba'wiza (81) Tellkaif.
37. Kirdi 'Omar Zalikhah (1296)' Aqra
38. Kirdi Nuhail (916) Dohuk
39. Tel Rikaba (903) Dohuk.
40. Kirdi Muqbel (1352) Zakho.
41. Khirbet Faqih Hassan (1364) Zakho.
42. Telul Dornoq (or Dornakh) (518) Zakho.
Arbil Liwa
43. Kirdi Shaikh Ismai'el (40) Arbil.
44. Mullah Jirik (332) Arbil.
45. Khirbet Auduk-burst (430) Arbil.
46. Khirbet Wasat Arab (352) Arbil.
47. Kirdi Qadir Aghah (343) Arabil.
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48. Tell Terkheneh (287) Arbil
49. Qaberstan (287) Arabil in Temar Kabir Village.
50. Qaberstan (277) Arabil in Tandorah Village.
51. Kirdi Messinah (236) Arabil.
52. Tell Shaikh Musri (235) Arabil.
53. Kirdi Mamertah (361) Qushtepe.
54. Qaberstan (297) Qushtepe.
55. Kirdi Qarah Beck (299) Qushtepe.
56. Kirdi Sayyid 'Othman (300) Qushtepe.
57. Tell Shaikh Rasoul (301) Qushtepe.
58. Kirdi Kharrabah (308) Qushtepe.
59. Kirdi Sayyid Khudhir (316) Qushtepe.
60. Kirdi Qallulah (328) Qushtepe.
61. Tell Hellu (33) Qushtepe.
62. Khirbet Sayyid Ibrahim (15) Makhmur
63. Tell um-Rekebtah (28) Makhmur.
64. Tell and cemetery of al-Qadriya (30) Makhmur.
65. Tell Zakah (32) Makhmur.
66. Tell Sayyid Mohammad (35) Makhmur.
67. Kirdi Shemamedk (36) Makhmur.
68. Tell Hashim and Roallah (132) Makhmur.
69. Southern Qalla'Jin (559) Koi- Senjaq.
70. Jia Balkah (578) Koi-Senjaq.
71. Satu Qallah (583) Koi-Senjaq.
Kirkuk Liwa
72. Kalak Saifck (67) Kirkuk.
73. Ujagh Tepe (24) Kirkuk.
74. Tell Kuchuk Jarmo (small Jarmo) (1) Kirkuk.
75. Tell Ghatish (100) Kirkuk.
76. Tell 'Arafat (98) Kirkuk.
77. Rabiyat Qalat Bastolaq (70) Kirkuk.
78. Tepe Imam 'Abas (313) Kopri.
79. Tepe Derwiesh (366) Kopri.
80. Tepe Tell Khadijjah (618) Daquq.
81. Tell Bana-Bur (270) Chamchamal.
Sulaimaniya Liwa.
82. Kirdi Buskin (473) Raniya.
83. Shemshara Raniya.
84. Basmusian Raniya.
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85. Kamarian Raniya.

86. ED-DEM Raniya.

87. Telul AL-hadid.
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URUK POTTERY FROM ERIDU, UR
AND AL-UBAID
1.
The excavations of Abu Shahrain (Eridu) have furnished us with a
considerable quantity of both early and late Uruk pottery85. Five
temple-platforms (V-I) and two non-secular buidings in the town area
were attributed to Uruk period86. The earlier ceramic group was
found mainly in the two non-secular buildings, and in the saud piled
within; a few examples propably came from temple VI87 (the last al
\Ubaid temple). Late Uruk pottery occurred in the rubble filling and
the layer of debris, laid over the drifting sand in the two nonsecular
buildings, and to a lcsser extent in fallen debris in the late Uruk
temple platform in square EF/7.88
Among the early types, three Uruk varieties, namely the red, the grey,
and the plain (both hand-made and wheel turned) wares were present.
The red ware is common in the early group, especially in the "outhouse", square H/5. Four types of vessels occurred:1. High-shouldered narrow-necked jars with plain everted rims89.
2. Flat-based jars, with curved profiles and plain rims, often with
small lugs at intervals around the belly (Warka E-anna XIII yielded
some analogies to these two types. Cf. UVB IV, pl. 17Dr, a; also a
freqment in Warka XIV, see ibid. pl. 17Dm).
3. Deep flat-based bowls, with convex profiles and everted rims.
4. Shallow flat-based bowls with sinuous sides (Warka XIII-XII
furnished a few fragments of this type).
Red ware vessels are usually made of rather fine pink or brown clay,
coated with a fine red slip or wash; all were burnished. An important
discovery made in an undoubted 'Ubaid level (level XI) is the jar
shown on pl. I. Unfortunately only three fraguents were found, but the
85

Three seasons of work directed by the Iraqi Directorate General of
Antiquities between 1946-1949; so far only preliminary reports have been
published (Sumer Vol. III, no. 2, 1947; vol. IV. no. 2, 1948; vol. V. no. 2,
1949). Lloyd's article on the Uruk pottery (Sumer IV, no. 2, 1948) benefited
the writer immensely in the preparation of this study.
86
Sumer IV, no. 2, pp. 3444.
87
Safar, F. Sumer III, no. 2, pp. 233 (in Arabic).
88
Sumer IV, no. 2, p. 44.
89
Ibid., p. 44, and table I, nos. 1-4.
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reconstruction carried out at the Iraq Museum seems fairly certain, as
the carinated portion and rim were preserved. The jar is made of
pinkish clay and coated with a fine red slip. It has, on the carinated
body, five groups of four knobs distributed almost equally around the
line of carimation. The excavators attributed this example to the
'Ubaid period, but the writer prefers (on the basis of both shape and
colour) to place it with the red Uruk pottery. Its existence in Eridu XI
must indicate an earlier beginning of the red ware in the 'Ubaid
period. Such an early beginning explains the transitional stage which
occurs nearly everywhere where 'Ubaid and Uruk pottery have been
found. Further examples selected from among the body of Eridu
potsherds kept in the magazines of the Iraq Museum:
1. One small jar with straight neck and sharply out-turned rim. It is of
hard fine paste, red ware with burnished red slip. Found in Temple X.
2. One medium-size narrow jar with loop handle. There are four
fragments of this vessel, two of which join; hard, limestone-tempered,
brick-red-ware, roughly burnished; found in temple VIII.
Only fragments of Uruk grey ware were found, mainly in the "outhouse" in square H/5. Among the Temple LX potsherd, however, is a
large bowl with slightly incurved rim; it is of hard, fine paste, highly
burnished. The one recognizable type is a deep open bowl with a
curved profile and either flat or rounded bottom, the rim being
usually inverted. A fine grey slip was applied both to the exterior and
interior of vessel, and was then highly burnished.90
The plain Uruk ware at Eridu is generally buff or drab in colour,
usually self-slip and either hand or wheel-turned, the latter being
more popular. The following types of vessel occurred in this ware:
1. Spouted jars, which are rather popular, usually having curved
profiles; spouts are short and placed high on the shoulder directly
beneath the rim91. In one of the so-called "votive-deposits", more than
twenty such jars of rather ovoid shape were found.92 Vessels with false
spouts like those of Warka IX-VIII also occurred,93 as did spouted
jars with globular bodies.
90

Sumer IV, no. 2, p. 46; many parallels are to be seen throughout Warka
XIV-V, cf. UVB IV, pls. 17 Da. And 19 Cy, a.
91
Sumer IV, no. 2, table 3 nos. 1-2; cf. also UVB IV pl. 17 Dp of Warka XIII.
92
Ibid., table 3 no. 22.
93
Ibid., table 3 no. 21.
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2. Double-mouthed jars, usually with rather globular bodies.
3. Many fragments of open bowls, each bearing a ledge or lug-handles
directly beneath the rim,94 were found in the "out-house".
In the late types of Uruk pottery at Eridu, the following shapes are
present:
1. Fragments belonging to squat four-lugged jars,95 decorated usually
with bands of incised crosshatching on the shoulder.96 Other incised
ornament occurred in the form of small crescents, made by pressing a
hollow reed obliquely in the clay. 97 Tab-handles, either triangular or
rectangular also occurred.98.
2. Deep "flower pots" are popular; some of these are crudely shaped.
On them (especially round the base) traces of finger impressions are
still visible; 99 all are hand-made.
3. The most common of the late types are jars with drooping (curved)
spouts. Such jars usually have tall, curved profiles, small flat bases,
short narrow necks, and plain flaring rims. Spouts, as a rule, were
placed high on the shoulder. 100 A large number of fragments
belonging to these jars were reported from the later rubble filling over
the ruins of the early Uruk building, and from the debris of the late
Uruk temple-platform.
4. Jars with short, upward-pointing spouts; the bodies of which are
either tall and slender or rounded with a very short neck.101 Such
examples usually have flat hases and spouts placed immediately
beneath the plain rim.
5. Unspouted jars with tall slender bodies are familiar among the late
ceramic,102 as are narrow bottles with folded-over rims.
94

Ibid., table 4 nos. 3-4.
This type, and the following two, were tabulated by the excavators under
the "Early group"; it seems more reasonable, however, to place them among
the late types.
96
Sumer, IV, no, 2. table 3 nos, 1-2.
97
Ibid., p. 50; and table 4 nos. 35-36.
98
Ibid., table 4 no. 37.
99
Ibid., table 4 no. 41.
100
Lloyd uses this type of jar for dating his second sub-phase of the Uruk
period, cf. Ibid., table 3 no. 9.
101
Ibid., table 3 nos. 19-20 respectively.
102
Ibid., table 4 no. 22.
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6. The earliest examples of the beveled rim votive bowls occurred in
the upper part of the sand filling in buildings in buildings in square
H/5. Hundreds of these bowls were found among the later debris.103
The bulk of the Uruk and Jamdat Nasr pottery occurred in deep
soundings conducted in the town area and in the cemetery at Ur.104
The majority of this ceramic came from graves and occurred for the
most part above the remains of the al 'Ubaid period and below those
of the Early Dynastic. At the Bottom of the kiln stratum in Pit F (the
flood pit), material from Ur-'Ubaid III graves was mingled with early
Uruk pottery, mainly the red ware.105 The lower part of Pit F
furnished the greater part of the ceramic in question. Pits D, G, H, K,
L, X, Y and Z yielded but little Uruk pottery.
The Pottery of Pit F:
The two bottom levels (g and h) of the eight building strata.
Encountered between 17.00 m. and 10.00 m. above sea level at the top
of Pit F. were attributed to the Jamdat Nasr period.106 Two specimens
of early Uruk types were found in level g, however, a handled-cup and
a fragment of red-slipped ware.107 In a half metre of debris above the
kiln stratum and below building bevel h, where Jamdat Nasr wares
were popular, the following types were present:
1. A late Uruk or Jamdat Nasr jar.
2. An early Uruk handled-cup.
3. Sinuous-sided open bowls,108 a late Uruk variety.
Below this, excavations proceeded down to 5.50 m. above sea level
through accumulated heaps of potsherds and esh. Stratification was
artificially drawn, and half a metre in depth was assigned to each
level,109 Between 9.00 m. and 8.50 m. wares were still plentiful, though
the polyehrome variety was deelining.
The following propotion of sherds was founk: polychroume JN: 4;
Uruk red burnished: 70: Uruk black burnished: 1; twisted handledcups; many; spouted jars with globular bodies and ring bases: 1;
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

Ibid., p. 49; and table 3 nos. 40.
Cf. Sir Leonard Woolley: Ur excavations, Vol. IV, 1956, p. 2.
Ibid., pp. 3 and 56; pls. 71 and 73.
Ibid., pp. 3 -4, and 56-59; pl. 73.
Ibid., p. 62.
Ibid., pp. 64-5, and pls. 64 (JN. 154) 56 (JN. 3).
Ibid., pp. 65.
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painted al-'Ubaid: 55.110 Between 8.50m. and 8.00m. the proportion
was as follows; polyehrome JN: none; monochrome JN: 1; plum-red,
burnished: 4; incised ornament: 4; plain Pruk ware: 38; painted al
'Ubaid: 47; twisted handles: 5; spouted jars with curved profiles: 6.
Between 8.00 m. and 7.50 the proportion was: Uruk red burnished:
87; incised, or stamped ornament: 4; monochrome JN: 64; painted al
'Ubaid: 64; loop handled-cups: 7 (one is complete example); double
loophandled-cups: several; twisted handled-cups: 6; plain Uruk
sherds: large number; beveled rim votive bowls: very populaf;
spouted jars with curved profiles, and small flat bases, the spout is of
the drooping type: 2 (both are intact examples).111 Depth 7.50 m. –
7.00 m. showed the following types: monochrome JN: 2; plum-red JN,
burnished: 5: Uruk red burnished: 46; painted al- 'Ubaid: 73; twisted
bandled-cups: 10; beveled rim votive bowls: large number. The
proportion at depth 7.00 m. – 6.5 m. was: monochrome JN: 2: Uruk
red burnished: 23; painted al 'Ubaid: 82; ineised ornament: 1; beveled
rim votive bowls: declining in number: beaker: several; slenderbodlied spouted jar: a few.112 Depth 6.50 m. – 5.50 m. is the lower part
of the kiln stratum, in which all JN. Wares were entirely absent and
Uruk varieties decreasing in quantity. Al 'Ubaid painted ware
however, showed an unmistakable increase (729 potsherds). Of the
Uruk red burnised ware only four examples occurred; there were two
twisted handled-cups, and two loop handled examples also. No,
beveled rim votive bowls were found.
Pottery of Various Pits:
Pits A, B and C yielded nothing of the ceramic under discussion.
1. Pit D yielded only two examples; both came from 8.00 m. – 7.00 m.
above sea level. One is a deep "flower pot". The other a spouted jar;
both are Uruk types.
2. At 8.50 m. – 7.50 m. in Pit G there were a few Uruk sherds mingled
with painted al 'Ubaid pottery; among them was a black-burnished
rim-sherd (shape undetermined); and several red-burnished examples
(also of undetermined shape). At a depth of 7.50 m. – 6.50 m. a
shoulder fragment occurred, grey- burnished, with four small lugs.
Jamdat Nasr weres are fully represented, however.
110
111
112

Ibid., pp. 27; 66 and 67.
Ibid., p. 67, pl. 62 (JN. 113).
Ibid., p. 67, pls. 58 (JN. 70) and 61 (JN. 118).
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3. In Pit H. there was no, sign of Uruk ceramic, yet Pit K produced
some, together with painted al 'Ubaid pottery which was thought to be
interusive,113 At depth 5.90 m. – 4.20 m. (in K) occurred several
fragments. Mainly red-slipped and burnished. There were also some
sherds from beveled rim votive bowls. Still deeper at 1.70 m. – 1.00 m.
above sea level. More red-slipped sherds were found, together with a
handle of a cup.
4. At a depth of 5.70 m. – 3.80 m. in Pit H anumber of fragments of
beveled rim votive bowls occurred. Also several sherds of red slipped
ware, together with more examples of plain ware.
5. In Pit W were a few fragments of the grey ware with either
horizontal or vertical pebble-burnished traces.
6. Pit X yielded grave materials of the 'Ubaid, Uruk, and Jamdat Nasr
periods. Red-burnished examples occurred in graves 148, 214, 217,
235 and 325. other examples covered with a haematite wash came
from graves 155, 192 , 193 and 347. black-burnished fragments
occurred in graves 162 and 303.
7. Graves 348-367 in Pit Y yielded both red and grey fragments, the
red being slipped and either left matt or hurnished. Gray and black
examples were always burnished.
III.
The so-called "prehistorie" pottery of Tell al 'Ubaid came from two
areas excavated early in 1923-1924 by Woolley, from a trench (2-4 m.
in width and 30 m. in length) dug at the hut settlement,114 and from a
few graves unearthed in a ' later cemetery' belonging to the late Early
Dynastic period.115
Uruk Pottery from the Trench:
Masses of painted al 'Ubaid sherds were encountered in the trench
sounding exvept at its south-eastern end, where a large number of
coarse plain potsherds were found. Among them were numerous
pieces of the grey and black wares, some with combed incisions.
Examples of plain buff ware, similarly decorted, also oceurred. A few
specimens painted red all over (red-slipped) were found mingled with
113

Ibid., pp. 72-74.
UE I. pp. 149-150. Further excavations were carried out later by Lloyd
and Delougaz (cf. OIP LXIII, p. 130).
115
UE I. p. 172; ninety four graves were recorded; among them nos. 8, 9
and 64 yielded painted al 'Ubaid wares (see ibid., p. 190).
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a great number of painted al 'Ubaid sherds at the north-east end of
the trench. Examples of the plain combed ware also occurred in this
area. Unfortunalely no complete shapes could be reconstructed from
these fragments.
Uruk Pottery from the Graves:
Grave no. 90 yiclded an aboid-shaped spouted jar with a rather
narrow neck and beaded rim.116 A variety of spouted jars also
occurred,117 together with plain unspouted jars.118 Handled-cups.
With rounded bottoms occurred;119 there were erescent-shaped
incisions on the upper body. Varieties of the "flower pot" occurred in
some graves.120 Shallow saucerlike bowls occurred.121 Jamdat Nasr
polychrome, monochrome, and plain varieties were plentiful. The
most prominent shape among the latter pottery was a squat jar.122
IV. Summary:
Both early and late Uruk types were present almost equally at Eridu.
Unlike Warka, and in fact unlike the majority of other Mesopofamian
sites, the crude beveled rim voite bowls occurred rather late, while
"flower pots" were found in an earlier context.
The squat, lugged jar (pl. I) discovered in level XI, ('Ubaid level), and
other examples of the red and grey varieties found in Temples X-IX
and VIII, suggest strongly both that the Uruk pottery is a loval
development, and theat there is a considerable overlap between the
second part of al 'Ubaid period and the leginning of Uruk. It further
suggests a gradual change in ceramic tradition, and not, as previously
thought the intervention of new people.
The bulk of the Uruk ceramic at Ur came from heaps of accumulated
debris, the rest from graves. The material is not stratified as at
Warka, Eridu and Nippur, yet it still supplies useful evidence both for
the continuity and the development of Uruk pottery in the sout. The
considerable overlap between 'Ubaid and Uruk on the one hand, and
between Uruk and Jamad Nasr on the other should be particularly
116

Ibid., p. 203.
Perkins placed it in the Protoliterate period (cf. SAOG. 25, p. 104).
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UE I. pl. LIX, type LXXX.
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Ibid., pl. LIX, types LXXVI. LXXVII, and LXXVIII.
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Ibid., pl. LXVIII. Type LV.
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Ibid. pl. LII, type p. XVI.
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noted. Both early and late Uruk types occurred in several pits,
although the majority come from the lower part of the kiln stratum.
Bed-and grey-burnished Uruk wares were found in some quantity, but
few shapes could be reconstructed. Buff plain ware was by far the
most common type of Uruk pottery. Among the early plain buff
pottery the following types are present: handled-cups, both loop and
twisted-handled, with either rounded bottoms or flat bases; bases;
beveled rim votive bowls, or flat bases; beveled rim botive bowls,
equally common in both the early and late groups; spouted and
unspouted jars, again equally popular in the early and late periods;
the 'flower pot' open bowl, this occurred in good number among the
late types and in association with the following Jamdat Nasr wares;
four-lugged jars.Ergments of grey and black Uruk wares, some with
combed incisions, fragments of buff plain ware similarly decorated,
together with a few pieces coated with a red slip, were found at the
south-eastern end of the trench at Tell al 'Ubaid. With them was a
mass of painted al 'Ubaid pottery.Grave 90 yielded some vessels
typical of the Uruk period: spouted and unspouted jars, also handled
cups. Jamdat Nasr pottery occurred in considerable quantity. From
this it can be concluded that Uruk pottery, although not fully
represented at this site, is present at Tell al 'Ubaid, and further
excavation would probably produce stratified material.
7. 10 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-course ware.
8. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; riddish-buff.
9. An incised rimsherd from a small deep bowl with plain rim;
greenish-buff.
10. 2 bodysherds decorated with an incised palm-tree design.
11. one painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. A fragmentary clay eye-idol.
2. A small alabaster saucer.
3. A large stone axe (15 cm. in length).
4. A broken basalt axe.
5. 2 clay gaming-pieces.
6. One flint sickle-blade.
7. 15 Obsidian blades; 15 obsidian scrapers.
Room no. 32
Pottery
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1. 6 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate- brown.
2. One rim fragment from a large ovoid pot with a wide open mouth
and a double rim (cf. type 28 chart III); reddish –buff.
3. 5 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
plain rims; reddish-buff.
4. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims. Reddishbuff.
5. 2 rims from small deep open bowls with high straight sides and
plain rims: chocolate-brown.
6. 10 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff. Semi-coarse.
7. One rimsherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and an
internally beveled rim: reddish- buff.
8. One painted 'Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. 2 clay spindle-whorls.
2. One clay gaming – piece.
3. One flint blade; 3 scrapers.
4. 14 obsidian blades; one flake.
Room no. 33
Pottery
1. 10 rims from large and medium globular cooking pots with flaring
sides; chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and a slightly flaring rim; chocolate-brown.
3. One body fragment from a small jar with a sharply carinated body;
greenish-buff.
4. A large cylindrical spout.
5. one rimsherd from a large hemispherical bowl with a slightly
inverted rim; greenish-buff.
6. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse.
7. One rimsherd from a shallow open plate with a curved body and an
internally beveled rim; grey burnished ware.
8. One painted 'Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. One clay animal figurine, perhaps a ram.
2. One clay spindle-whorl.
3. 4 flint flakes: one blade.
4. 15 Obsidian blades.
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Pottery
1. 3 rims form medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims:
reddish-buff. Smoky.
2. 2 rims from medium globular iars with high straight necks and
folded rims: greenish –buff.
3. One rimsherd from a small hemi spherical bowl with an inverted
rim, fine reddish-buff ware.
4. One rimsherd from a medium carinated bowl with a rounded base
and a plain rim; reddish-buff.
5. 2 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
7. 2 painted 'Ubaid bodysherds; one painted Halaf rim fragment.
Objects
1. One clay animal figurine, probably a leopard.
2. A rubbing stone.
3. 2 stone pounders.
4. One stone loom-weight.
5. One flint blade.
6. 3 obsidian knives; 4 blades.
Room no. 35
Pottery
1. 7 rims form large and medium globular cooking pots with flaring
rims: chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and flaring rim; reddish-buff.
3. One rimsherd from a small globular hole-mouthed pot; reddishbuff.
4. 5 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff.
5. One bodysherd from a small carinaated bowl with an incised
shoulder; fine greenish-buff ware.
6. 9 rims (type 7 chart III); reddishbuff.
7. 6 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
8. One painted 'Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. A clay gaming-piece.
2. One clay spindle-whorl.
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3. A small dise-shaped perforated potsherd used. Perhaps, as a spindle
whorl.
4. A little stone vessel.
5. A rubbing stone.
6. One flint blade.
7. 14 obsidian knives; 2 flakes.
Room no. 36
Pottery
1. 4 rims form large globular jars with flaring rims: reddish-buff.
2. 6 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbuff. 3. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddishbuff.
Objects
1. One flint core.
2. 3 Obsidian knives.
Pottery
1. 3 rims form large globular cooking pots with flaring rims:
chocolate-brown.
2. One bodysherd from a large globular storage jar with a flaring rim;
its interior thickly coated with bitumen.
3. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and plain rim; reddish-buff.
4. 5 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
5. 2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims; fine
buff ware.
6. One rimshered from an open shallow plate with a curved body and
an internally beveled rim; greenish-buff.
7. One bodysherd from a small globular pot; red-slipped and
burnished.
Objects
1. A clay gaming-piece (4 cm. in length).
2. 2 flint sickle- blade.
3. 6 obsidian knives.
Room no. 38
Pottery
1. 7 rims form medium globular storage jars, coated on the inside with
a thick layer of bitumen; reddish-buff.
2. 3 rims from medium globular pots pith flaring rims; red-slipped
and burnished.
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3. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and flaring rim; reddish-buff.
4. One rimsherd from a large globular pot with a wide open mouth
and a double rim; reddish-buff.
5. 14 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish-buff.
6. 6 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse.
7. 13 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One clay ovoid sling-pellet.
2.. A small stone elt.
3. 4 flint blade.
4. 4 obsidian blades; 2 scrapers.
Lane no. 39
Pottery
1. 2 rims form medium globular pots with flaring rims, red-slipped
and burnished ware.
2. One rimsherd from a medium deep open bowl with high straight
sides; grey burnished ware.
3. 6 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring
rims;chocolate-brown.
4. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; reddishbrown.
5. 6 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
7. A short cylindrical spout.
8. 2 painted 'Ubaid bodysherds.
9. One Halaf body-fragment painted with a cable design.
Objects
1. An incised clay spindle-whorl.
2.. A stone pestle (18 cm. in length).
3. One rubbing stone.
4. One flint sickle-blade; 5 flakes.
5. 10 Obsidian knives; one scraper.
Room no. 40
Pottery
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1. 8 rims form large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 2 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
greenish-buff..
3. A short cylindrical spout.
4. One rims fragment (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2.. An ovoid clay sling-pellet.
3. A fragmentary clay animal fkgurine.
4. One flint sickle-blade.
Room no. 41
Pottery
1. 3 rims form medium globular jars with flaring rims; reddish-buff.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a slightly flaring rim; red-washed all over.
3. One bodeysherd from a large globular pot; red-slipped and
burnished ware.
4. A short cylindrical spout; reddish-buff.
5. One rimsherd from a medium globular hole-mouthed pot; reddishbuff; the upper body is covered with a reddish cross-hatched, painted
design.
6. 24 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse ware.
7. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
8. 3 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish-buff.
9. 2 painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. A small disc-shaped perforated potsherd, perhaps used as a spindle
whorl.
2. A large stone pestle.
3. A rubbing stone.
4. A large black stone ball.
5. 7 flint flakes.
6. 5 Obsidian scrapers.
Room no. 43
Pottery
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1. One rimsherd form a large ovoid pot with a wide open mouth and a
double rims; buff.
2. 2 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
3. 4 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with slightly beaded
rims; reddish-buff.
4. 4 rims from medium hemispherical bowls with slightly beaded
rims; reddish-buff.
5. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, semi-coarse.
6. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
Objects
1. An incomplete alabaster hemispherical bowl.
2. A broken bone awl.
3. One flint blade.
4. 5 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 44
Pottery
1. 4 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
choclolate-brown.
2. 2 rims from large heavy globular storage jars with flaring rims;
reddish-buff.
3. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with plain rims; greenishbuff.
4. One rim fragment from a deep open pot with flaring sides and a flat
base; reddish-buff, semi-coarse (type 7 chart III).
5. 8 rims form shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One stone axe.
2. One flint sickle-blade.
Room no. 45
Pottery
1. 5 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
choclolate-brown.
2. 4 rims from large globular jars with high straight necks and slightly
flaring rims; reddish-buff.
3. One rimsherd from a medium hemispherical bowl; red-slipped and
burnished.
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4. One rimsherd (type 7 chart III).
5. 3 rims form open shallow plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
6. One painted Ninevite V rimsherd from a small deep cup.
7. 5 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
greenish-buff, plain Ninevite V ware.
8. One bodysherd decorated with cormbed incisions; buff.
9. one painted 'Ubaid rimsberd.
Objects
1. A small stone cube (c. 4 cm. square).
2. A stone pounder.
3. A rubbing stone.
4. One flint sickle-blade.
5. 2 Obsidian knives.
Room no. 46
Pottery
1. 3 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
choclolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim; reddish-buff.
Objects
1. One Obsidian blade.
Room no. 47
Pottery
1. A loop handle from a medium handled-cup (cf. type 16 chart III);
buff.
2. 2 rims from large heavy globular storage jars with wide open
mouths and heavy flaring rims; reddish-buff.
3. 2 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
4. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a slightly flaring rim; greenish-buff.
5. 2 rims .(type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. One rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim. Reddish-buff.
7. One painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. An incised clay spindle-whorl.
2. 2 Obsidian blades.
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Room no. 48
Pottery
1. 2 rims from large heavy globular pots with wide open mouths and
double rims; reddish-buff.
2. 6 rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown
3. 3 rims from medium globular pots with folded rims; greenish-buff.
4. 2 rims from medium globular jars with a high rims; reddish-buff.
5. One rimsherd from a large globular pot with a flaring rim; redslipped and burnished.
6. 4 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish-buff.
7. One rimsherd from a small deep cup with high straight sides and a
plain rim; reddish-buff.
8. 2 bodysherds from a small carinated bowl with incised
decoration123; greenish-buff.
9. One painted 'Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2. A large basalt quern.
3. A stone loom-weight.
4. A black stone celt.
5. 2 large stone balls.
6. One flint sickle-blade; 3 knives.
7. 8 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 49
Pottery
1. 3 bodysherds from a large globular storage jar; reddish-buff.
2. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and a small beaded rim; greenish-buff.
3. 2 rims from deep open pots with flaring sides and flat bases;
reddish-buff.
4. One rimsherd from a small hemis-pherical bowl with a slightly
inverted rim; chocolate-brown.
5. 4 bodysherds from a small hemis-pherical bowl with a little beaded
rim; greenish-buff; proto-Ninevite V ware.
Room no. 50
123

For similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXIX. b. nos. 1-2 (in Gawra XI).
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Pottery
1. 2 rims froum medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 4 rims from small globular jars with high straight necks and small
beaded rims; greenish-buff.
3. One bodysherd from a small globular hole-mouthed pot; redslipped and burnished.
4. 3 rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
redish-buff.
5. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
6. 5 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
7. A rimsherd, reddish-buff, decorated with three incised circles with
crosses inside, from a medium deep open bowl with a high wall.
8. 3 painted 'Ubaid bodysherds.
Objects
1. A small basalt axe.
2. A rubbing stone.
3. 2 flint blades.
4. One obsidian blade.
Room no. 51
Pottery
1. 5 rims from large globular cooking pots with flaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 4 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
small beaded rims; reddish-buff.
3. 6 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; raddish-buff.
4. 3 rims (type 7 chart III): reddish-buff.
Object
1. A small rectangular flint arrow head (3.7 cm. in length; cf. pl.
XVIII, no. 3).
2. 7 flint sickle-blades with bitumen traces; a flint borer and one
scraper.
3. 6 Obsidian blades.
4. A small black stone celt.
Room no. 52.
Pottery
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1. One rimsherd from a large globular cooking pot with flaring rim;
chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim; reddish-buff.
3. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
Objects
1. A broken small grey stone celt.
2. 2 flint flakes.
Room no. 53.
Pottery
1. 4. rims from large globular cooking Pots with ffaring rims;
chocolate-brown.
2. 4 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
3. One rimsherd from a small open plate with a curved body and an
internally beveled rim; red-slipped and burnished.
Objects:
1. One obsidian blade; one flacke.
Room no. 54
Pottery
1. 24 rims from globular cooking pots of various sizes. All with flaring
rims; chocolate-brown.
2. 2 rims from large ovoid pots with wide open mouths and double
rims; reddish-buff.
3. One rimfragment from a large double-mouthed globular jar (type
25 chart III); reddish-buff.
4. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a high straight neck
and a slightly flaring rim; greenish-buff.
5. 18 rims from small hemispherical bowls mainly with inverted rims,
but little beaded rims are also present; reddish-buff.
6. 15 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
7. 4 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
8. One rimsherd from a small globular jar with a flaring rim,
greenish-buff with bubbled surface.
9. One fine red-slipped and burnished base fragment from perhaps a
small globular pot.
10. One bodysherd with incised decoration consisting of two circles
with crosses inside and one plan tree, from perhaps a small open bowl
with straight sides; reddish-buff.
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11. One painted Halaf bodysherd.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2. A small stone pestle (10 cm. in length).
3. One ovoid clay sling-pellet.
4. One flint sickle-blade with bitumen traces; 2 flakes.
5. 2 Obsidian blades; 2 flakes.
Room no. 55
Pottery
1. One rimsherd from a small globular cooking pot with a flaring rim;
chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a small globular cooking pot with a high
straight neck and a little over-hanging rim; greenish-buff.
3. 5 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff, and flat bases.
Objects
1. One clay spindle-whorl.
2. A small stone cube (c. 5 cm. square).
3. A rubbing stone.
4. One flint sickle-blade; one flint borer; 2 flakes.
5. 4 Obsidian blades.
Room no. 56
Pottery
1. One red-washed body fragment from a small globular pot with
flaring rim; chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular cooking pot with flaring
rim; chocolate-brown.
3. 4 rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
flaring rims; reddish-buff.
4. A short cylindrical spout; buff.
5. 3 rims (type 7 chart III) ; reddish-buff.
6. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; greenish-buff.
7. One rin fragment from a small shallow dish with a wide flat base
and low heavy sides, reddish – buff, foft coarse ware.
8. One rimsherd from medium hemispherical bowl with a plain rim,
pot with a plain rim greenish highly fired.
9. one rimsherd from a small globular pot with a little rim, greenish –
buff.
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10. one painted Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. 2flint sickle – blades.
2. One obsidian knife.
Room no. 57
Pottery
1. 7 rims from medium globular chiking pots with flaring rims,
chocolat- brown.
2. One rimsherd from a large ovoid pot with a wide poen mouth and
double rim, reddish – buff.
3. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim, buff.
4. 3rims from deep open pots with flaring sides and flat bases, reddish
– buff.
5. 3 rims from shallow open plates withcurved bodies and internally
bevelled rim, reddish – buff.
6. One rimsherd from a small hemispherical bowl with a little beaded
rim, grey burnished ware.
7. A body fragment from a small carinted bowl decorated with incised
design placed above the carination and consisting of horizontal and
vertical grooves together with stamped circles enclosing solar symbols.
8. One painted and incised Ubaid bodysherd.
Objects
1. 3 flint flaces
2. One obsidian knife.
Room no. 58
Pottery
1. 2 rims from medium globular jaia with double rims, reddish – buff.
2. 7rims from medium globular cooking pots with flaring rims,
chocolate- brown.
3. 3rims from medium globular jars with high straight necks and
plain rims, reddish – buff.
4. 9 rims (type 7 chart III), reddish buff.
5. 3 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims, reddish – buff.
6. 10 rims from small and medium hemispherical bowls with plain
rims, reddish – buff.
Objects
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1. A clay stopper – like plug1240 (cf. pl. XVI. No. 1).
2. 2 clay spindle –whorls.
3. A stone loom -weight.
4. 2 stone door – sockets.
5. A rubbing stone.
6. 2 broken ground – stone querns.
7. A flint core.
8. 3 obsidian blades.
Room no. 59
Pottery
1. One bodysherd from a large globular cooning pot, chocolate-brown.
2. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and flaring rim, buff, highly fired ware.
3. One painted Ubaid rimsherd.
Objects
1. 2 clay spindle – whorls.
2. One fint sickle-blade; a flint core.
3. A broken ground – stone quern.
Room no. 60
Pottery
1. 3 rims from large heavy globular storage jars with wide open
mouths and ledged rims; buff.
2. 4rims from large. Globular cooking pots wigh flaring rims,
chocolate-prown.
3. 3 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
4. 2 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish – buff.
5. One rimsherd from a medium globular jar with a high straight
neck and a small beaded rim; reddish – buff.
6. One rim fragment from a small hemispherical bowl with a little
beaded rim; buff.
Objects
1. A rubbing stone.
2. 2flint ffakes.
3. One obsidian blade.
D. Occurrences in the Platform:

124

for a similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXXIII, e.
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Excavations at various points in the platform which occupied a large
part of the western slope of the mound brought to light some potterv
and other objects belonging in level III proper.
Pottery
1. 12 rims from globular cooking pots; of various sizes. With flaring
rims chocolate-brown.
2. One red-slipped. Burnished rimsherd from a medium globular
hole-mouthed pot.
3. One grey burnished rimsherd from a small shallow plate with a
curved base, low straight sides and a plain rim.
4. 20 rims (type 7 chart III); reddish-buff.
5. 10 rims from shallow open plates with curved bodies and internally
beveled rims; reddish-buff.
6. 9rims from small hemispherical bowls with little beaded rims;
reddish – buff.
7. One bodysherd from a small sharply carinated bowl; reddish –puff.
8. A short eylindrical spout.
9. 3painted Ubaid bodysherds.
Objects
1. A large clay eye-idol with a hollow, bell-shaped base, reddish clay;
one eye is missing.
2. Another large clay eye-idol (17 crn. In length) one eye of which was
also lost in antiquity. Both specimens were found outside room 59, a
little to the north of it western wall. A fine painted Ninevite V
bodysherd, perhaps from a stemmed painted chalice. Came from the
same location.
3. A small cylindrical clay object with a square base. Altogether 8 cm.
in length, perhaps a phallic object (cf. pl. XIX. No 2).
4. 5 clay spindle – whorls.
5. A short clay horn.
6. A small button-like shell stamp seal with a geometries design125 (cf.
pl. XX).
7. 2 flint sickle-blades.
8. 4 obsidian flakes.
III. ONOTES ON THE ILLUSTRA- TONS
PL. I contour map of Qalinj Agha showing the excavations of the
three sesons (1966-1968).
125

For a similar example cf. ibid. pl. LXXXVIII, no.3
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PL. II
Ground plan of level I (top level).
PL.III
Ground plan of level II
PL.IV
Ground plan of level III
PL. V
Ground plan of the eastern temple.
PL.VI
Ground plan of the western temple.
PL. VLL
Section A-B (north-south) facing west.
PL.VLLL
Fig. I: View from the west showing architectural remains of level I.
Fig. 2: View from the west showing he stratigraphic sequence of the
three levels.
Fig. 3: View from the north showing architectural remains of level III
especially the eastern temple.
Fig. 4: View from the west showing more architectural remains of
level III.
PL.IX
Fig. 1: View from the south showing the main street (no. 21) and the
tow quarters (eastern and western) on both sides, level III
Fig. 2: View from the south-east showing some details of the eastern
quarter, level III
Fig. 3: View from the west showing the southern end of main street
(no. 21), level III.
PL. X
Fig. 1: View from the south of the eastern temple. Level III
Fig. 2: View from the west of the western temple, level III
Fig. 3: View from the west showing in particular the central room of
the western temple. Level III
PL. XI
Fig. 1: Two clay calves heads and one clay “Eye-symbol”. Level I.
Fig. 2: Clay “Eye-symbol” and a double-horned clay object, level II.
Fig. 3: A broken double-horned clay object and clay “Eye-symbol”,
level III.
PL. XII
Double-horned clay objects; level III, in situ.
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PL. XIII
Fig. 1: huaman and animal figure-ines; level II
Fig. 2: huaman and animal figure-ines; level III
PL. XIV
Fig. 1: stone axes, clay spindle-whorls and a bone spatula; level I.
Fig. 2: Clay spindle-whorls level II
Fig. 3: Clay spindle-whorls level III
PL. XV
Fig. 1: stone querns, level II
Fig. 2: stone artefacts, level II
Fig. 3-4: Stone querns. Pestles, pounders, celts, axes and mortars.
Level III
PL. XVL
Fig. 1: Ovoid clay sling=pellets and some clay and stone artefacts,
level III.
Fig. 2: Stone cubes, pestles and sling-pellets, level III stone cubes were
found only in the temples.
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NOTES ON THE LATE
PREHISTORIC POTTERY OF
MESOPOTAMIA
I. The latest prehistorlc perlods in mesoptamla, which brgan about
3500 B.C. and lasted nearly sevsn centuries derive their names from
the two sites where their existence was first revealed: warka in the
heart of the southern Me- sopotamian plain126, and gamdat nasr to
the north in akkad127.
During the season of 1931-32 at warka, the german expedition identified eighteen layers under the ziggurat within the e-anna precinct
,sixteen of which were prehistoric levels (xviii-iii), eleven of them
attributed to the epoch under discussion .the so-called uruk period
was defined by the appea- rance of new types of potterswheel. And
innoval-tions in architecture, glyptic and metal- work128.
Further north at Jamdat- Nasr, E. Mackay unearthed in 1926 a new
type of polychrome pottery, associated with tablets bearing
inscription.129 Many fea- tures of this painted pottery, however, are
known to be reminiscent of the pre- ceeding Uruk wares. Attempts
have been made to divide the Uruk period into two distinct phases
with warka VI, which produced new features and new forms of
pottery, as the turning point130 traces of the earliest temple building in
riemchen bricks cone mosaic ornament riemchen bricks cone mosaic
ornament and the first use of cylinder seals in warka VI led S. Lloyd
to the following division: warak XIV-VII" Early Uruk" warka VIIII" Late Uruk". But the terms "Uruk’ and "jamdet nasr" as used in
the warka report were adopted by P. Van der meer: warka XIV-V
"Uruk" warka IV-III "jamdat nasr"131
under another system of

)

126

) in the qadisya district c.18 km. to the east of the railways station at aldarraji and about 30 km .to the east of the town of es-samawa.
(2) fifteen miles north east of kish in bobylon district
128
( ( Cf. uvb iv ,1932 pp. 6 and 31. num –bering from the top , levels I and ii
were attributed to the Early Dynastic period.
129
( ) Mackay, Eenes; Chicago, 1931, "Re- port on Excavations at Jemdat Nasr,
Iraq". Field Museum- Oxford University joint expedition; A. Parrot; 1960.p.6.
130
( ) Sumer, Vol. IV No. 1. 1948, P.50.
(6) cf. "the ancent chronology of western asia and Egypt " ,leiden e.s. brill,
1947,table i.
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nomencla- ture ,the later part of the period was termed
"protoliterate", with warka vii as its starting point.132
Delougaz who conceived the term , attributed to it four distinct
phases; a, b ,c and d, with the invention of writing occurring in
protoliterate a.
In a more recent study le Breton a dopted both system, employing
early and late uruk as well as protoliterate;
Warka ( e-anna) XIV-XII" Early Uruk.
Warka (e-anna VIII-VII " Transi- tional".
Warka (E- anna) VI-IV "Late Uruk".
Then following the Warka report in dividing level IV into two parts A
and B, he attributed part of IV A and part of III to Protoliterate "C";
and part of III and II to Protolitereate "d". The Jamdat Nasr phase
according to Le Bre- ton, covers part of late Uruk (IV A and B) and
the two Protoliterate phases "C" and "d".133 For purposes of ceramic
stu- dies, however, the present writer has chosen to use the less
controversial terms early and late Uruk, also employing such terms as
Uruk and jamdat Nasr wares to describe Uruk period, Jamdat Nasr
period, protoliterate and Ninevite V periods are used when it is found
neces- sary.
II.Uruk pottery is found throughout Mesopotamia, from Susa and
Sialk in the east, Diyarbekir to the north, to the west along the khabur
and Balikh rivres, in the 'Amuq, and even as far as Egypt.
This distribution would suggest Mesopo- tamia as the focal point; all
the available evidence, however supports the view that Uruk pottrery
and in fact the Uruk culture in general is a local Mesopotam- ian
development. There are far more known Uruk sites in northern
Mesopo- tamia than in the south. It is not pos- sible at present to tell
whether or not this fact is significant which would hove tended to
obliterate sites, in particular small ones, of Uruk and earlier dates,
Where extensive surface surveys have been carried out, however, for
ex- ample in the Diyala, Nippur, Eridu and Warka rgions, a number
(7) cf . "pre –sargonid temples in the diyala region". 1942 (oip lviii) p.8,
n.10.nevertheless perkins prefers to open the period with warka e-anna
viii;cf .saoc no.25,p.97,no. 1.
133
( ( lraq, Vol. XLX. No. 2, 1957. p. 174; for more recent work on the subject
cf. Edith Porada. in chronology in Old World pp. 133.34 and charls on p. 175;
also cf, Robert McC Countryside". Chicago 1972. pp. 97-104.
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of Uruk sites have been found, In spite of the smaller numbers of
recorded sites, one's inclina- tion is to treat the south as the focal area
at this time owing to the social and urban development which is
known to have taken place there and for which as yet we have no
parallels in the north. Only further excavation in the north and further survey in the south can satisfac- torily resolve these problems,
however.
III With the exception of Gawre, which lacks some of the typical Uruk
shapes, for example beveled rim bowls, handled cups. Drooping spouts
and squat four- lugged jars, the similarity between Uruk pottery in
northern and southern Mesopotamia is immediately apparent.
Dr. Behnam Abu Al- soof
Red and grey wares are present at all sites in both areas, and the plain
buff variety, although predominant in the south ,is also present
everywhere at northern sites. There are a large numher of shapes
common to both districts; open bowls, beveled rim bowls, "flower
pots" ,sinuous- sided bowls, globuled cooking post ,spouted and
unspouted jars,jars with multiple spouts (telloh Jamdat nasr.
Khafajah, and qarashina), squat four- iugged jars, shallow bowls with
knobbed tripod bases( warka XIV and XII, qalinj agha VI, and
gawra, in the trench). On the bases of all these similarities, the writer
prefers the term Uruk in describing the post- "ubaid and pre- ninevite
v pottery found everywhere in the north rather that "gawra", a term
adopted by perkins for the northern uruk wares (saoc, no. 25,pp.19497,and 199).the use of the former term reflects more accurately both
the conin- uity of pottery types in this area, and, allowing for local
variations which are always present, the general uniformity of the
pottery types of this period.
IV. that there was no break in cera- mic tradition between the late
:ubaid and early uruk periods is demonstrated by the existence of late
"ubaid pottery in uruk context at warka, ur, telloh, and qalinj agha,
also by the presence of the uruk grey and red wares in "ubaid levels at
a number of sites in northern and southern Mesopotamia. The socalled "ubaid II ceramic. Which appeared at telloh and in warka
XII,continuing into VII, and perhaps in scattered ex-amples as late as
warka III,is certainly uruk in date. This late variety of paint- ed
pottery is wheel- turned, whereas the normal 'ubaid painted were is
either hand- made or, towards the end of the period, made on a slow
wheel. Moreover, the entire upper surface of such vessels was often
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decorated, usually in geometric designs, with both red and black
paint. A fragment from warka also showed acrudely drawn fish or
pig. The painted technique applied here appears to have been a
revival of the old "ubaid tradition. At ur woolly's ur- "ubaid IIIgraves
are ceriod. They early uruk material. What is important is the
complete mixture of uruk and: ubaid types found in thrse graves, and
the persistence of mono- chrome painted decoration, albeit in a very
simplified from, on wheel- made pottery. Pottery shapes such as
spouted jars, jars with basket handles, and squat four- lugged jars
,known among the examples of grey and red uruk pottery occurring in
:ubaid levels are: the group of fragments, in both wares, found in
waraka XVIII-XV;the eridu large squat red- slipped jar discovered in
the hut sounding, level XI, together with other examples founds in
Temples X-IX at eridu. :sprig- ware " demonstra –tes ation of "ubaid
–like painted ornament on red- slipped pottery, occur- ring in the
transitional pottery between :ubaid and uruk at gawra (levels XII AXII) , in the upper part of susa a, and at brak. Continuity in ceramic
tradition is also attasted towards the end of the uruk period between
late uruk and of the so- called Jamdat nasr period. Together with the
Jamdat Nasr painted pottery there occurred, in many places in babylonia a large number of uruk types squat four- lugged jasr together
with spouted and unspouted late uruk jars Nasr style this unbroken
sequence of ceramic tradition from "ubaid to uruk and Jamdat Nasr
wsres suggeste strong- ly a gradual development and cultural
continuity; there is simply no apportu- nity for the overwhelming
invation of new people that is often proposed.
V. It is true thet black, grey, and red pottery was at home in Anatolia
from the Neolithia onwards, but this does not seem to have influenced
the Mesopotamian red and grey varieties, the grey pottery was known
in Mesopo- tamia during the six millennium B.C. at the beginning of
the Hassuna period (Tell es- Sawwan II). Grey and black burnished
wares were also present in Hassuna IV and V. On the basis of clay
texture. Technique of firing, and shape, these early Mesopotaian
occurrences are thought to be a local Hassuna product, achieved
perhaps through an accidrnt of firing, but possibly manufactured deliberately.
In Mesopotamia these wares soon went ut of fasion and were absent
for nearly 2000 years; but they reappeared towards the end of al
'Ubaid period, in both northern and southern Mesopota- mia, and by
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the beginning of the Uruk period had becomw popular. It has been
suggested that Anatolia was the origin of these Mesopotamian wares,
in parti- cular the grey variety, but the Mesopo-tamian Uruk shapes
are entirely foreign in Asia Minor. Moreover, areas peri- pheral to
Anatolia, for examples north Syria and southeastern Turkey
produced virtually no grey and red Uruk wares while there is visible a
strong Mesopo- tamian influencr in the buff pottery at this time in, for
example the 'Amuq and Diyarbrkir, where the beveled rim bowls,
drooping spouts and reserved- slip ware were present Nor can Iran be
con-sidered a possible source of the grey and red pottery. Similar
pottery is found in the Susa region, but not elsewhere, This area is
geographically an extension of the Mesopotamian plains and was often
under Mesopotamian cultural in- fluence. The grey ware of Hissar II
is too late to have influenced the Mesopo- tamian grey Uruk; while
neither the shapr nor the technique of the red ware of Bakun A V is
related to the red Uruk ware in Mesopotamia. The small number of
Iranian occurrences compared wlth the Mesopotamian ones indicate
clrarly that Iran was not the home of any of the Mesopotarnian Uruk
waers. One is thus forced to conclude that both the red and grey Uruk
pottery were indigrnous de- velopments in Mesopotamia.
VI. On the basisof the pottery the would seem to be little reason for
dist- inguishihg the so- called Jamdat Nasr period as a sepaear to be
little more than a late phase of the Uruk period, and the painted
Jamdat Nasr pottery may well have been no more than a luxury
product of late Uruk date. A large numdre of Uruk types perist into
the so- called Jamdat Nasr levels, for example beveled rim bowls.
"flower pot", handled cups, squat four- lugged jars, and spouted and
unspouted jars Moreover, among the Jamdat Nasr painted typed are
found a number of distinctive Uruk shapes, in- cluding the squat fourlugged jars to- gether with spouted and unspouted late Uruk jars. The
home of Jamdat Nasr Pottery is undoubtedly Babtylonia. There is
some evidence. However, that it spread north by way of the kiruk
plain. Three sites at Daquq in kirkuk district (Tell el-Hajal, Rasm
Baldagh, and Tell el- Mukhfiya) have produced some Jamdat Nasr
pottery in the from of surface collections, and Jamdat Nasr pottery is
sald to have been found in the vicinity of Shemshara, Moreover, the
scarlet ware of the Eaely Dynastic period, which is Known in
particular from the Diyala region, has also been found as surface
mateaial at Tell Ahmad el- Hatu in Kupri, half way between Kiruk
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and Erbil. Its presence here is perhaps sur- prising, but the discovery
of a very si- milar type in the excavations at Telul eth- thalathat
suggests that the influence and distribution of this distinctive, type of
painted pottery may be far wider than had previously been thought.
This is a fragment of a large jar painted in a red- dish colour on a buff
surface, with a de- sign consisting of stylizwd ox- like ani- mals with
birds perched on their backs (cf. pl.I; found in association with
Ninevite V pottery in the upper levels at Tell V during the fourth
season). In shape it is remarkably like the scarlet ware from the
diyala. The actual paint colour is darker, but is mush closer to the
scarlet colour employed in the diyala that to the. Plum red pigment
used by Jamdat Nasr potters.
Outside Mesopotamia, however, the influence of the painted Jamdat
nasr style reached susa c b in the from of a squat jar with a
combination of lugs and handle. Susa Cc yielded another squat jar,
with a combination of lugs. Handle, and a false spout pottery with
mono- chrome decoration found in susa Ca-c and sialk III 7b, for the
most part trough spouted jugs reminiscent of an example found in
both pottry and other ma-terial culture also reached northern Syria
southeastern turkey, and as far as the nile valley, where a painted jars
in the jamdat nasr geometric style and pear-shaped jars either red
slipped red washed or buff occurred during the late gerzean period.
VII that thev plain and incised ni nevite V pottery is a natural
development from the preceding uruk wares cannot be disputed the
elegantly formed shapes and the elaborate incised technique ap- plied
to them are a natural advance in the potter,s craft especially under
the influence of metal forms and the develop ment of the fast potter,s
wheel in un questionably early uruk levels at qalinj agha (levels III-VI
in sounding I; cf.sumer vol xxii, 1966,pp,77-82). A considerable
number of fragments of a these belonged to hemispherical bowls with
small beaded rims, always wheel turned In both shape and technique
these fragments are strikingly reminis cent of ninevite V pottery
moreover nineveite V wares including the painted variety at both
excavated and surveyed sites are almost always found in associa tion
with uruk pottery.
This is true at such excavated sites as: Nineveh, Gawra, Ibrahim
Bayis, the Dokan. Telul eth-Thalathat, and Grai Resh. It is also true at
nearly one hun- dred surveyed sites in Assyria.
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With the painted Ninevite V ware, nowever, the situation may. be
slightly different. Direct local untecedent for tnis painted variety can
not be found; instead there is some- resemblance in decoration, and
style of painting between the meso- potamian, painted Ninevite V
ware and some painted chalices and stemmed bowls of Sialk III 6-7
and IV, Hissar I A-C and A. On this basis the Iranian ori- gin of the
painted Ninevite V Poottery has been argued, and infiltration by way
of the lesser Zab has been suggested. The writer's reluctance to accept
this hypo- thesis is based on two things: first, that shapes such as
rounded-bottomed –bowls with beaded or straight rims, carinated
stemmed jars with trumpet- shaped mouths and pierced lugs on the
shoulders, and large. stemrned ring-brsed jars with nearly ovoid
bodies are, so far as we know, absent in Iran, These shapes oc- cur in
Assyria, not only in the Ninevite V painted pottery but also in both the
incised and Plain Ninevite V wares Moreover, the chalice shape which
is a1waye linked with Iran, has Possible antecedents in Assyria itself
in the chalices of the Uruk period, found, in Gawra XI-IX and Grai
Resh IV- II Stone and pottery chelices are known as early as the Halaf
period In the se- cond place the majority of both excavated and
surveyed sites with painted. Ninevite V pottery are clustered in the
plains of Mosul and Erbil, and to a lesser extent in the foot hill
country to the east and north. In Mosul district alone there are more
than 25 sites which have produced painted Ninevite V surface
material. It is also important that the Ninevite V painted ware, and for
that matter all Ninevite V wares, are virtually absent in areas adjacent
to Iran. One site only was recorded in the Diyala district (Telul-elHadid, near the persian border in the Qadha of khanaqin), and no
more than five, further, north, in Sulaimaniya dis- trict (in both
Dokan ana Shahrzur areas). In Iran itself there have been found as
yet only a very small number of sites with painted pottery which is
reminiscent of Ninevite V.
It should also be pointed out that there is at least a suspicion that the
painted Ninevite V does not necessarily 'occur on all Ninevite V sites.
In Mosul district it was recorded at about fifty per cent of the
Ninevite, V sites surveyed, and west of the Tigris the percentage is
even lower. This may of course reflect simply the relative. This may of
course reflect simply the relative, rarity of the painted ware and not
its total absence; certainly the incised were is the more common of the
two types. It is also possible that the painted ware may be, slightly
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earlier in date than the incised were, but the Japa- nese excavations at
Telul eth- Thalathat seem to have found the two varieties more or less
contemporary. Bearing all this evidence in mind, one can perhaps canclued that, although the impetus for the Ninevite V painted pottery
may have come from Iran, there remains a very strong possibility that
it was a local northern Mesopotmian development There is on doubt
that other Ninevite V wares are purely local in origin, and the fine
grey wares persist throughout the third and into the second
millennium.
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LATE PREHISTORIC POTTERY AT
NINEVEH, GAWRA
AND THE NEIGHBOURING SITES
.
In the "Prehistoric Sondage" at Tell Quynjuk, Nineveh, Sir Max
Mallowan encounteed, for the first time in the north of
Mesopotamia, pottery of the Uruk Period)1(
Although there is some controversy about the date of level
III in the deep sounding)2(, there is no about but that its upper part
yielded a considerable quantity of Uruk grey and buff wares. Red
Uruk ware is represented only by a single example. The grey
variety was by far the most popular type of pottery from Nineveh
III)3(; it is usually highly carbonized in section, and highly
burnished. Some jet black examples also occurred. Grey ware
vessels were usually hand-mad but wheel-turned specimens also
occurred)4( .
Large heavy squat burial urns about 30 em. In diameter, occurred
in good number)5( . The majority of the grey ware, however,
consisted of small vessels)6( , mainly open bowls with either rounded
bottoms or wide flat bases and concave sides; they also vary in
depth. A highly burnished bowl, ribbed on the exterior, of dark
greenish-grey clay with a soapy texture came from the top of level
III)7(. The one red ware sherd came from a hand-made vessel, redshipped and burnished)8(. Plain. buff Uruk pottery was also
common
)1(

Cf. AAA XX, 1932, pp. 127-128

)2(

Ibid pp. 131, and 131, and 134; also see LIoyd: Sumer IV, no, 1, p. 42; A.
Perking: 1949, pp. 56-57; J. Lines: Dessertation (Camdridge) 1953, p. 111.
)3(
A fact which led Mallowan to call the straium "the period of the grey
ware", cf. AAA, p. 131.
)4(
Ibid. pp. 163-164
)5(
)6(
)7(
)8(

Four of them were found, cf. Ibid. p. 163, Pl .LI, No. 12
Ibid p. 163, pl. LI, Nos. 11, 13; XLIX, Nos. 14, 18, 26, 31
Ibid p. 164; Pl. XLLX, no. 24.
Ibid. p. 164.
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In level III, and was found in a number of forms)9(. Pots with heavy
club-headed rims were popular)10(. Deep-bellied bowls, thin in
section with distinctly grooved rims, also occurred, usually made of
light buff clay. The early examples were hand-made, while those
found at the top of the level were mainly wheel-turned, often
burnished. Shallow bowls with very thin, concave, sharply
carinated sides, and rounded bottoms were also found)11(. Beveled
rim votive bowls are said to have occurred as early as the top of this
level)12(; none was illustrated, however.
Nineveh IV yielded pottery comparable with that of late UrUk
and Jamdat Nasr in the South)13(. The top of the stratum even
produced complete examples of reserved-slip ware)14(. Numerous
red-sliped sherds and a number of whole vessels in this ware
occurred. The colour of the slip varied plum-red to bright sealingwax. On the early examples the slip seems to have been fixed and is
easily washed-off. On later vessels it is more firmly applied)15(. A
number of globular jars with short flaring necks and four lugs on
their upper bodies were found)16(. Squatter four-lugged jars, also
with rounded bottoms, occurred)17(. Of the same general type is a
shouldered example with small ring base. It is coated with a fine

)9(

Ibid. p. 164; pl. XLIX, Nos. 1-16, 19-20,28,38.

)11(

Ibid. p. 164, pl. XLIX, Nos. 14, 38, 42 "Club headed is a general term for
heavy ledged rims, or rims which are slightly sloped, but too rounded to be
called beveled; such rims often have a small concavity, forming a little ledge
just below the lip, cf, ibid. Nos. 9, 29
)11(
Ibid. p. 164, pl. L, No. 1, pl. XLIX, Nos. 31-32.
)12(
)13(

Ibid. p. 164, pl. XLIX, Nos. 4-5.
Ibid. p. 168.

)14(

For this reason Professor Loyd placed Nineveh IV in his "late Uruk" period;
Nineveh III was considered "early Uruk"; cf. Sumer IV, No. 1, 1948, p. 42.
)15(
See the description of the ware and its date; AAAXX, p. 167, Pl. LII, No. 12.
)16(
)17(

Ibid p. 165.
Ibid. pl. LII, No. 10.
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dark-red slip)18(. A series of circular pellets running at intervals
around the shoulder is a common feature applied to red ware
vessels)19(. A combination of red slip and combed decoration is
found on one neck fragment)20(. Herring-bone, crosshatching, is
found, and other incised decoration was applied to many vessels
from level IV. Fingernail impressions (crescent-shaped) appeared
on others)21(. Nicked decoration was applied to one handle)22(. A fine
example of the incised ware is a squat four-lugged jar with a band
of crosshatched incision on the shoulder)23(; it has a small flat base.
Another combination, a row of deeply-cut small triangles with a
cable pattern in relief, appeared on two neck fragment; threes
occurred high-up in the level)24(. Handled-cups with several grooves
on the shoulder)25( were found, cups of the same type but without
handled, usually with rounded bottoms, were also incised on the
shoulder)26(. There is a variety of spouted-vessels, many which had.
Curved (drooping) spouts)27(. Sherds of spouted bellied-pots or
wide-mouthed jars occurred)28(. Ring-based spouted-jars have short

)18(

Ibid. pl. LII, No. 9.

)19(

AAA XIX, pl. LXI, p. 88; it should be remembered, however that southern
examples are usually hole-mouthed, unlike the necked specimens of Nineveh
IV; some of the latter may have three lugs only.
)21(
AAA XX, p. 165.
)21(

Ibid. pl. L, No. 14.

)22(

Ibid. pl. L, Nos. 2, 9-14; Nos. 10 and 12 have herring-bone incisions, and
are of an unusual dark-greenish fabric; they were found near the bottom of
level IV; cf. ibid. p. 166.
)23(
Ibid. pl. L, No. 4.
)24(

AAA XIX, pl. XIX, No. 1; it has a striking parallel in Warka IV (in red slip), cf.
UVB IV, pl. 19Db
)25(
AAA XX, p. 167, pl. XLIX, Nos. 21, 37 re-pectively
)26(
)27(
)28(

Ibid. pls. LI, No. 6; LII, No. 14.
Ibid . p. 167, pl. LII, No. 13.
Usually occur in the top of the level; cf. ibid p. 163, pl. L, No. 6.
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flaring necks and beveled rims)29(. On globular jar, with short
narrow neck, has a short spout high on the should; a kettle-like
hole-mouthed spouted-jar was also found)30(. From the lower part of
the level came sherds of several deep bowls with straight sides and
curved bases they have rather heavy everted rims)31(. All were of
plain buff ware, wheel-turned. Shallow bowls (or flat dishes)
occurred with both round-topped or flat-topped rims)32(. A tall
unsported, shouldered-jar and a neck fragment of a peg-shaped
vessels were found. The latter has a folded-rims. Both were of plain
buff ware; the former was found in the upper part of the level)33(.
Deep bowls with flaring sides occurred in good number)34(. The
beveled rim votive bowls is the most common type among the
Nineveh IV pottery)35(.
II
TT 1-4 at Arpachiyah includes both Ubaid and Uruk material
demonst rates the overlap that we see elsewhere between the two
periods. b)36(. Both grey and red-burnished Uruk wares are
represented by many sherds, as well as by whole vessels)37(. A large
squat red ware jar, said to be unique specimen, can be compared
with the one from Eridu (see Sumer, Vol XXIX, 1973, pl. I in our
article). The Arpachiyah example, however, has a dark-red slip
which covers the entire body except the upper shoulder, where a
narrow band of solid-cable pattern has been painted in black. Like
)29(
)31(

Ibid. pl. L, Nos. 7-8.
Ibid. pl. LI, No. 7.

)31(

AAA XIX, pl. LXI, No. 18-19 respectively.

)32(

Considered an early type of Nineveh IV pottery; cf. AAA XX, p. 167, pl.
XLIX, Nos. 34-63.
)33(
Ibid. pl. XLIX, Nos. 6,33
)34(
)35(

Ibid. p. 168, pl. LI, No. 9; L, No. 3 respectively.
AAA XIX, pl. LXI, Nos. 27, 29

)36(

The majority were found turned bottom upwards; cf, ibid. p. 88, pl. XLI, No
26; see also the discussion by Mallowan concerning their usage, AA XX, p. 168
)37(
Iraq II, No. 1, 1935, p. 24; certain types of pottery found in these
occupational start, are equated by Mallowan with that of Nineveh III, Warka
XIV and below, and post Susa I; cf. ibid pp. 24 and 25 (comparative table).
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the Eridu specimens, it has sets of four little knobs placed at
intervals on the carinated junction between body and shoulder. The
Arpachiyah example came from grave 21 in the cemetery)38(. A
small, crudely-made double-mouthed jar (11 x 10 x 6 cm.) of plain
buff ware in the Iraq Museum (IM. 14807) may present some
affinities with the double-mouthed pots of the Uruk period)39(.
III

Gawra Xii is best considered as a transitional stage between the
„Ubaid and Uruk periods. In architecture as well as in pottery,
Gawra XII exhibits certain features related to both earlier and later
levels)40( . In Gawra XI-A certain changes in material culture occur
; painted pottery almost disappears , to be replaced by plain
unpainted ceramic . A distinctive type of temple architecture was
introduced ; and burial customs known elsewhere in the Uruk
period were adopted. These innovations continued throughout the
overlying strata up to Gawra VIII-A)41(.
Pottery of Gawra XI-A:
The amount of pottery unearthed from this level was limited, yet
a number of shapes and fabrics occurred Compared with the
pottery from earlier levels, that of Gawra XI-A is decidedly
inferior, both in shape and technique)42(. The colour is usually
brown, red-brown or buff; the ware is coarse, the vessels having
thicker walls than before. Different types of simple open bowl were
common. Various types of shallow bowl with sharply flaring sides
and small flat bases occurred)43( Spherical bowls were popular; of
these a few have bases)44(. Other were found with slightly carinated
)38(
)39(

Ibid. pp. 71-72; fige. 40 No. 5; and 39, No. 3.
Ibid. pp. 24, and 63; fig. 37, No. 4.

)41(

Find-spot not mentioned; it probably came from the upper levels (‘Ubaid
levels).
)41(
Cf. Arthur J. Tobler: “Excavation at Tepe Gawra” Vol. II, 1951, pp. 145-146
and 147; Lloyd: Sumer, IV, No. 1, pp. 42-43; see also Lines, Joan: Dessertaion,
Cambridge, 1953, pp. 198, 200-201, 203 and 206-207.
)42(
Tobler: 1950. p. 4.
)43(
)44(

Ibid. p. 151.
Ibid p. 152; pl. CXLI, Fig 328 and 330.
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bodies straight sides and rounded bottoms)45(; comparisons with
those of Warka XIV should be noted. Two shelled bowls with
rounded profiles occurred; one had a small everted rim)46(.
Although ring-bases bowls were characteristic of level XII, Gawra
XI-A yielded few examples of them)47(. Spherical bowls were
sometimes supplied with long tubular spouts)48(. A squat bowl with
carinated body and long trough spout is a unique example at this
level)49(. Many unspouted specimens of this type are found in later
levels, however)50(. Deep post occurred with various profiled.
Curved bodies were popular; among the latter-groups was a pot
with a double rim)51(. Large storage jars occurred frequently)52(.
Smaller jars of the same type were even more popular)53(. Doublemouthed jars were numerous)54(. Among the miscwllaneous pottery
types from Gawra XI-A is a unique jar-shaped strainer)55(, with tall
curved profile.
Pottery of Gawra XI-IX
The four levels (XI, X-A, X, and IX) were united by their
architectural features united by their ceramic products)56(. The
pottery throughout these strata is generally brown or buff;
although in Gawra and X there were many examples of red-brown
frabries. A few grey and black ware sherds came from XI and X-A
as did some green or greenish examples, comprising mainly cups
)45(

Ibid p. CXLI, figs. 329, 331-232 fig. 331 is of an uncommon coarse black
ware, pebble-burnished.
)46(
Ibid. pl. CXLI, Figs. 333 and 336.
)47(
)48(
)49(
)51(
)51(
)52(
)53(
)54(

Ibid. pl. CXLI, Figs. 335 and 337.
Ibid p. 152; pl. CXLI, figs. 338-339.
Ibid. pl. CXLI, Figs. 340-341.
Ibid. pl. 153; pl. CXLI, Figs. 342.
In levels XI-IX; cf. Ibid pl. XLV, figs 385-388; and in level VIII-A.
Ibid. p. 153; pl. CXLII, Figs. 343-348; figs. 343-344 with holemouths.
Ibid. pl. CXLII, Figs. 349-351.
Ibid. pl. CXLI, Figs. 352-353; pl. CXLIII, figs.355-359..

)55(

A broken example found in level XII was used as a lid for an urn burial, and
a complete specimen came from a well in Gawra XIII; Cf. ibid. p. 163.
)56(
Ibid. pl. CXLIII, Figs. 360..
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and beakers which were of exceptionally fine quality. Surfaces were
either left bare and rough in appearance, or slipped. Brown or redbrown slips were applied to several types of vessels. Wet-smoothing
or wash techniques were sometimes employed)57(. Unlike Gawra XIA, surface decoration was applied to a large group of vessels.
Incised, impressed, punctured or appliqué ornament was used,
mainly on cups and beakers (Gawra XI-XA))58(. Painted ornament
was reintroduced in level XI and continued up to IX; this consisted
of simple patterns, mainly crosshatched triangles)59(. Simple lines,
dots or smears were also applied)60(. Naturalistic designs appeared
only on three vessels)61(. The colour was usually dark brown or
reddish. Burnishing was not especially popular; vessels treated in
this manner were for the most part of grey or black were (Gawra
XI-XA). In shape, the pottery of Gawra XI-IX displayed a variety
of types; among these were bowls, cups, beakers, chalices, pots and
jars. Bowls had flat, rounded or ring basses, but flat-and roundbottomed bowls were by far the most common type of pottery in
these levels. Ring-based bowls also occurred but not so popular.
The flat-based bowls had sharply flaring sides; both deep and
shallow sinuous-sided ones were also found)62(. These bowls were all
hand-made and very crude in appearance. It is possible that the
beveled rim votive bowls occur among this group; one example
offers a striking similarity)63(. Round-bottomed bowls were the most
popular in all four strata)64(; formed or beaded rims are more
common than plain ones. Ring-based bowls in general have beaded
rims and high ring bases)65( common cup types have as a rule
rounded or slightly pointed bottoms, slightly carinated bodies, and
)57(
)58(

Ibid. p. 154.

)59(
)61(
)61(
)62(

Ibid. P. 155.
Ibid. pl. CXLVI, fig. 408; pl. CLII, figs. 521, 523 and 525
Ibid pl. CXLIV, figs. 375, 383, pl. XLX, figs. 395. 396 pl. CLII, fig. 522.

Ibid p. 155; pl. XLIV, FIG. 398; PL. CXLVII, figs. 428; pl. CLII figs522.

)63(
)64(

Ibid. Pp. 153-154.

Ibid. p. 155; pl. CXLIV, fig. 367-371 (369-370 with sinuous sides).

Ibid. Pl .CXLIV, fig.371.

)65(

Ibid. P. 155; pl..CXLIV, fig.372-380.
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constricted waists)66(. The necks and shoulders of such cups are
normally ornamented with several horizontal incised lines or
grooves. Bell-shaped beakers occurred as early Gawra XIII and
carried on without interruption throughout XI-IX)67(. Such beakers
usually have rounded or slightly tapering bottoms, either straight
or concave sides, and low carination. Their surfaces are either left
plain decorated with incised or painted ornament. Impressed or
appliqué decoration was also employed. Chalices, sometimes with
short stems)68(, occurred in Gawra XI-IX but in a limited number.
Hole-mouthed cooking pots with rather ovoid bodies occurred in
Gawra XI (as well XIA) ; they are of coarse crude ware. None was
found in levels XA-IX)69(. Deep pots with double tims, similar to
examples found in level XIA continued into Gawra XI in good
number, yet few were found in XA-IX)70(. Some of three bowls have
wide flat bases and flaring sides)71(. Double-rimmed pots finally
disappeared after Gawra IX. Ring based globular pots were not
infrequent; usually these had small rims)72(. One is spouted)73(. They
were popular in Gawra X-IX. Small jars are quite common; they
have bulging or slightly carinated bodies with rounded or tapering
bottoms. Necks are short and flaring)74(. One example in grey were
came from Gawra IX; it is burnished. Large globular jars)75( are
either plain or painted)76(. A tall jar with a bottle-like body is the

)66(
)67(
)68(

Ibid. P. 156; pl..CXLIV, fig381-384.
Ibid. P. 155; pl..CXLIV, fig385-391.
Ibid. P. 155; pl..CXLIV, fig.392-398.

)69(

Ibid. P. 157; pl..CXLIV, fig.399-401 (Nos. 399 and 401 are very crude
examples from Gawra XI, but No. 400 is a more developed type from Gawra
IX)..
)71(
Ibid. P. 158; pl..CXLIV, fig.402-404.
)71(
)72(
)73(

Ibid. P. 155; pl..CXLIV, fig.405-406.
Ibid. Pl. fig407 (found in grave)..

Ibid. Pl.CXLVI fig408-409..

) )74(
) )75(
)76(

Ibid. Pl. CXLVI fig410..
Ibid. Pl .CXLVI fig418-428.

Ibid .p. 158; Pl. CXLVIII fig422
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only example of its kind from Gawra)77( . double-mouthed jars were
popular; a tendency to bring the two mouths closer is a noticeable
feature in Gawra XI-IX. The end result was the positioning of both
mouths vertically on the top of the vessel, rather than obliquely as
on those of Gawra XIA-XII. Five broken examples came from
Gawra XI, and one each from Gawra XA, XI and IX)78(. A ladle
occurred among the miscel-laneous objects from these strata)79(.
Pottery from Gawra VIII A-C)80(
Although there is unmistakable continuity between the pottery
from Gawra VIII and that the underlying strata)81(, the general
absence of surface decoration (particularly in Gawra VIII B-C),
toge-ther with the introduction of new shapes differentiates the
former)82( from earlier group)83(. Gawra VIII-A, produced a group
of painted and ribbed (incised) chalices; globular and ovoid-shaped
jars together with double-and tripls-mouthed jars. In fabric the
pottery of Gawra VIII (A-C) is either buff, grey or greenish in
colour. The buff ware often has a reddish appearance. Crudely
made vessels occurred in reddish, brown or grey clay. Buff ware,
however, was predominant in this level; it is either hand-made or
wheel-turned. The finer pottery consisted mainly of jars of which
) )77(
) )78(
) )79(
)81(

Ibid. Pl. CXLVIII fig 429-431 and 433.
Ibid. Pl .CXLVI fig 432.
Ibid. Pl.CXLVI fig 434

Ibid. pl. 159; pl. CXLVIII, fig. 439 (the only specimen found intact).

)81(

Gawra VIII has three occupational phases (A, B, and C) C being the oldest
and A the latest. In level VIII-A, new ceramic types appeared in such
abundance as to suggest the arrival of a new people with different ceramic
traditions, see E.A. Speiser: ETG Vol. I, 1935, pp. 22-37. Gawra VIII-A and part
of VII were grounded by perkins under the next cultural phase, the Ninevite
period (cf. A.L. Perkins: 1949, p. 194), which corresponds in part to the Jamdat
Nasr period in the south.
)82(
Continuity is demonstrated by the following pottery forms: round
bottomed bowls, crudely made flat-based bowls, straight-sided and bellshaped cups, deep carinated bowls with tapering bottoms, gloubular pots
with flaring necks, pots with tubular side-spouts; these occurred through-out
VIII A-C.
)83(
With the exception of some Ninevity V pottery in VIII-A.
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the surface was either west smoothed or covered with a cream slip.
A few vessels were coated with grey or red slips. Burnishing was
applied to a small number or vessels. Incised ornament was
employed on some vessels in all three phases of Gawra VIII.
Herring-bone and ribbed incision, however, is known only from
Gawra VIII-A)84(. Deep bowls with rounded bottoms and low
carination were found in Gawra VIII-A)85( . Carinated bowls with
tabering bottoms and wide land of cross-hatched incision on the
shoulder, also occurred in VIII-A; they are of dark grey burnished
ware)86(. Cups with corrugated sides and tapering bases came from
Gawra VIII-A, as did open bowls with rounded bottoms and
carinated sides)87( . shallow open bowls, a few with small flat bases,
were common throughout Gawra VIII-A-C, as well as earlier; these
were both hand-made and wheel-turned. Among the bowls
occurred a rather unusual type with double-curved sides)88(. Tall
cups with either flaring or straight, corrugated sides were found. Of
the former type, which is bell-like in shape, only four specimens
were found, but the latter was popular throughout Gawra VIII and
continued into VII)89(. A great variety of spouted and unspouted
jars occurred. Of these the most common examples are with
rounded profiled; some had either painted or corrugated
shoulders)90(. A variation of this type of jars, but of more globular
shape, both spouted and unspouted, occurred in VIII A-C. The
spouted examples are especially common in Gawra VIII-A 91.
The two-mouthed jar , ovoid in shape with One mouth at the side ,
was found in Gawra VIII-A92 .A triple-mouthed jar , globular in
shape , was found in the same level 93. Both jars are hand –made
and buff in colour . Deep bowls , with rounded or almost tabering
bottoms, were fouhd 94. Ladles were common throughout Gawra
VIII: they oeeurred in a variety of sizes95 IV.
)84(

Cf. Speiser: ETG vol. I, 1935, p. 41.

)85(
)86(
)87(
)88(
)89(
)91(

Ibid. p. 42.
Ibid. pl. LXIII, figs. 29-30 and 32.
Ibid. pl. LXIII, figs. 33.
Ibid. pl. LXIII, figs. 27 (with irregular rim) and 28..
Ibid pl. LXIII, figs. 20-26.

Ibid. p. 43; pl. LXIII, figs. 35-36.
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Uruk pottery was absent in the exeavated area at Tell Billa 7 (which
rests directly on virgin soil ) and 6 yielded pottery of Ninevite V
type , both painted and incised96 . chalices were the most popular
forms of pottery in these levels . They occurred both in plain and
painted wares . Simple cups and bowls also occurred 97 . Painted
ware was strictly monoch-rome : the usual –colour is deep purplishbrown , often shading into black. Red was less popular . Geometric
plant , and naturalistic designe were all present . Small bowls o
saucers were used as lids for larger vessels98 . The material from
these levels shows many affinities with that of Jamdat Nas phase in
the South . All shapes found in Billa 7 continued in level 6 but the
pottery from the latter is said to be more refined in technique99 .
the level 6 cups were tapered at the bottom110. Cooking-pots with
lug-handles, some bunished, occurred 101. Painted designs were
rare , but the use of incised decoration increased 102.
V
The upper part of Tell Chenchi 103 yielded material of the third
millennium B.C.104 ; the pottery appears to be incised Ninevite V
.105 Further exeavation , however ; would certainly reveal material
of older phases however ; such material occurs widely on the
surface of the site .106
Summary :
The deep sounding at Nineveh, although not well stratified ,
provided the earliest stratigraphic evidence for Uruk wares in the
north . Parallels with southern Mesopotamia including the type site
, as well as with other northern sites are numerous. There was only
one red ware shared in level IV .
Bevelled rim votive bowle started at the top of Ninveh III, and were
very popular in level IV. In level IV surface decoration such as :
circular pellets, a combination of red-slip and combed incision,
combed decoration, and fingernail impression, were applied to
various types of vessels.
Such ornament is familiar from other northern sites as well as in
the south .
The fact that grey ware appears to precede red ware may well be an
accident of excavation, as t all other sites they appear to be
contemporary.
In Gawra XI-A a number of changes in material culture took
place especially in the pottery. Analogous changes occurred at
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about this time in lower Mesopotamia (c. warka XIV). The painted
pottery of the „Ubaid period was replaced entirely by plain
undecorated ware, and burial customs know elsewhere in the Uruk
period were adopted. Such innovation continued throughout the
ovelying starata up to level VIII-A. among the pottery types of
Gawra XI-A, the most prominent was the flat based open bowl,
with straight flaring sides. Other bowls with rounded bottoms,
straight sides, and cremated bodies can be compared with examples
from Warka XIV)107(. Double-mouthed jars were numerous;
parallels can be noted both at Eridu and „Uqair. The bulging jars,
found in Gawra XI-A and continued up to level VIII can be
compared with exaples from Eridu (early group) and Warka VIIVI (and probably earlier). Gawra XI-IX were united by their
architectural features as well as by their ceramic product. Pottery
from these levels was generally brown or buff, yet there were many
examples of red and red-brown ware. A few grey and black ware
applied to several types of vessels; wet smoothing or wash
techniques were sometimes employed. Surface decoration, with was
absent in Gawra XI-A, reappeared on a large group of vessels in
these level. Burnishing was not especially popular, vessels treated in
this manner were for the most part of grey or black ware (in XIXA). The pot tery of Gawra XI-IX displayed a variety of shapes:
bowls cups, beakers, chalices, pots, and jars. Flat-and round
bottomed bowls were by far most common type. The sinuous-sided
bowls have parallels in Warka VIII-VII
. A tall jar, the only
example of its kind from Gawra, can be compared with examples
from Warka VI-V. double-mouthed jars were popular, a tendency
to bring the two mouths closer being a noticeable feature in Gawra
XI-IX. There is a parallel in Warka VI for the Gawra ladle, a type
which continues into level VIII.
There is unmistakable continuity between the pottery from
Gawra. VIII and that of the earlier levels, yet the absence of surface
decoration, especially in VIII B-C, together with the introduction of
new shapes, differentiates the two groups. The following type occur
the first time in level VIII-A and continued into VII bowls with
rounded and low earination; carinated bowls with tapering
bottoms, and wide bands of crosshatched incision on the shoulder;
)117(

Suface material seen by the writer when visiting the site.
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cups with corrugated sides and tapering bases: tall cups: a group of
painted and incised (ribbed) chalices; the use of horizontal ribbing
on the upper bodies of vessels; and fine incised ornament on the
grey ware. These features which are typing of Ninevite V pottery
led Miss Perkins, rightly, to place Gawra VIII-A (together with
part of VII) within the Ninevite period)108( . the term “Gawra
period” first suggested by Speised was adopted by perkins to
describe the pottery found at Gawra between the end of the „Ubaid
period and the beginning of Ninevite V, that is Gawra XIAVIIIB)109(. In spite of perkins arguments to the contrary, this
pottery corresponds closely to pottery of the Uruk period in
southern Mesopotamia, and even more closely to what is generally
regarded as Uruk pottery elsewhere in the north. The present
writer therefore prefers to abandon the term “Gawra” and to
designate as Uruk the post „Ubaid and pre-Ninevite V pottery from
Tepe Gawra. The use of the latter term reflects more accurately
both-the continuity of pottery types at the site and, allowing for
local variations which are always present, the general uniformity of
the pottery types of this period. The term Ninevite V pottery,
already popular in archaeological literature, is adopted here to
describe the very distinctive painted and incised pottery which
follows Uruk everywhere in northern Mesopotamia.

)118(
)119(
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Cf. UVB IV, pl. 17Db, c, d, e.

Cf. A.L. Perkins: 1949, p. 193.
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LATE PREHISTORIC POTTERY AT THE TELL‟FAR _ _ SINJAR
REGION
I.
Telul Eth-Thalathat is a complex of three principle
mounds sixty kilometers west of Mosul to the left of the main MosulSinjar road. The uppermost strata of tell II yielded , among other
artifacts. Pottery of the Urak period proper, while its lower levels
contained material of both “Ubaid and pre-„Ubaid cultures. Urak
wares cam mainly from levels I-VI in trench IX. The surface of the
bulk of the Urak pottery was greenish-brown or yellowish-brown on
exterior; red-slipped specimens were exceptionally popular.
Vessel Shapes represented in level II are open bowls and spouted and
double-mounted jars. Lugged jars globular bodies occurred in both
levels II and III. A single sherd found in association with Ninevite V
pottery in the upper levels (probably in level II) at Tell V during the
fourth season, has been important bearing on the distribution and
relationships of that various types of painted pottery which fallow that
of the Urak period. This is a fragment of a large jar ( Sumer XXVIII,
1972, pl. I, opposite page 8) painted in a reddish colour on a buff
surface, with a

(1)
Naimo Egami : “ The Excavation of Tell II,” , Vol. I, pp IIIIV. During the autumn of 1965 and spring of 1957 two seasons of
work were conducted by the Tokyo University Iraq-Iran Expedition.
A third season was carried out in spring of 1964; fourth season was
conducted during the autumn of 1965 and continued until the end of
January 1966. Excavations at Tell V during the fourth season
produced, just below the surface (levels II and III), material of the
Urak period , mixed at the top of that of Ninetive V.
(2)
Trench IX and its extension in square N-Q, Tell II, revealed
twelve levels (I-XII numbering from the top); cf. ibid p.5, pl. XIX, I;
and Fig. 50 levels XIIb-XII, however, are attributed to the „Ubaid
period of which their pottery is characteristic, see ibid. p. 6.
(3)
Ibid p. 7 ; Fig. 50 .
(4)
Ibid Fig 50, Nos. 2-4, 9, 5, 8, 6-7.
(5)
Ibid Fig 50, No. 1.
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Late prehistoric pottery at Tell‟far-Sinjar

Design consisting of stylized OX-like animals with birds perched on
their backs. In shape it is reminiscent of the large Jamdat Nasr
polychrome jars, but in technique and style it is remarkably like the
scarlet ware from Diyala region. The actual paint colour is darker,
but is much closer to the scarlet colour employed in the Dilaya than to
the plum red pigment used by Jamdat Nasr potters.
II.
Levels II-III (in area AB) and IV (in trench C) at Grai
Resh yielded pottery characteristic of the Urak Period, the bulk of the
Urak pottery was derived from the brunt house (level II) The
complete Urak repertoire was present at the Grai Resh.
Urak grey ware was Straw-tempered, usually grey-slipped and
roughly burnished on one or both sides of vessels. The burnishing
often took the shape of a pattern; as a rule a pepple appears to have
been used as the burnishing tools. Two types of vessels are represented
in the grey ware: a deep spherical bowl with either a moulded rim, or
with a slight carnation below the rim; and squat hole-mouthed pots, a
type often used for infant burials. These usually had thin walls and
small raised rims. A number of varieties of these occurred.
Urak red ware at Grai Resh also was straw tempered with a grey or
greish core and pink slip. Peculiar to this ware are shallow bowls with
curved bodies and tiny everted rims. Champagne Chalices of rather
crude fabric were a predominant feature of the pink ware.
Urak puff plain ware was found in a variety of shapes to which a
cream slip was often applied. Shallow or deep bowls with rounded
bottoms, chalices, tall narrow-mounted jars, and small squat pots
were found. A new form of spout, considered characteristic of this site
as it appeared so frequently, was made by thrusting a finger through
the wall of the jar, thus making the edge of the hole into a lip. Bevelled
rim votive bowls are a characteristic feature of this site. Eve Idols like
those types Garwa, Qaling Agha and Brak also occurred.
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III.
Tell Gurdi is a low but an extensive settlement situated
at the northern foot of Jabal Sinjar, five hundred meters to the southwest of the village of Grai Zerkah. On receiving news of illegal digging
by neighboring villagers, the writer (as then inspector of antiquities in
Mousl province) visited the site in February, 1960. A pit three meters
deep had been cut at the centre of the mound revealing in section
several layers of floors and ash. Among the potsherds from the pit
were several fragments of the crude beveled rim votive bowls. Also
found were a few grey and buff ware Urak sherds, and an Urak
handle.
Filed survey work of the Iraqi Direotorate General of
IV.
Antiquities in this region showed some 77 sites of in the Tell AfarSinjar districts yielding, among other early and late surface material,
pottery of both Urak and Ninevite V types.
(6)
At one point the trench was carried to virgin soil. Six
building levels (IV-IX) were encountered, the other three (I-III, upper
levels) having been detected in area AB, cf. Iraq VII, 1940 p.13. on the
basis of the pottery Professor LIoyd attributed level I ( the
uppermost) to Nineveh IV, to a phase which may well be, at least in
part, contemporary with the Jamdat Nasr period in the south; cf. ibid.
p. 18 Levels II-IV were attributed to the Urak Period proper, while
IV-V ( which yielded features reminiscent of both Ubaid and Urak)
were considered a transitional stage. Levels VI-IX are northern
„Ubaid; cf ibid. p. 15.
(7)
Ibid p. 18.
(8)
Ibid p. 18; it was either hard made or built on a very slow
wheel.
(9)
Ibid p. 18; pl: III Fig. 7 No. 4.
(10)
Ibid p.18; pl III Fig. 7, No 9
(11)
It was believed, rightly, to be a local pecularity, cf. ibid, p.
18.
(12)
Ibid pl. III, Fig. 7, No. 7.
(13)
Ibid pl. 18; pl. III, Fig. 7, No. 6.
(14)
Ibid pl. 18; pl. III, Fig. 7, No. 2.
(15)
Ibid pl. III, Fig. 7 , No. 1
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23 The tell‟Afar Occurrences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Tell Ahmad Agha Saghir .
Khirbet „Alawi.
Tell Ahmad Agha Kabir.
Tell Mushi.
Tell Telmuss.
bablutt Tepe.
Tell Rimah Saghir.
Julagh Tepe.
Tell Fattuma
Fashi Jabash.
Tell eth-Thaib.
Tell „ Abdan et-Tahtani
Tell Jamal
Tell „Awad.
Tell Shebh.
Tell es-Shur.
Bir „Ajm.
Khirbet Kisber.
khierbet Yabsa.
Tell es-Samir.
Tell Bir „Alka.
Tell Qariat el-Butha.
Tell Dubub Tuzbghi
Tell es-Sharai.
Khierbet Abdul Haddi.
Tell Mattr el-Khabir
Tell „Ibra es-Saghir.
Tell Zuaraiqi.
Ali Ku-Tuzighi.
khirbet Kulaib.
Kharaieb el-Qussiya
Khirbet Balluziya.
Khierbet lazaka.
Tell Dhahir.
Khierbet Khalass.
Tell es-Salami.
Tell Abu Manhum.
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38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Telul el-Imjereniyat.
kharaieb el-Tweem.
Telul Abu Ekkdur.
Khirbet Hara
Khirbet es-Sahaji
Khierbet „Abid and Thulnun.
Khierbet Abu Shekha.
Kharaieb and Telul el-mahalabiya.
Tell Tiniya.
Tell Abu Kathira.
Khierbet el Tair.
Tell Um Ihjrah.
Tell el-„Urs
Tell Abu Jad‟aan
Tell B‟aarur.
Kharaieb el Hutta
Kharaieb el Howaitt.
Khierbet Fathi.
Tell Rikrak.
Dem tepe.

The Sinjar occurrences:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Tell Tabriz
Khirbet Resh.
Tell Kirshen.
Tell Abu Ghazala.
Tell „Ukaidy.
Tell Abu Sanam.
Um Ihjarah.
Grai Resh Kujjuk.
Tell Saqqi.
Gharet Wahshi.
Qantr Qubba
Tell Khazir.
Tell Darra.
Khirbet Kuhbel.
Khierbet Imjahla.
Tell Khalil.
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17.
18.
19.
20.

Tell Abu Rasain.
Tell Soofi.
Youz Tepe.
Tell er-Russ.

(16) for further survey work done in the same region by Professor
Seton LIoyd see Iraq V, 1938, pp. 124-142; also see Iraq VII, 1940, p.
21.
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THE RELEVANCE OF THE DIYALA SEQUENCE TO SOUTH
MESOPOTAMIAN SITES

The Chicago Oriental Institute excavation in the Diyala region have
contributed much to our knowledge of the latter part of the Uruk
period (including the Jamdat Nasr phase as well as to more than six
later stages of Mesopotamian history. The ceramic material of these
periods has been thoroughly presented in Delougaz's long and
valuable publication, Pottery from the Diyala Region. Some early and
middle Uruk sherds were found, but not in their proper
stratigraphical context; the earliest pottery excavated in situ dates
from phases 'c' and 'd' of what Delougaz calls the 'Protoliterate
Period', and these are equivalent to the late Uruk or Jamdat Nasr
phase, which extends, in the E-anna sequence from the end of Warka
IV to the beginning of Warka II. This material comes from three
sites: tell Asmar, Tell Agrab, and Khafajah. At the two former sites
deep soundings driven to virgin soil produced sherds of Protoliterate
'd', but the stratigraphical value of these soundings is limited, as the
floor-levels could not be distinguished and the sequence had therefore
to be determined by depth. Protoliterate 'd' material also came from
in and under the earliest Abu Temple at Tell Asmar. Khafajah,
however, produced much well-stratified material, especially from the
Sin Temple; this was founded on debris of Protoliterate 'c' during the
same phase, and continuously repaired and rebuilt at least until ED
III b. The long sequence based on the Sin Temple stratification is
particularly important, as the pottery of Protoliterate 'c' and 'd' is
rather poorly represented at the type-site of Warka itself, and is
fortunately amplified by reference to the Diyala material. Similarly,
pottery from other sites, where the excavators did not at the time have
enough comparative information to date their finds precisely, can also
be fitted into the Diyala sequence. Moreover it is possible to observe
in the Diyala, better than anywhere else, the development from the
end of the Jamdat Nasr phase into EDI; here there is a clear
continuity, just as between 'Ubaid and Uruk previously. While,
however, the Diyala sequence is of great significance in these respects,
it should not necessarily be accepted as always valid for all the
southern Mesopotamia. Geographically the region is peripheral, close
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to Babylonia, but distant from the area of Sumer which seems in
many instances to have been the centre of cultural diffusion in the
Uruk period. Local peculiarities are naturally to be expected, so that
where the Diyala evidence seems not merely to supplement, but
positively to contradict, the stratified sequences at other sites, it
should be treated with much circumspection.
The clearest contribution made by the Diyala exavations to our
understanding of the general, Uruk sequence in Mesopotamia is
concerned with the painted 'Jamdat Nasr ' pottery. At Jamdat Nasr
itself, where polychrome was first found in quantity, no internal
developments were observed, and at other sites where it has appeared
such as Ur, Warka, Nippur, and 'Uqair, it has not been sufficiently
abundant for the relative dating of the different examples to be
ascertained. In the Diyala, however two successive varieties of
polychrome were identified, of Protoliterate 'c' and 'd' respectively;
this succession is probably valid for other sites also, as, though both
varieties were fount at Jamdat Nasr, the 'Uqair polychrome is all of
the later variety. The later variety is presented in Warka III/II. The
absence of polychrome in Warka IV may be used to argue that
Woolley was right in assigning to the polychrome wares an origin
outside Sumer and that they were introduced into Sumer from
norther Babylonia, but the evidence is not conclusive; the published
polychrome sherds from Warka are not on the whole distinctive, and
several could be assigned to Delougaz's earlier variety as well as the
later. One reason for the scarcity of polychrome at Warka may be
that this kind of decoration, though indeed the most notable feature of
the Jamdat Nasr phase of the Uruk period, was principally used on
the shoulders but not the bodies of large, and hence easily broken,
jars; body fragments might not be identified as having belonged to
originally polychrome vessels. The actual shapes of these jars may be
reconstructed by reference either to the stratified Diyala material or
to complete examples from other sites. It is unfortunate that the
isolated find of some complete large jars at Warka itself, in the
Riemchengebaude of Warka Iva or a little earlier is not helpful, as
they represent a class of coarse pottery which is not typical of that
generally found and which was not elaborately decorated.
The inadequacy of the E-anna sequence for Warka IV-II is clearly
shown on Plate XLVI, Chart I of this article, and the comparative
wealth of other sites on Chart II (Plate XLVII). For the amplification
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of this sequence, reliance should be placed above all on sites near
Warka itself, and of these Ur is much the richest. It seems likely that
almost all the types found at Ur in the 'Jamdat Nasr' graves (discussed
below) would be found at Warka if a sufficient area were cleared. The
deep sounding at Nippur was not extensive enough to give much
support to this view, and the Jamdat Nasr material is of course not
datable except by reference to the Diyala; but the stratified
Protoliterate types from the Diyala are in fact close enough to those
from Ur to make it virtually certain that those of them which existed
both in the Diyala and at Ur must also have been in use at Warka.
The especial contribution of the Diyala to the Warka sequence is more
in the field of zoomorphic and multiple-spouted vessels, which were
probably made for ritual purposes. The existence of the former at
Warka is ensured by their appearance on the Warka Vase, but no
recognizable pottery fragments of them have been found there.
Zoomorphic pots were, however, found in Sin Temple III-V at
Khafajah, and the earliest of these was noted by Delougaz as being
'extra-ordinarily like' one shown on the Warka seal. Even if the
zoomorphic vases shown in the stone carvings were visualized by the
artists as consisting of some more precious material than pottery, it
seems probable that pottery vases of this nature also existed in Warka
IV-II. A multiple-spouted jar found in Sin Temple IV at Khafajah is
of equal value. Such jars have also been bound, with definite
stratigraphical context, at Telloh, Nippur, and Jamdat Nasr; the type
may well have had a longer history than is demonstrable at present,
but the Diyala example enables us to place it, at the very least, in
Protoliterate 'd'. While polychrome and ritual vessels are found
throughout south Mesopotamia in contexts that appear to conform
with the Diyala evidence, there are also some instances in which the
Diyala pottery is recognized as atypical. Scarlet ware, for example,
the ED I continuation of polychrome Jamdat Nasr, is well-known in
the Diyala, but has been seldom identified outside this region: a few
sherds were found at Kish, to the south, and others are recorded from
surface collection at Tell Ahmad el Hatu near Kupri, half way
between Kirkuk and Erbil. This limited distribution suggests that its
centre of diffusion may have been the Diyala, and its complete absence
at Warka and other sites in sumer may mean that it did not penetrate
far beyond the Diyala to the south. In the Uruk period itself, however,
the local peculiarities of the Diyala consist mainly in the absence or
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rarity of certain types in the region, or their late introduction into it;
these features are not easily provable as they can always be attributed
to the chance of excavation, but three instances may be noted. It was
observed by Delougaz that handles were rather rare in the Diyala, but
it is particularly striking that handled-cups (Chart II, type8) were not
found at all; elsewhere this useful type was popular. It is known in
Warka IX-VI, and its absence in subsequent levels at that site is
clearly fortuitous, as it is found at Telloh 'D' (late Uruk), at Ur in both
early and late Uruk contexts, at Nippur XX-XIII (i.e. until Warka
IIIb), at Jamdat Nasr, and of course in the north (Plate XLVII, Chart
III, type I6). There is also a type of jar-stand or lid which Delougaz
noted as rare in the Diyala, though it was common at Jamdat Nasr
and Kish. A type that may have been introduced late into the Diyala
is the squat four-lugged jar (chart II, type 22) as no sherds of this type
were identified among the many found in the debris below Sin Temple
I; elsewhere, however, such jars are frequent. These peculiarities are
exceptional; but there are other features of the Diyala sequence which,
though they suit the evidence from Babylonian sites such as Jamat
Nasr, Kish, and 'Uqair-' the pottery assemblages of the Protoliterate
period which coincide best with the Diyala' appear to contradict the
stratified sequence at sites like Ur and Uruk further south still. In
particular the solid-footed goblet (chart II, type 20) and some pottery
from the jamdat Nasr cemetery at Ur are re-dated by Delougaz to the
ED I period because comparable shapes were not found in
Protoliterate levels in the Diyala or Babylonia. In reaching this
conclusion, however, Delougaz does not seem to have taken sufficient
account of the possibility that certain types originated in Sumer and
spread north gradually, so that they would levels in the north of
southern Mesopotamia may then be regarded, from the point of view
of the type-site, as no more than local peculiarity of that region. This
in fact appears to be the case.
Delougaz himself, in discussing the solid-footed goblet, says that
'although comparatively short-lived the type was widespread' and that
'consequently it must have spread from a si8ngle center, and a certain
length of time must be allowed for such a process'. Despite this latter
observation, however, with which the present writer entirely agrees,
Delougaz appears to have regarded the presence of solid-footed
goblets in Warka IV-II as evidence not for the southern origin of the
type but for disturbance of these strata by later settlers. He refers for
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support to two other sherds from these levels. One is a pot-cover
found in Warka III/II; but this, though it does resemble later
examples found elsewhere, is a rare type of questionable diagnostic
value. The other is a fragment of a four-lugged incised jar found in
Warka IV, unusual in itself but far from characteristically ED I: the
profile of its shoulder, rounded and without a ridge, and the position
of the lugs at some distance from the neck, are both Protoliterate
features. Kelougaz also considers that the solid-footed goblets found
at Ur, 'Ubaid, and Telloh are dedicative of ED I occupation, even
though, at least at Ur, they were directly associated in their
stratigraphical context with a number of polychrome Jamdat Nasr
sherds.
If, however, we begin by accepting the sequence established at Warka
and Ur, considering the way in which the type became popular, it will
be seen to have a coherent history which is compatible with all the
different contexts in which it has been found.
At Warka there is a clear relationship between the solid-footed
goblet and the 'flower-pot'; so many varieties of intermediate shapes
are found that no strict typological division can be made between
them. There is, however, a chronological development. The more
open 'flower-por' (chart II, type 7) first appears in Warka VIII, and
continues through to Warka II; it is a shallow, sinuous-sided vessel
which could have been used either as a container or as a cup. But
between Warka VI and IV there occur a number of increasingly deep
examples of the 'flower-pot' (chart, type 6), and these gradually merge
into the solid-footed goblet (chart II, type 20); this is definitely present
by Warka IV, and again continues into Warka II. The relative
commonness of the two extremes of type in the period when they were
contemporary cannot be ascertained precisely, but it would seem that
the more deep and slender solid-footed vessel evolved for the simple
reason that it was a more convenient shape for drinking from and
handling; the more open 'flower-pot', which had originally served this
function also, survived because it was more practical as a container
and could be rested on a level surface. This sequence of development
at Warka, which has recently been confirmed by Dr. Hans J. Nissen
(of the German Archaeological Institute, Baghdad), in a new
sounding, conforms with the dating ascribed by Wooley and Hall to
the solid-footed goblets found by them in graves and houses at Ur and
'Ubaid. At both sites the goblet was introduced later than 'flower401

pot', and the two types continued in use side by side; at Ur the goblet
was in the 'late group' of Jamdat Nasr graves (see below), and in
Building-stratum G of Pit F, where not only was one example plumred all over but there were also several associated plain and
polychrome Jamdat Nasr sherds though not as many as at slightly
lower levels in the pit. At Telloh the 'flower-pot' was found in levels
'E-F' and the goblet in levels 'F-I', all of the Uruk period. Ur, 'Ubaid,
and Telloh have all produced varieties of 'flower-pot' though the
type's connection with the solid-footed goblet is not so clear as at
Warka. At Nippur the two types are more sharply differentiated. A
rather deep 'flower-pot', usable both as a container and a cup, was
found in Inanna XVI and XV and again in XII which is transitional
Jamdat Nasr-ED I level; the solid –footedgoblet first appears in XII,
and becomes common in ED I; ED I levels also produce a shallow
open vessel with a flat base. It would seem that these two last-named
types were introduced at Nippur at the very end of the Jamdat Nasr
phase and that each acquired one of the functions of the deep 'flowerpot' which consequently dropped out of use. Further north still, in
Babylonia and the Diyala, precisely the process occurred but at a
slightly later date, at the beginning of ED I proper, this was the limit
of the solid-footed goblet's expansion, and it is lacking in northern
Mesopotamia. The most satisfactory explanation for the goblet's
apparently contradictory appearances at different dates in different
regions seem therefore to be that it evolved from the 'flower-pot' in
Sumer in the Jamdat Nasr phase, and spread north gradually during
the transition to EDI; it came to the Diyala as an innovation, and
appropriated the deep 'flower-pot's' function as a drinking vessel; the
'flower-pot' however survived as a shallower container. This
explanation agrees with Delougaz's suggestion that the type had a
definite centre of diffusion, but not with his conclusion that its date of
origin is clarified by the Diyala evidence; here the Diyala sequence is
only relevant over a limited area.
The Diyala evidence has also been used by Delougaz in an attempt to
re-date some of the graves found by Woolley at Ur and ascribed by
him to the Jamdat Nasr phase; but here again caution is necessary,
and the conclusions of the original excavator seem preferable.
Woolley's final publication in which the graves are organized,
basically on stratigraphic grounds, into early, intermediate, and late
groups, was not available to Delougaz; but the latter referring to a
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preliminary report, assigns some of them 'undoubtedly' to the ED I
period because thy in clued types found in ED I contexts in the Diyala.
One type cited is the single-lugged jar, which is found neither at
Warka nor at Nippur in Jamdat Nasr levels nor at Jamdat Nasr itself;
in the Diyala the type is predominantly ED I. Nevertheless even the
Diyala has produced one example from Protoliterate 'd' (Sin Temple
IV) which Delougaz accepts as in situ, so that the type was certainly
known at this time. Moreover the single-lugged jars found at Ur were
in graves of both early and late groups, and directly associated with
types which are clearly more akin to Jamdat Nasr than to ED I.
Delougaz also mentions a spouted jar comparable with ED I examples
in the Diyala; but the spouted jar is the very type which Delougaz
rightly employs to demonstrate continuity between the Jambat Nasr
phase and ED I. The difference between Delougaz and Wooley is
perhaps more a matter of definition than of strong disagreement
about dating; but while the point at which Delougaz chooses to end his
Protoliterate period appears to the writer reasonable for the Diyala, it
cannot be transferred to Ur on the assumption that the pottery there
was identical. The transition between Jamdat Nasr and ED I was
gradual and smooth, and types naturally persisted from one period to
the next, or spread gradually from one area to another. The danger of
generalizing from the Diyala evidence is demonstrated especially well
by considering the remarks of Delougaz on p. 137, n. 56, of pottery
from the Diyala Region; these are concerned with some pots which
came from the Jamdat Nasr graves, and which were described by
Woolley as 'Uruk'.
The ware of these pots does bear some resemblance to earlier Uruk,
and Woolley in fact always made it clear that his 'Uruk pottery
continues in use long after the "Uruk" period had come to an end'.
Nonetheless the choice of name was perhaps unfortunate. Among the
examples illustrated on UE IV, pl. 25, are JNG/328 Type 38, the slip of
which, instead of being thin and matt-burnished like the traditional
Uruk, is thick and extremely lustrous, a black equivalent of the
Jamdat Nasr red-washed ware; U.I998I, with red coloring of common
Jamdat Nasr standard; and U.I9985, a grey-burnished ware with an
exceptionally hard fabric, reminiscent of the stone vessels which pots
of this shape imitate and not found in traditional Uruk. Delougaz, in
bringing the Diyala evidence to bear on pots of this nature, correctly
observes that they are to be dated by their shapes rather than their
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ware, as the grey variety in particular persists, in the Diyala, into ED I
or even ED II. He therefore dates the first two numbered above to
'the end of the Protoliterate period', and this appears approximately
correct; Woolley himself assigns grave 328 in which the former was
found to the intermediate group of Jamdat Nasr graves, and grave 317
which produced the latter to the early group. With the latter,
however, in the very same grave 317, was also found U.I9980, and this
is assigned by Delougaz as 'probably of ED I or possibly even of ED II
date'. The parallels cited by Delougaz on his pl. 66 are not entirely
valid, as the ridge on the shoulder of U.I9980 is nearer the neck than
on the Diyala examples, but his impression, based on a deep
familiarity with the Diyala evidence, that of two pots in a single grave
at Ur one was Jamdat Nasr and the other ED I or even ED II suggests
that the Diyala evidence can be seriously misleading if used too freely.
Similarly the stone-imitation bowls U.I9985 and another are given, on
the basis of Diyala parallels, to ED I; this accords with the evidence
from Kish and Nippur, and such vessels are not found at Warka. The
graves in which they were found were assigned by Woolley to the late
group; but the pottery from this group is still more Jamdat Nasr than
ED I. in grave 311 a stone-imitation pot of this nature was directly
associated with Ur type JN 38, which the Diyala parallels place in the
Jamdat Nasr phase as well as ED I, with JN 20, a 'flower-pot' rather
deeper than would be characteristic of ED I and the closest Diyala
parallel for which is B. 003.200b from Sin Temple II; and with JN 137
which though it might be ED I has a beveled rim nearer to Jamdat
Nasr types U.I955I, another stone-imitation pot, was associated in
grave 162 with JN 96 and 97, types which both have Jamdat Nasr lugs
though the ridge on the latter is approaching ED I, and U.I9985 was in
grave 274 with JN 61, a type which though it could be ED I is still
basically Jamdat Nasr. It seems to the present writer therefore that
the graves should indeed be attributed to the Jamdat Nasr phase in its
closing stages, when the pottery types are beginning to have some
features which prevailed in ED I; indeed, by the present writer's
definition of the Uruk period as including the Jamdat Nasr phase, the
various wares found in the graves at Ur and considered by Woolley as
Uruk survivals, are late Uruk after all.
In the above instances too great a reliance on the Diyala evidence
could lead to conclusions which are not only misleading but even, as
with the Ur grave 317, actually self-contradictory. This emphasizes
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the danger of drawing rigid lines of demarcation between two stages
in the evolution of what was essentially a single culture. Types which
were first introduced in Sumer and whose expansion happened to
coincide with the general transition from late Uruk (Jamdat Nasr or
Protoliterate 'd') into ED I would naturally be found associated with
the former period in Sumer and with the latter in the Diyala. The
process of diffusion, however, though it limits the geographical area
for which the pottery sequence established by the Oriental Institute
may be considered valid, fully supports Delougaz's conclusions about
continuity; without continuity the above differences of opinion would
probably never have arisen. The other, more direct arguments for
continuity in the Diyala are well discussed by Delougaz, and the writer
is in complete agreement with his views. The destruction of Jamdat
Nasr buildings at some sites can be ascribed to political misfortunes or
to chance, and the popularity of the plano-convex brick in the Early
Dynastic period to a change in fashion or religious conventions; the
pottery is not compatible with a wholesale change of population. The
demonstration of this continuity is a most significant contribution of
the Diyala excavations to Mesopotamian history. While the sequence
which the Diyala has given us may eventually be superseded in some
respects by the publication of the Nippur pottery, which may have less
local peculiarities as the site is in the middle of the country, the Diyala
sequence is at present our fullest reliable guide for the end of the
Jamdat Nasr phase and its gradual transition into ED I, and as such it
is, despite its limitation, invaluable.
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